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Preface

“You have to come out ‘every inch a king.’ Well, the crown helps. If I started to
think of myself as a small human being, then I wouldn't be a king. So when Lear
says ‘every inch a king,’ you have to imagine yourself to be ten feet tall.”

Ian Holm1

Something about the play King Lear brings about giant, awe-inspiring, and ten-

foot-tall responses, whether the person reflecting on the play is an actor, scholar, student,

or member of the audience. As a text, King Lear has yielded to me the mother lode (pun

intended) of literature for study, instruction, and the creation of a Web site firmly based

on pedagogical theory. The play is extremely difficult to read, watch, perform, and teach.

In part, I wrote this dissertation about King Lear because the play is so difficult; it

requires an enormous academic and personal investment from both teachers and students.

The play’s existence as a physical text, its dual plots and many multiplicities, and its

position as a canonical drama that still challenges actors and directors makes King Lear a

perfect match for hypermedia as well as critical pedagogy. Thus, I see King Lear as an

ideal intermediary between traditional pedagogy and hypermedia-based, radical

pedagogy, which better serves students’ educational needs.

The first chapter of this dissertation begins with a discussion about what I choose

to teach when I teach King Lear and how these determinations have influenced the Web

site that I built. I assert that King Lear helps students discover many things about the

Renaissance as they explore the play. For example, King Lear exists in two versions. By
                                                  
1 Ian Holm played King Lear in ExxonMobil Masterpiece Theatre’s production of the play. This interview

was conducted online in 1998 at

<http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/masterpiece/archive/programs/kinglear/holm.html>.
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comparing these, instructors can introduce topics such as textual studies and authenticity

of editions, the world of print and publication in the Renaissance, and the way differences

in versions of the play affect meaning. In addition, comparing two texts presses students

into close (or at least careful) readings of similar parts of each version. In addition, two is

a manageable number of texts to read, so the task does not daunt the students. Next, I

explain how the subject matter of King Lear, with its emphasis on family relationships,

encourages students to focus on familiar territory; thus, students may have a personal

interest in the play. This validation of student experience (as opposed to exclusive

veneration of the instructor’s interpretation) helps further one of the goals of critical

pedagogy. Finally, the fact the King Lear is a play invites a multi-disciplinary

pedagogical approach. This is a drama that should be seen in action and heard out loud as

well as read—it craves multimedia. Again, I come full circle to its value as a gateway

piece—King Lear requires warm-bodied actors and that entices students to explore the

industry of Renaissance theater; the play contains fantastical, difficult-to-stage moments

(such as Gloucester’s on-stage blinding and imaginary fall down Dover’s cliffs) that

challenge students to pose and resolve technical problems of theater; and the production

of the play involves choosing between a Quarto, Folio, or composite, which engages

students with issues of textual studies.

In the second chapter, I address how the King Lear Web site can encourage

communities of practice to form and how communities of interpretation affect classroom

practices. The Web site encourages students to learn with the support of others—students,

instructors, and scholars—while using the online resources such as the active reading

guide, writing activities, and the commonplace book. The commonplace book, which is

further described in Chapter 4, serves as a shared online writing space in which students

can record quotations, images, ideas, journal exercises, writing exercises, etc.; each
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student has his or her own commonplace book, yet these exist as a public part of the site.

Students can search one another’s commonplace books in order to broaden their

understanding of the play and develop communication among members of the

community.

In the third chapter, I discuss how issues of hypertext theory—such as

decentralization and destabilization of the text—connect to the Renaissance itself. “To

look at the Renaissance through a lens called early modern is to see the concerns of

modernism and postmodernism in embryo—alienation, a disjunction from origins,

profound skepticism about the possibility for objectivity (in literary studies or anywhere

else), an emphasis on textual indeterminacy as opposed to textual closure and stability,

and an interest in intertextuality instead of filiation...” (Marcus 43). King Lear fits neatly

with the assets of hypermedia, and I explain how hypertext itself shares something with

King Lear’s content; both emphasize the shift or disintegration of the center (or the

central character). In all fairness, any piece of literature (Shakespeare and the canonical

greats in particular) that refers to other works or uses common literary conventions such

as allegory, mirrored characters, foreshadowing, or symbols, offers a natural entryway for

hypertext links. With a play, however, the text changes every time it is read, enacted, or

produced. McGann concurs, “Texts change under the pressure of immediate events”

(Textual 74). With recent critical productions and adaptations, such as Smiley’s prize-

winning novel A Thousand Acres (recently adapted into film), King Lear emerges as a

natural candidate for study using hypermedia.

The final chapter of the dissertation introduces some of the principles of critical

pedagogy and shows how the Web site puts parts of these principles into practice.

Chapter 4, Prototype for King Lear, Act I, also analyzes student work and describes the

many features of the Web site. The architecture of the Web site is discussed in detail in
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Section 2, What’s Inside the Site. I include a sample lesson plan as well as assessment

strategies. The dissertation culminates in three brief addenda: one summarizes recent

research, the second presents some samples of student work that show how my

pedagogical strategies appear when put into practice, and the third contains the link and

password to the King Lear Web site.

Because King Lear makes such a fine point of entry into the study of the

Renaissance as a period and to the application of both hypermedia and radical pedagogy,

it serves as an ideal platform on which to base my dissertation. In the beginning of the

dissertation, I address what I believe and have taught about the play King Lear, but I also

believe there is a more effective and generous way to go about teaching the play. That is,

I hope both to convey information and inspire students to interpretive acts apart from my

own template. Thus, this dissertation seeks a better way, a more engaging and

challenging model for student interaction with the literary text.
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Publication No._____________
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Supervisor:  Eric Mallin

This dissertation proposes how a hypertext resource aids students and instructors

of large lecture courses in the study of Shakespeare’s King Lear, and it presents a

prototype of a Web site that meets this purpose. The dissertation identifies critical issues

about the play that college instructors should address. These include an analysis of the

Quarto and Folio versions of King Lear; an application of psychoanalytical and feminist

criticism to the characters and subject of the play; and a discussion of the way viewing

theatrical interpretations affects the presentation of the play. Next, the dissertation

describes how a hypertext Web site encourages a class to form a community of practice,

as defined by Wenger; in brief, the Web site encourages students to make inquires and

learn with the support of others in a nonhierarchical fashion. As students form a

community of practice, they establish a reading of the play as an interpretive community.

The dissertation assesses the value of teaching with hypertext as a tool to foster learner-

driven acquisition of knowledge and as a poststructuralist tool that challenges traditional

hierarchies in the classroom. Finally, the dissertation presents and describes in detail a
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prototype of the Web site and an analysis of student work that puts into practice theories

of community, hypermedia, and radical pedagogy.
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Chapter 1: What I Believe (and Teach) about King Lear

In my 2001-2002 World Literature class, King Lear fell at the end of the semester,

just after Oedipus Rex. I had marked the syllabus into thematic units, and we were

completing a unit called Gods, Kings, and Mortals. King Lear, who falls from an elevated

position of power and royalty, encouraged students to think about the main character as

both a ruler and a mortal—that is a sovereign and a mere man. With the context of the

unit in mind, here is how one group of students began to analyze the theme of

nothingness, epitomized by Lear’s great losses, in the play:

Basically, the notion that nothing can be made of nothing says that there was no
intention of making things in the beginning, what makes one think that there will
be anything in the outcome? Like, if you wanted to bake cookies and you have no
dough, how can you have cookies in the end? The theme of nothing is
foreshadowing that in the end, nothing comes of it because everyone is dead.
There’s no one to really divide the kingdom up to. There’s no one to rule the
kingdom because everyone has killed either themselves or each other.2

This response, from a pair of students who had read only Act 1 of King Lear, reflects the

level of engagement and thoughtfulness that I believe undergraduates can and should

have when they study literature.3 Clearly, these students understood the deep and

dominant theme of nothing—prompted only from a simple direction to think about Lear’s

                                                  
2 K Shiue, and  M. Hernandez, E316K Masterworks of Literature: World, The University of Texas at

Austin, Spring 2002.

3 These students come from a population often considered underachievers. Every student in my class

belonged to the Longhorn Scholars or Connexxus program; these young men and women were the first in

their families to attend college. Some were athletes, including a star basketball player who played on

national television while enrolled in my class. Many colleagues have expressed surprise at the level of

understanding these students demonstrated.
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line, “What, no boy; nothing can be made of nothing” (1.4.116). My job, I believe, was to

give students the impetus and the environment to delve into Shakespeare’s play and to

use their own expertise, insight, and experience to grasp King Lear. And I had only two

and a half weeks to do so.

What I lacked then, I have created in this dissertation. Here I define a

pedagogical approach to teaching a complicated, “impossible” play. I use three tools to

help me—hypermedia, communities of practice, and critical pedagogy. The product of

these tools and my classroom experience is a Web site that helps students develop and

direct their own understanding of King Lear4. The results, partially illustrated in the

excerpt above and comprehensively displayed in the pages of the site and this

dissertation, offer a new and innovative way to teach the play. The Web site is designed

to be used along with a print version of the play (although, students could certainly have

an electronic version of the play available in another window of their monitor screen).

The Web site enables students to have study aids at hand and reproducible in their own

notes. On the Web site they can review a synopsis of scenes; glance over character

descriptions and relationships; examine themes, images, and problems raised by the play;

complete study questions that foster close reading; and do writing exercises related to a

specific act. Along the way, students can copy any material from the site into their

commonplace books. Additionally, students can examine textual differences between the

Folio and Quarto versions of King Lear; explore other King Lear and Shakespeare sites

on the World Wide Web; develop multimedia, hypertext projects related to the play;

browse other students’ thoughts and reflections and Web site materials; incorporate their

                                                  
4 See Addendum III of this dissertation for the password and link to the King Lear Web site.
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own knowledge into the Web site; and link to a wide range of information about the

Renaissance itself.

1. My Pedagogical Goals

As a college instructor, I have many pedagogical goals, some abstract and some

concrete. Continuously, I search for inventive ways to tap into student creativity and

comprehension as I share my enthusiasm for literature. With my World Literature class, I

wanted to give students a chance to reason, feel, and enact—all the while bearing in mind

how the characters in Lear might reason, feel, and act. Rather than start from a Lear-like

nothing, I had to decide what it is that I wanted the students to learn.

At the end of the term, what should students know about King Lear? Students

should possess some basic information, such as knowledge of the plot and a clear sense

of who the characters are. Further, they should recognize the significance of some of the

play’s most revealing lines: Lear’s “Aye! Every inch a King,” Cordelia’s, “Nothing,” and

Edmund’s “now gods stand up for bastards!” Understanding these lines in their context

ensures a solid grasp of some of the issues that the play addresses. Students need to

know, as well, how a director might stage a scene. Likewise, they should recognize that

different performers, media, and incarnations of the play may vary greatly. Students

should identify some of the textual differences between the Quarto and Folio; they should

demonstrate a clear grasp of the text as something that has changed over time. Finally,

students should be able to propose a reading or interpretation of their own based on

viewing or reading multiple versions of text, tracing a particular image or idea, or

analyzing controversies raised as the action unfolds.

Yet, I do not believe that students ought to leave a class convinced that they have

all the right answers about King Lear. At the end of the term, I prefer that they remain
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unsure about such things as Lear and Cordelia’s motivation in the opening scene, the best

form of media or film/television version of the play, Edgar’s culpability in his father’s

death, the justice (or lack thereof) in the final scene, or the treatment of women in light of

the glaring contrast between Cordelia and her sisters. What the play and the students

leave unresolved is fertile ground for growing debate and deeper deliberation. Given the

limitations of the survey literature course, all instructors must choose what to teach and

what to omit. I have chosen aspects of King Lear that I believe enable students to gain the

most from the play. These selections leave out a large body of critical work, including the

New Historicist and Marxist analyses. Additional scholarship on the origins of the story

and the history of the play’s performance (including the popular altered ending) offer

much to the advanced student. However, my approach to King Lear capitalizes on ideas

familiar to students and on concepts accessible to learners with a broad range of

experience and academic ability.5

When I talk about King Lear in a classroom, I draw from several theoretical

positions and pedagogical approaches. These include textual criticism, which explores the

textual variants of King Lear; a psychoanalytical and feminist examination of characters

and relationships; and theater studies, which examines the play as a script and production

piece. I combine elements of these theories in the classroom. Sustaining and managing

conflicting ideas and interpretations about a work ranks among my top educational goals

for students. I want students to be able to address multiple interpretations of scenes or

                                                  
5 I prefer to emphasize critical approaches about which students have moderate understanding. Thus, I do

not talk at length about abstract or theoretical concepts that require extensive  instructor direction or outside

reading for students.
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passages, such as the love test and Lear’s final speeches. Students use the theories to craft

a reading of the play in which they consider a rich array of literary and theatrical issues.

One of my first instructional strategies curtails abject veneration of Shakespeare

as the master author and the play as textual perfection. I begin by telling students that the

play exists in two versions. As they read, students can examine the two texts of King Lear

and come to some hypotheses about the Quarto and the Folio. The Folio, a revised

version of the earlier play, sacrifices some of the Quarto’s connection to court life and

season, but yields a more exciting, entertaining play.6 Students can weigh the cost of

revision by examining the loss of certain lines, such as the mock trial. My goal is that

students think about the play while acknowledging the text that they read is a part of a

writing process rather than a fixed and perfect product.

2. Textual Criticism: Using the Quarto and Folio

King Lear offers instructors a valuable entryway into discussion about the textual

history of a work. The two versions of the play, the 1608 Quarto and the 1623 Folio, and

the scholarly discussion about textual authenticity can be managed in the context of an

undergraduate classroom. Students can begin to see that texts are fluid creations; that

author, editor, performer, reader, and audience may evolve as “scripters” of a text; and

that interpretation of literature often changes over time. Students may look at two

versions of a scene in a book, on an overhead projection, or on a computer screen. If time

fails to permit discussion about the merits of one version as opposed to the other, the

                                                  
6 More comprehensive support for this thesis is supplied in the section on textual criticism. Critics

Urkowitz and Wells concur that the Folio version of King Lear came from the prompt book. Both argue

that the prompt book contains Shakespeare’s revisions to the Quarto version of the play. Therefore, the

Quarto is an earlier draft of the play, and the Folio is a later, revised draft.
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mere presence of two distinctly different texts of the same play by revered Shakespeare

forces students to rethink preconceived ideas about literature. For example, many

students unquestioningly consider the texts in the editions they hold in their hands as

perfect creations. By observing writing as a process, even for a writer as celebrated as

Shakespeare, students can then reexamine his works to see what choices the writer

made—even what errors or wordy bits were altered later. This frees students to argue that

elements of plot, characterization, and even poetic imagery do not work well or may need

revision. The presence of different versions of the same play invites a skeptical reading of

each version and extends students’ understanding of the influences that govern the final

or published text.

a. against using a composite text

The 2000 Norton Anthology of English Literature uses a composite text in which

the two versions are combined by the editors. Greenblatt provides the following

justification: “In order to make available as much of both texts as possible within the

space constraints of this anthology, we here present a conflated version” (1109).7 At the

end of the conflated Lear, the Norton includes parallel excerpts from the 1608 and 1623

plays; readers are encouraged to compare the two.8 The use of a composite text has been

criticized by textual scholars, such as Urkowitz, as well as other scholars, such as Wells.

                                                  
7 The 1993 Norton Anthology of English Literature, which also uses a composite text, contains the note:

“Like most editors, we present here a composite text based principally on the better First Folio text (1623)

but with about 300 omitted lines restored from the quarto (1608). The Folio text itself contains about one

hundred lines omitted from the quarto, chiefly very brief passages” (Abrams 890).

8 The introduction suggests that “The quarto version of this scene seems to emphasize a French invasion of

the kingdom, while the Folio text seems to emphasize an impending civil war” (Greenblatt 1192).
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Wells argues that the versions represent two distinct texts—the Quarto, which contains

300 lines that the Folio cuts, is the more “literary” and the Folio, which was likely edited

for and perhaps with input from the actors, is more tailored for performance (6). Halio

agrees with Wells in his preface to the New Cambridge edition of The Tragedy of King

Lear: “This single-text theory, so-called, is in the judgment of many scholars today no

longer viable” (xiii); Halio prefers “an authentic, not definitive, edition” (xiv). He opts

for the Folio, with variants from the Quarto version addressed in notes and appendices.

Since Norton enjoys such a wide readership, instructors must account for the

inconsistency in the use of a composite with current arguments that support single-text

editions. Greenblatt’s inclusion of the parallel scenes on facing pages can be used as a

springboard for introducing this argument.

Modern editions of the play are either based on one of the earliest versions of

King Lear or a conflation. Of the first Quarto, second Quarto, and Folio versions, which

is most authentic? Most appropriate for use in contemporary instruction? Traditionally,

the Folio version is couched as the better text, and the Quarto is cast as inferior. One

approach to choosing a variant involves a search for the “most-Shakespearean,” which

means that the text chosen has more of Shakespeare’s undiluted, un-revised words. Leah

Marcus documents how scholars used to treat various versions of texts hierarchically.

However, “…Quarto texts previously regarded as low and contaminated versions of the

plays are coming to be regarded as different instead of debased, as encoding distinct

patterns of meaning worthy of consideration in their own right rather than as mere

disfigurement of the ‘true’ version” (Marcus 168). The underlying notion was that early

variants lay at the bottom of the hierarchy of authenticity and that a pure, original,

authentic text exists somewhere; variants must then be evaluated based on their similarity

to that elusive original source. Presumably, early variants would be characterized by
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mechanical problems such as misspellings or mis-assigned lines; the content should not

change radically and the play should remain fundamentally the same. However, the

peculiarities of the Quarto and Folio texts result in different meanings, characterizations,

and outcomes.9 Since each text has specific, distinguishing merits, critics now agree that

conflation does not work; the act of conflating the two, separate texts, yields a third

version that lacks the integrity and authenticity offered by each of the originals. In other

words, the conflated version emerges as less authentic and less engaging than either the

Quarto or Folio. In class, I argue that both Q and F deserve the stamp of Shakespearean

authenticity; like Wells, I believe that the texts are equally Shakespearean but have

unique distinctions. I favor the Folio over the Quarto because I prefer the streamlined

action of the Folio to the moral commentaries that pepper the Quarto; I do not admire one

as more authentic than the other.

The Web site capitalizes on current opinion that both textual versions are

authentic. Obviously, a print version of the play (like Halio’s Cambridge edition) can

provide supplemental notes that show the reader how the two versions differ. However,

students need the chance to read scenes side-by-side. This way they can then try to decide

which version makes a better play. Unlike Halio’s Folio version with the Quarto in notes

or the combined Norton version, a side-by-side reading of key scenes allows students to

make their own argument about action and characters in either the Folio or the Quarto.

                                                  
9 Marcus argues that the Q “announces a specific holiday occasion” (168); Ioppolo suggests that political

and religious restrictions against profanity altered the composition of Q and F (79); and Urkowitz explains

that the F speeds stage action (15), breaks substantially from the Q in terms of actors’ exits and entrances

(35), and markedly alters Albany’s character (80).
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Parallel stagings (in class) or readings of a scene strengthen the experience of the play’s

variance. In contrast, a conflation offers none of the opportunities of parallel readings.

Urkowitz criticizes the process of conflation when he analyzes how modern,

composite texts are created. He explains that, “The modern composite text of Lear is the

product of methods first developed for solving classical and Biblical textual problems”

(5). The editor assembles pieces of multiple copies and binds the fragments together so

that the final version contains as much of each copy’s text as possible. Urkowitz

concludes this is not useful if “they are applied to alternate texts created by a revising

author” (5). The theory that fuels acceptance of the conflated version ignores the

possibility that a single author can produce two similar, but distinct versions of a text. A

more contemporary approach embraces Marcus’s position that the Quarto and the Folio

share authenticity, because both are authentic Shakespearean products. Each deserves the

same consideration as a “good” text. “…(W)e allow the various texts parallel status and

analyze differences between them in terms of the distinct shape and local features of the

text in which they appear” (Marcus 169). By allowing the Quarto and Folio equivalent

status, the complexity of analysis increases—what features prominently in one version
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(such as the war with France in Q), may have less detail and importance in the other

version.10

b. origins of the Q and F

What distinguishes the Quarto and Folio versions? In actuality, two Quarto texts

exist. The 1608 Quarto 1, considered by some to be a memorial reconstruction by

performers and by others to be drawn from Shakespeare’s foul papers, contains about 850

verbal variants from the 1623 Folio version (Ioppolo 162). Eleven years later, the 1619

Quarto 2 appeared as an unauthorized reprint. With the exception of minor changes to

spelling and mechanical alterations, it almost exactly duplicates the Quarto 1 version. A

few years later, John Heminges and Henry Condell published the 1623 Folio text. They

used prompt books from the play houses as well as earlier Quarto versions of plays in

their amalgamation of Shakespeare’s body of work (Wells and Taylor xxxiv). Urkowitz,

Wells, and Taylor agree that the Folio version of King Lear came from the prompt book.

With regard to the authenticity of the Quarto and Folio versions, Wells and Taylor

suggest, and I agree, that the “1608 Quarto represents the play as Shakespeare originally

wrote it and the 1623 Folio as he substantially revised it” (909). Thus, both are

“authentically Shakespearian” (xxxiii). Urkowitz argues persuasively that the changes

                                                  
10 Ioppolo argues that “a ‘theory’ of textual revision establishes and determines a ‘theory’ of literary

criticism” (162). The literary theory that Ioppolo talks about seems more like an interpretation than a

theory, in the conventional sense of the term. Ioppolo argues that the theory (a term she places in quotation

marks) has to do with authorial and editorial intent. For instance, Cordelia in Q is a more domineering

foreign queen than Cordelia in F. Shakespeare had some particular intention in the revision or the people

who reconstructed or recorded the text had some motivation for altering Cordelia’s characterization.  In

other words, the reason for revision influences the interpretation of the text.
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between Quarto and Folio were intentionally and carefully made in order to alter the

dramatic and theatrical meaning and experience of King Lear. He suggests that “the

Quarto was printed from Shakespeare’s foul papers, and the Folio was printed from the

Quarto version that was carefully brought into agreement with the official promptbook”

(129). The prompt book had Shakespeare’s revision, so that the Quarto and Folio

are—effectively —an early and final draft of the play.

The 1993 Norton Anthology relies on a modified version of the 1623 Folio with

specific additions (such as the mock trial scene) from the Quarto. Instructors of survey

literature classes may be constrained to using such a conflated version despite arguments

for the authenticity of either the Quarto or Folio version. Currently, inexpensive

paperback versions of the Folio and the Quarto exist; however, many versions on the

market are conflations.11 Some editions contain both versions; in these, the plays are

typically printed consecutively. If possible, Wells’ and Taylor’s strategy of presenting

both plays for analysis may be adopted; however, time limitations will likely prevent that

tactic. An understanding, then, of the differences between the two versions can be shared

with students. Passages that vary or are omitted from one version and in place in the other

can be analyzed side by side. Or, instructors can draw attention to the parts of the play

that come from one variant or the other. A solid understanding of the theatrical and

literary differences between the two versions can inform an analysis of a conflated

edition, if the curriculum or reading list binds the instructor and students to using a

composite.

                                                  
11 The 2000 Pelican edition contains both the Quarto and the Folio; Wells’ 2001 Oxford Edition is based on

the Quarto; Arden’s 1997 version is a conflation. Most editions prior to 1993 are conflations.
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c. Q and F differences

In the 1988 Oxford edition of William Shakespeare: The Complete Works, Wells

and Taylor chose to print both the Quarto and the Folio in full. Wells catalogues the

differences between the two works, which he claims result in a “more obviously

theatrical text” of the Folio (1063). Wells notes that the most significant cuts made

include: dialogue in which the Fool clearly calls Lear a fool, Kent’s description of the

French invasion, the mock trial, Edgar’s couplets, dialogue between Gloucester’s

servants after the blinding, Albany’s protest to his wife, the tale of Cordelia’s grief, an

alteration in the scene when Lear and Cordelia reunite, and Edgar’s account of meeting

Kent (1063). In sum, these cuts streamline the play’s action.12 In addition, the characters

Albany, Kent, Cordelia, and Edgar are affected by the differences in dialogue and

action.13

Marcus describes one approach to distinguishing the two versions—the occasion

of the performance of King Lear. The 1608 Quarto, she argues, “announces a specific

holiday occasion” since the play was printed and performed during the Christmas

holidays (169). In part, Lear’s struggle revolves around the poor hospitality and treatment

he receives from his older daughters. Similarly, the outrageously inhospitable treatment

                                                  
12 Roger Warren agrees with Wells that “the whole trend of the Folio is towards streamlining and

simplification” (53). The Folio reduces the ensemble madness in the hovel, and the mock trial disappears.

This, as Warren points out, enables the play to move swiftly to the torturous scene in which Gloucester’s

eyes are plucked out (48). Cuts to the text quicken the pace, which seems a logical revision from the

players’ perspective.

13 As mentioned earlier, the shorter Folio presents Cordelia, as opposed to the French, “more clearly in

charge of the forces that come to Lear’s assistance” (Wells and Taylor 1063).
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of Gloucester by his houseguests, Regan and Albany, seems more sadistic and dramatic

given the spirit of generosity associated with the holiday occasion. Violating mores of

hospitality reflects the concerns of St. Stephen’s night, December 26th, which is most

“associated with good housekeeping and largesse to the poor” (Marcus 169). Marcus

finds that 1608 Quarto calls attention to the treatment of the poor and unfortunate more

than the later Folio. This emphasis, seen in the mock trial and the descriptions of Lear as

a “poor olde fellow” rather than just an old man, relates to the meaning of St. Stephen’s

day. Given the portability of the Quarto versus the size and cost of the Folio, the printed

texts would have had different audiences.14 In addition, the content of the Quarto version

places more emphasis on the servants and lower strata (or baser people) of society. “If Q

Lear has frequently looked ‘base’ to editors by comparison with the Folio, that may be in

part because of its more searching and sympathetic portrayal of baseness” (Marcus 172).

Because the Quarto was performed on an occasion that emphasized hospitality and

generosity to servants and the poor, the audience would be likely to respond differently to

                                                  
14 “Not uncommonly, Quarto and Folio versions of a Shakespeare play can be differentiated in terms of the

class identification of an implied audience, with the Folio texts generally more elevated and

‘discriminating’ and the Quarto texts more ‘common.’ Editors have picked up this difference but tend to

register and appeal to a lower level of audience as a sure sign of textual corruption” (Marcus 172).
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the play than would the readers of the 1623 Folio. This, too, may contribute to the

perceived “baseness” of the earlier version.15

Michael Warren in “The Diminution of Kent” argues that in the Quarto, Kent’s

role and a “dialogue of moral comment” are enlarged (59, 64). Warren’s argument

convincingly complements Marcus’—the moral dialogue reinforces the messages of the

Christmas season. In both Quarto and Folio, Kent assumes the role of the loyal servant

who “is the first person in the play to be brought low from high estate” (M. Warren 60)

and who comes to represent unconditional love and faith through his relationship with

Lear. Many of Kent’s soliloquies and dialogue unique to the Quarto reflect on or

moralize about charity, pity, or kindness. The lines dedicated to kindness and pity form a

“backdrop…to contrast the noble’s cruelty” (64). In the Folio, Kent’s role as the moral

                                                  
15 I agree with Marcus; holidays and intended audiences do affect content. However, the changes between

Q and F are not just due to the time of year or a particular festival. While we can accept that the Q is

influenced by the occasion, there are many more differences, unrelated to occasion, between the versions. I

think the switch in emphasis between the versions has less to do with occasion than with effective theatrical

presentation. In one way, the Q works better as a play to read; the F works better as a play to stage. In the

revision, streamlining the dialogue and moving the action forward do eliminate some passages that speak to

the intended holiday; but, I conjecture that scrapping these “holiday” bits was good editing— not because

of seasonal concerns but because of theatrical ones.
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commentator is reduced;16 his importance and role in the play get smaller. Warren also

notes that the additional lines of moral comment in the Quarto (both soliloquy and

dialogue) slow the course of action (64). With fewer lines devoted to moral comment, the

text sharpens its focus on action, and the reduction of these lines reduces the importance

of Kent’s role as the loyal servant. (Or, at least, it downplays the need to soften the

brutality of the play with words of hope and kindness.) Furthermore, the reduction in

Kent’s importance focuses more attention on Cordelia’s prominence. While Kent says

less, Cordelia gets more time on stage. His diminished presence enables Cordelia to

retain the audience’s focus as she appeals to them with her moral and virtuous character.

Since Kent also takes on the role of the voice of morality, the two characters—if given

equal billing—might compete with one another for the status of “best” or “most humane”

character. The Quarto draws attention to Kent’s words about loyalty, kindness, and

morality while the Folio features a diminished Kent who cedes the play’s focus so that

Cordelia and Edgar can rise. In either case, Kent remains a fiercely devoted emblem of

Lear’s past greatness.

Urkowitz’s Shakespeare’s Revision of King Lear details the differences between

the Folio and Quarto readings; he argues that the Folio text “represents a careful and

                                                  
16 Warren argues that “the alterations in Kent’s role…coincide with three distinguishable qualities of the

Folio text in its relation to the Quarto text: the reduction in the number of passages of static speech or

dialogue about moral issues in the play, the alteration in the presentation of the role of Cordelia, and an

enhancement and development of the role of Edgar” (64). An example of a characteristic cut is found in

Quarto, 4.3.32—35: “It is the stars, the stars aboue vs gouerne our conditions,/Else on selfe mate and make

could not beget,/ Such different issues.” Warren explains that this line, which highlights Cordelia’s virtue,

demonstrates Kent’s role as “spokesman for deep human feeling and profound moral concern” (67).
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dramatically sensitive revision of the Quarto; and that the revision could have been made

by no one other than Shakespeare himself” (3). He suggests that the Folio is an accurate

promptbook reproduction (13), and he emphasizes the theatrical differences between the

two texts. In sum, Urkowitz sees that the variations reconfigure the scenes in large part

by revising the actions, gestures, movements, and entrances and exits of actors on the

stage. For example, he notes that “one out of every five entrances and exits in the play

appears in a significantly altered form in the two texts” (35). Urkowiz explains how

variations in interruptions affect theatrical focus at several entrances and exits.

Interrupted conversations force the audience to divide their gaze and attention between

two characters, such as Goneril and Lear in Act 2, scene 4. In this instance, the

interruption takes place when Goneril enters. The line in question “Who comes here? Oh

heavens!” is given to Lear two lines later in the Folio than in the Quarto. The Folio keeps

the audience’s focus on Lear and not on Goneril as she enters (Urkowitz 36-37). Such an

interruption also heightens urgency and, thus, increases audience tension. Urkowitz notes

that other forms of theatrical cueing, such as sounds and speeches eliminated at entrances

and exits, lead to several interrupted exits. These set up expectations and then frustrate

those expectations for dramatic effect (Urkowitz 58-60). The sacrifices made in cutting

scenes and lines from the Quarto raise the intensity and build suspense in the Folio. In a

conflated version, which disrupts the intended form by eliminating the carefully scripted

interrupters, the text reads not as more complete but more cumbersome.

Suspense also surrounds Cordelia’s dramatic exit as a disobedient daughter and

reappearance as a military leader. Cordelia’s character develops differently in the two

plays. In the Folio, she appears less the foreign queen and more the displaced daughter;
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she speaks less and the details of her military victory are played down.17 In Act 3, scene 1

of the Quarto, Shakespeare clearly iterates that Cordelia’s French army has landed in

England. Kent says, “From France there comes a power/Into this scattered kingdom, who

already,/ Wise in our negligence, have secret feet/ In some of our best ports…” (lines 21-

24). The Folio version cuts these lines, leaving the audience with the impression of

rebellion rather than invasion (Urkowitz 73). When the Folio later announces the French

invasion, the effect is startling (perhaps puzzling) and adds to the dramatic tension of the

play. Much of Cordelia’s characterization is bound up in the conflict between France and

England. By reducing the description of the French invasion, Cordelia’s moral and

political voice weakens in the Folio—in part because the Folio emphasizes action more

than speech. Ioppolo points out that in the love test of the Quarto Cordelia chooses to do

nothing while in the parallel Folio scene, she chooses to say nothing (Ioppolo 169). Thus,

“in the Quarto, filial love is tied to action and possession, and in the Folio, it is tied to

verbal declarations” (Ioppolo 170). Much of the speech present in the Quarto and absent

in the Folio has moral content—a kind of commentary celebrating right behavior in

keeping with the holiday occasion that Marcus ascribes to the Quarto. Yet, Cordelia is a

woman of action. By emphasizing Cordelia’s speech rather than her actions, students can

see that the Folio presents a weaker, less queenly Cordelia than the Quarto.

An additional difference between variants appears in Albany’s characterization.

When I teach the play, I point out that the Quarto gives the play’s final speech to Albany

while the Folio gives it to Edgar. Convention dictates that final speeches in Shakespeare

plays typically go to the highest-ranking individual. I then ask students to speculate why

Albany gets usurped from this position in the Folio variant. Urkowitz suggests that

                                                  
17 Urkowitz supports this argument as a critical difference between the texts.
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Albany, while not all bad, is not all good, either. He claims that the Folio creates “an

image of a man who might be sympathetic to Lear in other circumstances, but who is

caught up by and succumbs to the stresses of conflicting loyalties and conflicting values”

(86). Since Albany recognizes the evil injustices exercised upon Lear, Shakespeare lets

him live. Yet, Albany’s failure to act appropriately makes him partly to blame for the

tragedy, so Shakespeare deprives the character of the honor of the final word. 18 I believe

that Edgar receives the final lines of the play for some of the same reasons that Cordelia’s

queenly status is downplayed. The Folio emphasizes family relations, and the text clearly

privileges blood ties. Edgar, as Gloucester’s son, bears more of the tragic burden than

Albany, Goneril’s husband.

d. example: the mock trial scene

I select the Folio version rather than the Quarto version for my students to read.

First, as Ioppolo explains, the 1623 Folio has established the canon (42). Many composite

texts, such as the Norton 1993 version, rely more heavily on the Folio variant; elements

of the Quarto that particular editors find too valuable a sample of Shakespeare’s writing

to omit, such as the mock trial, are added to the Folio. From an editorial perspective, the

mock trial was a gem that had to be cut; its absence does not detract from the presentation

of Lear’s madness, yet it is a fascinating piece of theater. Teaching the mock trial as a

section cut from a scene—in other words, as a separate entity from the play—allows me

to make several points. First, editing requires a holistic approach to crafting a text;

second, writing is a process and even masters revise; and, finally, difficulty in staging and

unnecessary repetition of an idea are viable reasons to cut a segment from a play.
                                                  
18 Michael Warren asserts that the Quarto has a weak Edgar and a strong Albany, while the Folio has the

opposite. Therefore, the stronger character gains the final speech.
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I ask students to consider why a revision took place at all. Marcus suggests that

the revision may have to do with the Christmas holidays. But, revision could stem from

“religious or political censorship, nonauthorial theatrical interpolation or adaptation, and

nonauthorial literary revision” or “from internal circumstances to suit the dramatist’s

artistic demands, such as first and second-thought variants during composition, additions

made after performance, and extensive revisions resulting in two separate texts of the

play…” (Ioppolo 78). To further investigate why King Lear was revised, I might share

information about the 1606 Act Against Profanity, which may have caused external or

self-censorship of depictions of the monarch. Shakespeare may have carefully crafted the

Quarto and Folio to comply with trends in censorship stemming from the ascension and

reign of James I (Ioppolo 80). Alternatively, variants between the texts could arise from

differences in the size and make-up of the acting companies (Ioppolo 81). Finally, sheer

aesthetics could govern the changes; as the most basic composition class confirms, much

of great writing is re-writing. I emphasize to students that, obviously, no one can prove

why King Lear exists in two forms. Likely, several factors contributed to the later

version. Yet, the consistency of changes between the versions suggest that Shakespeare

(or whoever revised the play) made changes that made better theater—swifter moving

scenes and dialogue and theatrical maneuvers that heighten tension.

Act 3, scene 6 from the Folio or scene 13 from the Quarto offer ample evidence

that the Folio moves more quickly and moralizes less than the Quarto. Students look for

reasons why the Folio version excludes the mock trial. This part of the scene, difficult to

stage convincingly, slows the pace of the drama. Roger Warren argues that the scene

functions as a kind of “madness climax,” but that one result of its omission is the rapid

movement from the depiction of Lear’s internal torment to the depiction of Gloucester’s

physical torture (46, 48). Warren concurs with other scholars—including Wells,
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Urkowitz, Michael Warren, and Marcus—that the “whole trend of the Folio is towards

streamlining and simplification” (55); due to the difficulties of effectively staging the

bizarre, ensemble madness, the play flows more rapidly with its omission.19

In just this scene alone, differences between the earlier and later versions of the

play affect characterization and action overall. In the Quarto, the scene offers a more

detailed examination of the King’s madness and Edgar’s moral position20; the protection

from the storm lasts much longer and the action slows significantly while characters talk

about events. In the Folio, the action moves much faster; the Fool and Gloucester exit

with ironic and dramatic closing lines and the characterization of Lear and Edgar relies

less on speeches and more on action. The trial, absent from the Folio, is scarcely the only

difference between the scenes. In fact, the Folio version contains one-third fewer lines.21

However, in both the Quarto and the Folio, the scene begins when Gloucester provides

shelter and a resting place for the king. In that brief moment of respite from the storm, the

Quarto serves up the mock-trial scene, in which Lear imagines putting Goneril and Regan

on trial. A single word alters Kent’s farewell to Gloucester as the scene begins. In the

Quarto, Kent remarks “the gods discern your kindness” (Q, line 5) while in the Folio, he

comments “the gods reward your kindness” (F, line 5). The verb “reward” implies more

action than “know” or “discern” implies. (In contrast, the word “discern” calls attention

to Edgar’s disguise and Lear’s pathological failure to know much at all.) The more

                                                  
19 In defense of the mock trial, I believe it does make visible just how insane the monarch has become.

20 Edgar moralizes on the hierarchy of suffering between kings and common men as he compares Lear’s

suffering with his in Quarto, scene 13, lines 95-108. Those lines begin: “When we our betters see bearing

our woes,/ We scarcely think our miseries our foes./ Who alone suffers, suffers most i’th’ mind…”

21 I have chosen Wells’ and Taylor’s 1986 Oxford edition of the complete works for my comparison.
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dramatic Folio version ironically foreshadows Gloucester’s “reward” in the blinding

scene that soon follows. The Fool poses the biting question: “Prithe, nunckle, tell me,

whether a mad man be a Gentleman or a Yeoman” (Q and F, lines 9-10). In the Quarto,

Lear immediately expounds on the sufferings of the king, “A king, a king! To have a

thousand/ With red burning spits come hissing in upon them!” (Q, lines 11-12). Lear then

assumes the role of monarch as he directs the mock trial of his daughters. This extended

episode of “pretend” shows Lear able to articulate the source of his pain in an elaborate

fashion. The rather dialogic structure of the trial scene heavily emphasizes the daughters’

inhospitable treatment of Lear as well as the hallucinatory nature of Lear’s madness.

In the Folio version without the mock trial, Lear responds to the Fool’s riddle by

merely crying: “A king, a king!” (F, line 10) His lament is interrupted by the Fool’s own

response to the riddle. Lear adds the line about the burning red spits only to be

immediately addressed by Edgar and Kent. In both, Kent summarily ends the ranting by

appealing to Lear’s sense, “O pity! Sir, where is the patience now/ That you so oft have

boasted to retain?” (Q, lines 54-54; F, lines 18-19) Thus, the Folio drastically reduces the

audience’s view of the extent and nature of Lear’s madness; the Quarto gives a broader

presentation of Lear’s hallucinations and delusions as well as the feigned madness of

Edgar and the Fool’s antics22. In contrast, the Folio speeds the action and heightens the

                                                  
22 Examples of Lear’s madness include the set up of the mock trial (lines 31-35) and the prosecution of

Goneril whom Lear sees in place of a joint stool (lines 35-51). Edgar’s additional lines include references

to the foul fiend (lines 13, 25-28) and nonsense songs (lines 21, 36-39). Both the Fool and Edgar contribute

lines to Lear’s hallucination of the trial (lines 19-20, 35, 45, 47).  These line alterations give the F audience

an enhanced view of Lear’s external madness while the Q audience is shown a more internal and

philosophical depiction of Lear’s insanity.
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tension and pace of the scene. A final difference marks the two scenes. In the Quarto, the

Fool’s last line comes during the mock-trial. He quips “Cry you mercy I took you for a

joint stool” (Q, line 47). The Folio version again inserts a kind of ironic twist, as the

Fool’s last line is, “And I’ll go to bed at noon” (F, line 43). This line, which marks the

Fool’s exit from the play, is the Fool’s closing comment on the jumbled and inverted

world of the mad king. Perhaps he has outlived his usefulness to Lear? Perhaps Cordelia

displaces him? Either way, the Fool acknowledges his own final exit at the play’s

dramatic climax. The Folio concludes with Gloucester hurrying the group toward Dover

(and unknowingly to his own doom). In the Quarto, Edgar stalls the departure with a

closing, moral commentary:

When we our betters see bearing our woes

We scarcely think our miseries our foes.

Who alone suffers, suffers most i’th’ mind,

Leaving free things and happy shows behind.

But then the mind much sufferance doth oe’rskip,

When grief hath mates, and bearing fellowship.

How light and portable my pain seems now,

When that which makes me bend, makes the King bow.23

This closing speech highlights the hierarchical position of the King and dwells on

an almost philosophical consideration of rank and suffering. In the Folio, these

ruminations are absent; instead, the driving action quickly shows the audience what

Edgar speaks about. The Quarto’s speech reinforces Edgar’s high rank beneath the

                                                  
23 From the Quarto, lines 95-102. Edgar continues to speak for six more lines.
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disguise of Poor Tom; it shows him break from the disguise as he struggles to understand

the events around him.

The mock trial scene seems a natural springboard for comparison of the Quarto

and Folio. I present students with the argument that the Quarto, due in part to its

occasion, should emphasize morality—especially generosity and hospitality. This enables

students to compare the two texts using a single scene as a focal point. In addition, I have

students read aloud or perform the scene despite the limited time frame of the class. From

discussion and enactment, students can piece together their own hypotheses about why

the scene was cut and whether the Quarto or Folio functions best in performance.24

3. Psychoanalytical and Feminist Criticism—Mad Minds and Rotten
Relationships in King Lear

King Lear offers undergraduates a chance to see how individuals define or even

discover themselves and what it means to do so. For example, Edmund justifies his

actions based—in part—on the stigma of his illegitimacy. “Wherefore should I/ Stand in

the plague of custom, and permit/ The curiosity of nations to deprive me…?)…Why

bastard? wherefore base?/ When my dimensions are as well compact,/ My mind as

generous and my shape as true,/As honest madam’s issue?” (1.2.2-9). Goneril and Regan

                                                  
24 Even under extremely tight time constraints, students can use the activities from the Web site to study

this element of the play. See Chapter 4, Section 3, Putting the Site into Practice: Act I.
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pervert filial love into twisted sadism as they acquire power.25 Cordelia defines herself as

the true, pure daughter—”So young, my lord, and true” (1.1.103)—just as Kent defines

himself by fierce, nearly overbearing loyalty—”I do profess to be no less than I seem to

serve him truly that will put me in trust” (1.4.12-13).

Gloucester and Lear, the aged patriarchs, define themselves by their mortal

fates—who they have become in the winter of their lives. Lear’s search for identity and

internal conflict is pointed in his cries, “Doth any here know me?/ This is not Lear…Who

is it that can tell me who I am?” (1.4.196-200) and “Aye, every inch a king!” (4.6.104).

Gloucester comes to terms with his fate when he recognizes his gross misjudgment of

Edgar and Edmund. “I have no way, and therefore want no eyes;/ I stumbled when I saw”

(4.1.19-20). Psychoanalytical criticism as well as feminist critique opens up analysis of

this quest for self amid troubled family relationships, blindness, madness, and cruelty.

                                                  
25 These are some examples of Goneril’s and Regan’s abuse of daughterly love in the pursuit of power:

ALBANY: Well, you may fear too far.

GONERIL: Safer than trust too far;

Let  me still take away the harms I fear,

Not fear still to be taken. I know his heart.  (1.4.298-301)

REGAN: O, sir, to willful men,

The injuries that they themselves procure

Must be their schoolmasters. Shut up your doors.

He is attended with a desperate train;

And what they may incense him to. Being apt

To have his ear abused, wisdom bids fear. (2.4.294-299)
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I believe that Lear fails over and over again in his quest for self-definition and

that Lear ultimately defines himself by his failures and impotencies. He fails at first to

command love, then he fails at self-sufficiency, and finally he fails to save Cordelia.

Since Lear is a king, his failures are monarchic in scale, and these failures are tightly

bound to Lear’s pervasive sense of shame. The genesis of shame is failure—success

never breeds shame. (Although you may feel guilty for success, you do not feel shame

with its public condemnation.) Ironically, Lear’s shame drives him from gargantuan,

kingly desire—the 100 knights, for example—to humble desire, when he wishes to be

like “birds i’th’ cage” (5.3.9). Both the kingly and humble desires share a primary

motive—to be uppermost in the minds of his daughters, especially Cordelia. At his death,

Lear’s failures have multiplied in the corpses that surround him. Lear appears as the

grandest of failed monarchs—his kingdom and family are torn completely apart.

a. marriage in the kingdom of Lear

A person’s basic identity frequently stems from his or her position in the family,

so family serves as a reasonable point of departure for analyzing characters. Boose argues

that “Approaching King Lear from the perspective of marriage and family has the

particular advantage of providing students with a familiar reference point” and allows the

instructor to use “any of several critical methodologies: archetypal, psychoanalytical,

ritual, feminist, historical, structural, or a combination of several of these” (60). Students

can readily relate to the notion of the dysfunctional family as a personal, social, and even

national problem often characterized by violence and lack of communication. The

correlation between troubled families and social calamity resonates in contemporary

concerns about impoverished single-family homes, the welfare state, and stories of

domestic abuse. Students should acknowledge that governmental institutions—including
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social services, law enforcement, and the courts—contend with these problems. In the

world of King Lear, Dympna Callaghan suggests, rebellion against paternal authority

and, in particular, marriage negotiations, constitutes a problem for the state when

marriage functions as the basic political unit (21). Lear fails as a leader of state when his

kingdom disintegrates and as a leader of family when his family rejects him.26

As Lear and his daughters realize, economic forces make acceptance as a family

member necessary for basic survival; without family to care for you, you lack both

comfort and safety.  Leggat points out that both the beginning and end of the play show

King Lear surrounded by his daughters. In both scenes, Lear tries in vain to get Cordelia

to speak, yet he fails and she says nothing; this clearly demonstrates the family’s fatal

lack of communication (7). With the play framed by such dysfunction, the dynamics and

breakdown of family relationships are a key concern.

Many family problems resonate along gender lines. In a classroom, I pose the

question: Who is missing from the family tableau of the opening and closing scenes?

Readily, students recognize the jarring absence of Lear’s wife, the daughters’ mother.

Kahn draws attention to this absence in what she calls the “maternal subtext,” which is

the imprint of mothering (or lack thereof) on the male psyche (35). She argues that Lear’s

failure as a father in a patriarchal society is revealed in the damning love contest. In the

love contest, Cordelia displaces her mother in the role of Lear’s most beloved and in the

role of Lear’s caretaker or maternal figure. This displacement leaves a complex

triangulation of Lear’s misappropriated affections: he loves Cordelia as daughter, wife,

                                                  
26 Lear’s paternal and monarchic authority both fail; however, identifying whether failure as a father or

failure as a king came first is difficult. The opening scene presents Lear’s failure as a father in the love test

and as a monarch in the division of the kingdom.
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and mother. In psychoanalytic terms, Lear must deny his connection to the feminine, the

mother (and he continually berates his feminine side when he curses his tears) in order to

move into the dominant patriarchal ideology.27 This male anxiety—of kingly

proportion—drives Lear’s madness and rash actions. By dividing the kingdom, Lear

wants two “mutually exclusive things at once: to have absolute control over those closest

to him and to be absolutely dependent on them” (Kahn 40). Lear’s attempt to control

Cordelia’s marriage and his authority as dispenser of land highlight his exercise of

power; in contrast, his desire to live with Goneril and Regan—now owners of Lear’s

land—so that his daughters may care for and indulge him, shows Lear’s need for

dependence on the feminine. Such conflicting desires lead to assured failure. The missing

wife/mother and absence of conjugal love pose a problem. Marriages in King Lear are

either absent (King Lear and his wife, Cordelia and the King of France, Gloucester and

his wife) or they are horrific (Goneril and Albany, Regan and Cornwall). These rotten or

missing marriages highlight gender conflict. Gloucester commits adultery as do Goneril

and Regan. Albany has no control over his wife. Cornwall’s marriage is blatantly loveless

(to the point of sadism, I believe) as indicated when Regan ignores her husband’s mortal

                                                  
27 Psychoanalysis addresses the relationships between family members and sexual expression as well as the

stability of identity (Humm 114). Kahn argues that Lear resists all feminine things in an effort to validate

his masculinity in a patriarchal and, therefore, masculine society. This denial of feminine connections

(which takes place or begins to take place in infancy) allows men to separate from their mothers and place

themselves in a position of power within the dominant, patriarchal ideology. We can see Lear struggle to

confirm his masculinity when he attacks women’s sexuality and promiscuity, suppresses tears, and curses

his daughters’ lack of submission.
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wound. Lear pushes conjugal love on his youngest daughter despite her clear resistance.28

If the married couple is the foundation of patriarchal society, then the failed marriages of

King Lear indicate a deeply flawed society. The play shows that in these unhealthy

marriages,29 the men and women of Lear’s kingdom err continually and that leads to the

play’s tragic end.

b. shame and incest

By demanding daughterly, maternal, and wifely affection from his children, Lear

fails and loses all affection. Lear believes that he trades sovereignty for love, while in

reality he enables chaos. The exchanges of the love test fuel the subsequent family

conflict. As Cavell and Kahn suggest, Lear struggles with his own sense of being

unlovable or unworthy of love. Thus, Lear reveals himself as either immature—incapable

of adult, conjugal love—or grossly lacking in a sense of self worth and thus incapable of

even basic self-love. Cavell argues that Lear feels ashamed because he does not believe

that he deserves love as profound, dear, or sincere as Cordelia’s. This self-doubt inspires

                                                  
28 “I love your majesty according to my bond, no more nor less” (1.1.87-88).

29 A healthy marriage represents both an emotional and economic contract. Generally, a healthy marriage

yields an economic union that feeds, clothes, and houses itself and provides the same for its legitimate

children. Keith Wrightson summarizes sixteenth-century moralist William Perkins’s description of

marriage as upholding four principal ends for: “the procreation of children, the perpetuation of the church,

the containment of sexual desire and finally for the mutual assistance and comfort afforded one another by

the married couple” (Wrightson 67). When Lear tries to make his daughters provide “mutual assistance and

comfort” befitting of a wife,  Lear’s children resist and Lear suffers. Emotionally, a healthy marriage

supplies husband and wife with love and companionship. The absence of loving wives in the play

epitomizes the absence of loving, companionable relationships.
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the doomed love test. Thus, Cordelia’s inability to validate Lear’s love test and Goneril

and Regan’s subsequent brutality when they do acquire power “are the result of a family

organization which denies economic autonomy in the name of transcendent values of

love and filial piety and which affords no rights to the powerless within it” (McLuskie

106). Powerlessness, as far as Lear and Cordelia are concerned, increases over time.

Cordelia begins the play with the rebelliousness of the love test and that results in her

later empowerment with France. She rises to her full strength off stage as the invading

foreign queen; yet when she finally returns to Lear, he effectively revokes her power and

she weakens mortally at the play’s end. When France disappears and Cordelia and Lear

reunite, this once commanding queen is now a victim. In some sense, Lear’s family

dynamics, or at least his physical presence, eventually manage to strip Cordelia of all of

her power.

Lear emerges as a dangerously incompetent father. Young asserts that the love

test wrongly makes public and turns outward private thoughts (88); thus, Lear violates his

paternal relationship with all of his daughters. The connection between the love test and

Cordelia’s selection of a husband complicates the father-child dynamic as Lear struggles

to retain his hold on his last, most-favored daughter. His monarchic and patriarchal

errors, from the division of the kingdom to the verbal attacks on all three daughters, stem

from the same source. Boose suggests that Cordelia’s marriage threatens Lear with the

“very human fear of crawling toward death alone, unloved, and without family” (65).

Yet, Leggat notes that at the end of the play King Lear’s tenderness with Cordelia is a

breakthrough: the raging patriarch acts with human compassion and kindness (87-88).30

                                                  
30 This is the first instance in which Lear acts with loving tenderness toward a member of his family.

Before this, Lear demonstrates his capacity for love in his treatment of the Fool.
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At the very least, his temper has calmed and he treats those around him with civility, even

loving words.

Cavell asserts that the source of Lear’s errors is shame on a grand, monarchic

scale. This family shame is represented in the dominant motif of blindness, since those

who feel shame struggle to hide from public view. Cavell explains that: “Acts of vision

and reference to eyes are notably present, but their function is not to symbolize moral

insight; rather, they insist upon the ordinary, literal use of eyes: to express feeling, to

weep, and to recognize others” (44-45). King Lear returns to blinding relentlessly as Lear

and Gloucester struggle violently to avoid seeing their own reckless behavior, favoritism,

and even the faces and bodies of their children. Cavell points out that shame, unlike guilt,

has a public component. For an individual, the physical effects of shaming include a

blood-red face, constriction of the throat (which makes speech difficult), tears, and a

lowering of the head and eyes. In King Lear, faces must be hidden (Edgar, Kent), speech

is impaired (Cordelia), tears flow (Lear), and eyes are lost (Gloucester). Further, in some,

shame transforms immediately into rage. The tirade becomes a cloak for hiding a deeper

feeling. “Under shame what must be covered up is not your deed, but yourself” (Cavell

49). The villains, Goneril, Regan, and Edmund do not suffer from public shame and they

do not try to hide from their deeds; both Edmund and Regan show open contempt and

shamelessness for their most violent offenses. They do not rage as Lear does; rather, they

strike back with violence and cold comments, as when Regan quips at Gloucester “Let

him smell his way to Dover.” The wicked women and bastards, who struggle against the

patriarchal, marriage-dominated society, succeed almost too well. Although Edmund,

Goneril, Regan, and Cornwall die at the play’s end, they first accomplish many of their

intended goals. Each acquires and exercises power; the father figures whom they detest

suffer and die. Shakespeare barely tips the scales—the society based on male-dominated
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marriage nearly topples completely. Thus, those who lack shame and rebel against the

core societal values do eventually plummet, but only after coming perilously near

success.

Echoes of incest, among the most violent and shameful of family offenses,

complicate King Lear. Lusardi and Schlueter point out how “unhealthy” Lear seems in

his relationship with Cordelia (24-25). The intimate plea in Act V suggests Lear’s

incestuous drive: “...Come, let’s away to prison. We two alone will sing like birds i’th’

cage” (5.3.8–9). His impossible ideal with Cordelia and his professions of love for her

contrast, but are consistent with, his condemnation of women. Cherrell Guilfoyle points

out that “Sex is what makes women both good and bad, desirable and devilish, pure and

evil” (163). The woman who has sex outside of marriage—the social institution designed,

in part, to contain and control women’s sex—challenges male power and destabilizes the

patriarchal structure. Guilfoyle cites Lear’s vision of a licentious woman as the basis for

the king’s obsession with women’s sexuality:

Behold yon simp’ring dame,

Whose face between her forks presages snow,

That minces virtue, and does shake the head

To hear of pleasure’s name.

The fitchew nor the soiled horse goes to’t

With a more riotous appetite.

Down from the waist they’re centaurs,

Though women all above,

But to the girdle do the gods inherit;

Beneath is all the fiend’s.
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(4.5.114-123)

McEachern summarizes that “Women here are terrible and double, cloven by the

distance between public behavior and private appetite—their faces no measure of what

lies between their forks—and their duplicity affects form, gender, geography, and moral

referent. Among the many apocalyptic images of cosmic disarray that Lear bodies forth

in his duress, this one stands out for its savagery and locality, its pointedness of object

and attack” (211). With such a view of women, Lear can hardly avoid the conflict he has

with his daughters as they must be either wholly good like Cordelia or perfectly evil like

Goneril and Regan. The bizarre and disturbing affection that Lear has for Cordelia

emphasizes a tension between women as a source of nurturing purity on one hand and

sadistic demons on the other. Lear’s mutually exclusive opinions about women pave the

way for his abuse of patriarchy, which gives men control of women’s sexuality. Lear

violates his children when he blurs the distinction between women as daughters who

deserve paternal protection and women as sexual partners who deserve abhorrence for

tempting men. As Callaghan explains, “some form of female transgression is the catalyst”

of King Lear’s demise (59). Cordelia transgresses when she disobeys her father—clearly

revealing the danger of patriarchy when the patriarch errs—and Goneril and Regan

violate “natural” behavior.31 They move from lies to willful neglect to torture and finally

to murder. When Lear fails in his quest to command the daughters’ filial love, he brings

about disaster. Love, in Lear’s patriarchal monarchy and family, requires unflinching

                                                  
31 By “natural” behavior, I mean the way in which children of any gender are expected to treat their

parents.
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obedience on the part of subjects and daughters.32 Expressions of filial love and

affections are almost exclusively relegated to the death bed, whether they take place

when Cordelia tends Lear or when Lear attends Cordelia’s corpse. From the play’s

beginning, Cordelia’s cryptic word choice, “since I am sure my love’s more ponderous

than my tongue” (1.1.77-78),33 reflects the burdensome nature of her love for her

father—her love for Lear carries enormous pressure to behave, speak, and feel with an

intensity and weight that match Lear’s need. And the cause or weight of such love points

to incestuous affection that Lear inflicts upon Cordelia.

Both the opening and closing scenes mark the incestuous overtones of Lear’s love

for his youngest daughter; the interim rages and madness mark Lear’s agony over the

perceived loss of that love.34 Lear’s “darker purpose” suggests the secret sinfulness of

that love, and Lear’s desire for Cordelia’s “kind nursery” at the play’s beginning and end

clearly emphasize underlying incest as a driving force in Lear’s demise. Blechner

suggests that the play is “the outbreak of a lifelong unconscious, incestuous passion”

(323). However, I am not convinced that Lear is unconscious of his desires. I believe that

Lear’s madness mars his perception of reality, but at the beginning of the play he is not

yet hallucinating. Lear seems perfectly aware of the complexities and demands his love

forces on Cordelia.

                                                  
32  Both Cordelia and Kent, the most-loved daughter and most-loyal servant, meet the same punishment

from Lear in Act I. Although both remain unwavering in their loyalty and love, both refuse to comply with

dangerous orders or to express their devotion insincerely. For their pains, each is sent into exile.

33 Critics argue about Cordelia’s “ponderous” tongue. If she really meant to say, “I have a heavy, weighty

love for you, Dad” she certainly chose cryptic words.

34 “We can see in King Lear  a love tragedy between father and daughter” (Blechner 319).
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In 1.1, the division of the kingdom and Cordelia’s engagement share the same

political and private space: “Lear’s abdication is associated with Cordelia’s marriage by

both events composing a single occasion. Lear emphasizes the connection between the

two events by describing the ways in which the ‘vines of France and milk of Burgundy’

(1.1.84) strive for Cordelia’s hand…” (Stockholder 25). Cordelia’s looming marriage

signifies Lear’s loss of power—both political and paternal. Blechner argues that Lear

really does not want Cordelia to get married (311) just as he really does not want to give

up his authority and kingly power. (Perhaps Lear designed the love test to alienate

Cordelia and make her an undesirable bride, but France fails to cooperate with this plan.)

This makes Cordelia’s negation of Lear particularly enraging to the king.

Cordelia acknowledges the conflict between her father and her future husband

when she explains, “I love your majesty/ According to my bond; no more nor less”

(1.187-88). She continues to resist the king’s threats to “mar your fortunes” by reminding

Lear that her husband shall have “Half my love with him, half my care and duty” (1.1.89;

1.1.97). Finally, Cordelia articulates her fear that her father will never relinquish his

relationship with her: “Sure, I shall never marry like my sisters,/ To love my father all”

(1.1.98-99). Lear, rather than passing assurances that Cordelia shall someday marry or

affirming his proper paternal role, counters Cordelia by saying, “But goes thy heart with

this?” This response makes Lear sound more like a jilted lover than a father, and

Cordelia—although claiming to say nothing—effectively rejects the dark secret of Lear’s

incest. In her study of patriarchy and incest in Shakespeare’s work, Ford asserts that “All

literature treating conflict within the father/daughter/suitor triad can be considered to

have the incest theme as its subtext. The relationships and attitudes of both father and
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daughter prior to resolution are related to the threat of incest or its avoidance…” (33)35.

Clearly, Cordelia is breaking away from the incestuous love while Lear is struggling to

maintain it. The result of Cordelia’s resistance to incestuous demands is that “Lear

embarks on an inner journey through desolate isolation and victimization” (Stockholder

26).

What follows are the virulent rages against women—from Lear’s banishment of

Cordelia (1.1.120-122) to his cursing of Goneril (1.4.245-260) to his threats of revenge

against Goneril and Regan (2.4.256-277) to his condemnation of adulterous women in

general (4.6.114-127). These rages reflect Lear’s new impotence as well as his shame. He

begins with the power to banish and moves steadily to ineffectiveness with empty curses

and meaningless threats of vengeance. Not until midway through the play does Lear

reveal the source of shame that has precipitated the play’s events and lies behind his

outbursts.

Tremble, thou wretch,

That hast within thee undivulged crimes,

Unwhipped of justice. Hide thee, thou bloody hand;

Thou perjured, and thou simular of virtue

That are incestuous.

(3.2.46-50)

                                                  
35 “A survey of Shakespeare’s prolific corpus reveals three basic patterns of resolution of the

father/daughter/suitor triangle: (1) the father reluctantly relinquishes the daughter, usually in submission to

an outside authority, (2) the father retains the daughter for himself, or (3) the father assumes an active role

in procuring a suitor to resolve the potential incest threat—the ‘Tempest’ schema” (Ford 33).
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Yet, at the time that Lear speaks these lines he is no longer a “simular of virtue”; in fact,

he has been stripped (or stripped himself) of all kingliness and nobility. He has flown to

the heath and away from his daughters. Lear’s failure to contend with the shame brought

about by his “darker purpose” costs him power for “shame is a human drama in which we

may decline to participate only at a frightening cost in self-mutilation and severance from

human community. It is not shame that isolates us from others, but our unwillingness to

acknowledge and properly cultivate it in ourselves: it is our flight from shame that

isolates us” (Zak 12). At the play’s end, Lear appears calmer and without hallucination,

but still maintains an incestuous affection for Cordelia. His desire to stay with her like

“two birds i’th’ cage” illustrates the lingering nature of his inappropriate love. And, the

end result of this love is the death of both. Thus, the shame that goes hand-in-hand with

incest topples Lear and permanently disrupts patriarchal power.

Incest emerges as a problem for patriarchy36, but also an almost inevitable course

for a powerful father such as Lear. By making the mad father also the mad king,

Shakespeare elevates rejection of the father to the level of outright treason. Lear twists

the filial nature of his relationship with his daughters in order to try and command them

at the sexual level. Although “Lear’s disappointments are not sexual but filial: it is not his

wife but his daughters who have undone him” (McEachern 211). Lear cannot recognize

his daughters’ love as filial. The warped nature of incestuous love corrupts both the

obedience and affection that children ought to show their parents. Thus, Lear’s

                                                  
36 Boose recognizes that “the internecine violence released in the patriarchal world leads the institution of

family to the edge...the only ones who survive its sterility are Albany, a widower, and Edgar, an unmarried

son.  Sisters kill sisters, brothers, brothers, fathers curse and decree death on children, wives plot to kill

husbands” (67).
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unreasonable assertions of paternal power expose a flaw in the patriarchal system. By

treating women as goods to be traded on the marriage market, patriarchy falls prey to

paternal covetousness and possessiveness that have morphed into incest. When Goneril

and Regan, as Lear’s “pelican daughters” exceed the moral boundaries of their

inheritance, they demonstrate the social ills that arise when a patriarch exceeds his moral

boundaries. The women in this play achieve their powerful status as part of Lear’s

inheritance. Lear seems at constant war with things feminine, whether he curses his

daughter’s womb or berates his own, feminine, tears. What Lear sees as feminine in

himself disgusts him. Lear’s inability to suppress the feminine catalyzes his shame.

“Despite a lifetime of strenuous defense against admitting feeling and the power of

feminine presence into his world, defense fostered at every turn by prevailing social

arrangements, Lear manages to let them in” (Kahn 45-46). Once Lear realizes that he

cannot command the wifely-daughterly love in either the private or the public sphere,

shame overwhelms him and madness, whether chronic or acute, takes over. This failure at

a most primal, basic level sets off a chain reaction of rash action derived from shameful

feelings, which in turn lead to even more destructive actions. Lear’s shame leaves a

family legacy of irrationality, cruelty, and violation. However, shame and incest appear

as only one kind of threat to the success of a patriarchal system; adultery and the bastards

produced by it also corrupt the world of King Lear.

c. sluts and bastards

The guilt of erotic sin applies as well to Gloucester’s adultery as to Lear’s incest.

Edmund’s presence, however, blatantly confirms Gloucester’s sin while Lear’s

burdensome love functions covertly. Gloucester’s physical blinding parallels Lear’s

psychological blindness and subsequent insanity. Regan sends Gloucester to an
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inhospitable fate just as she sends her father. Thus, Gloucester’s shame at his bastard son

and his mistreatment transform the noble into Lear’s double. The Gloucester plot invites

conversation about the place and treatment of illegitimacy and the proper punishment for

fathers who err. Leggat suggests that Edmund “reacts to the injury of birth in a way we

can understand: by getting back” (48). Gloucester’s first error occurs before the play

begins—he commits adultery and fathers a bastard. Then Gloucester ostracizes the good

son. In contrast, Lear errs in demanding inappropriate affection and casting out the good

daughter. (Lear’s earlier errors lack the tangible evidence of Gloucester’s.) Boose argues

that:

In each of the two plots, the children are divided into the starkly archetypal
categories of good and bad...Also, in both, even supplanting the favored child and
getting all the father owns leaves the unfavored one unsatisfied...For after they
have acquired all, the evil children turn from the rationally explicable goal of self-
acquisition to an irrational lust to deprive that is enacted in forms of gratuitous
violence against the father, against the sibling who has already been dispossessed,
and, in the Lear plot, even against one another (61).

Just as Lear demands favored treatment and irrational protestations of love, Lear’s

wicked daughters overreach their seemingly rational demands. Indeed, Goneril and

Regan never seem sated; they exercise excess in retribution, violence, material demands,

and sexual conquest. Regan, for example, cruelly and irrationally extends Kent’s time in

the stocks,37 and Goneril commands that the company pluck out Gloucester’s eyes

(3.7.4). Their lascivious competition for Edmund costs each sister her life. Edmund

himself strikes beyond his stated intention of securing his father’s lands—he orders

Cordelia’s murder (arranged to look like a suicide) as well as Lear’s murder after the two

                                                  
37 “Cornwall: [calling]As I have life and honour, there shall he sit till noon.

Regan: Till noon?—till night, my lord, and all night too” (2.2.129-130).
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are imprisoned. When these characters move from rational to irrational goals, destruction

results. This coincides with the destructive forces set in motion when Lear initiates

irrational action during the love test. The good children, Cordelia and Edgar, never alter

their desires nor do they demand more than they deserve; both sustain a desire for

appropriate love and compassion from their fathers.

This view of the good and bad child plays into the fairy-tale conventions that open

the play and make it accessible for students approaching King Lear for the first time. It

also emphasizes a misogynist double standard in the play. Women in Shakespeare’s

tragedies get destroyed; the strongest women frequently bring about destruction while the

weaker women end up powerless (like captured Cordelia) (Lenz, Greene, and Meely 6).

d. frailty and fracture

Inasmuch as the play is about family relationships, it is also about individual

frailty—particularly frailty characterized by blindness and madness. Notably, the play

subverts the kind of moral ending that allows the righteous to win. Felperin draws

attention to the way that Shakespeare’s play differs from its historical source, The

Chronicle History of King Leir, which concludes with Cordelia’s succession. “For one

thing, [Shakespeare] has omitted the wealth of consoling Christianity and Biblical

parallels that interlace the play of Leir” (Felperin 87). Therefore, Shakespeare’s Lear

seems more cruel, mad, and inconsolable than Leir from The Chronicle History. Felperin

sees madness as the opposite of morality rather than sanity (102). Leggat points out how

both “Lear and Gloucester suffer torment, but Gloucester’s mind is always clear and his

physical torment is worse” (72). The play graphically displays both the raging insanity of

Lear and the obscene torture of Gloucester. Gloucester, who commits immoral acts with

tangible outcomes such as a bastard child, does not suffer internal tortures the way that
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Lear does. At the beginning of the play, Gloucester has an external consequence for his

actions; in contrast, Lear suffers an internal consequence—madness—for incestuous

desires and inappropriate demands. Because, as Lear states, the love test is the king’s

“darker purpose,” I surmise that Lear begins the play utterly mad and the madness

manifests itself repeatedly and variously as Lear moves from demand to rage to delusion

to hallucination.

Young argues that “stage madness has many functions and meanings, but in King

Lear it is especially useful...as a means of bringing innerworlds into open articulation”

(91). In “The Fragile World of Lear,” Peter Anderson suggests that division—of

kingdoms and families—fractures the world. A fractured inner world reflects an outer

appearance of brokenness. To this end, madness conflates with blindness; Lear and

Gloucester must fracture in their internal and physical realms, respectively, to finally see

clearly. For Gloucester, the moment of real vision occurs after the cliff scene, when the

blind man begins to come to grips with the idea that “What one feels, senses, and thinks

is what one truly experiences” (Young 97). Thus, when Gloucester finally realizes that

Edgar has been his loyal son all along, “....his flawed heart...Twixt two extremes of

passion, joy and grief, Burst smilingly” (5.3.187–190). For Lear, clarity means that he

moves from a self-centered understanding of human kindness to a more generous

outward one that embraces the newly dead Cordelia. Yet the play does not end with a

sane or unashamed Lear; in fact, Shakespeare’s end unambiguously echoes its beginning.

The tragic outcome of family shame and individual madness leave behind a fractured,

infertile kingdom.
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4. Teaching the Play as Performance—Seeing Is Believing

Regan’s line “Let him smell his way to Dover” makes a strong impression on the

page, yet hearing the venom in her voice and seeing the malice in her eyes can stiffen the

hairs on the back of your neck. Students untouched by reading may better engage with

the play seen in “real-time”—that is, performed. Scripts, by the simple fact that actors

intend to perform them, naturally embrace three forms of media—print, visual, and aural.

The script is a “set of incomplete signals—words on a page—awaiting interrogation by

the imaginations of actors and spectators within a theater” (Coursen 19). It is a starting

point, rather than an end, for interpreting a play. If the class struggles to understand a

theme or grapples with a relationship between characters, attention to the role of director,

props, and staging may help clarify or deepen the analysis. Students can also examine the

media source—such as film, stage, or television—and enrich their analysis of the play’s

dynamics. “Once they see more than one version of a script, students will also understand

that production is interpretation” (Coursen 44). Expanding the breadth and depth of

interpretation should be part of the instructor’s pedagogical strategy.

a. the theatrical approach

As Andy Kempe asserts in “Reading Plays,” the student who reads the script and

thinks about its enactment “is constantly being invited to stand outside the fictive world

in order to visualize what is happening on the stage” (48). Studying King Lear as a piece

of theater inspires students to think practically about how the speeches and action affect

the audience. In this way, students and instructors focus on more than the literal and

literary meaning of the words. Kempe encourages students to consider the opening scene

in which characters look at a map of Lear’s kingdom. Is the map enormously large?

Lying on a table? Colorful? Detailed? Who holds the map at the end of the scene when

Lear rages off of the stage? Does the map look like all or part of England? Addressing
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these kinds of questions forces students to interpret what they have read. In addition,

students can look at the way a live or taped audience affects meaning in the play. Does

Cordelia speak her asides directly to the audience? Are they “voiced-over” in a screen

production? Does she mouth them silently? When Gloucester loses his eyes, do we see

gore up-close? Is he facing an audience, so that viewers become eye-witnesses? How

does the sound of the audience gasping or sound’s absence in a perfectly silent theater

alter the intensity of the audience’s response to what transpires on the stage? How, then,

does the audience itself affect the meaning of the play? These “non-literary” or practical

considerations offer students the opportunity to examine how various interpretations

translate into tangible differences in the play.

Implementing techniques of theater education into a literature classroom also

helps students expand their understanding of the characters and issues of King Lear. In

“A Theatrical Approach: King Lear as Performance and Experience,” Styan explains that

often “Lear becomes a play of minutiae, of pins and buttons and feathers, despite its

grand scale” (111). Managing the details of props, such as the map, encourages students

to focus on what takes place on stage. Pedagogically, then, “The role of the teacher is

thus to guide students towards making conscious decisions” about how to produce the

play (Kempe 48). Styan views the theatrical approach as an effective way of getting

students to see “the relentless advance of the action through its pattern of moods and

tones, working simultaneously on narrative, moral, psychological, and musical or poetic

levels” (112). Other proponents of teaching Shakespeare as a theatrical work-in-progress

articulate how directorial choices affect the meaning of the play. Lusardi and Schlueter

remark how a “production that emphasizes Lear as father minimizes court flourishes”

(42), which compels an audience to focus on Lear’s more human and less regal qualities.

Decisions about the kind of man who plays Lear and the kind of women who play the
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daughters also impart a great deal to a director’s interpretation of the play. Goldman, in

Acting and Action, poses the question “What tools does Shakespeare give the actor

playing Lear?”(71) Here, Goldman turns his attention to the props and stage directions;

students can also pick out some of Shakespeare’s cues for Lear’s gestures, volume, and

personality. Goldman points out how Lear suffers internally, yet constantly battles the

outward manifestation of his suffering (75–77). On several occasions, Shakespeare orders

the actor playing Lear to cry. Students can explore the way an actor might cry while

cursing the tears, and as they do, they can begin to address the complexity of Lear’s

internal suffering. Finally, students can examine tears in terms of a feminist approach,

and they may color the production of a crying scene with a feminist or psychoanalytical

reading of the play.

Students can relate variations in productions of the play38  to observations made

earlier about the Quarto and Folio versions of King Lear. As students view or produce the

play or excerpts, they can evaluate how different media yield different productions.

Coursen explains that television (and, therefore, video) has its roots in radio; thus, he

asserts that television provides a “more linguistic medium than film, requiring words to

augment images low in sensory data” (12). The word, then, and the close-up take

precedence. Contemporary film, which has its roots in silent film, can “tolerate long,

silent stretches that TV cannot” (Coursen 12). On film, the panoramic image, such as the

court or the battlefield, plays effectively. These distinctions alter the success of a

production and affect how any given interpretation of a scene comes across. Further, each

                                                  
38 The Media section of the Web site provides links that point  students to different film and video versions

of the play.
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medium has a unique audience. As suggested earlier, audience response and engagement

can create meaning.

This theatrical approach to teaching the play encourages students to consider the

audience’s view of the action. Greenblatt points out how a tricky piece of staging can

have varied effects on viewers. He explains that Edgar does to Gloucester what the

theater usually does to the audience: he persuades his father to discount the evidence of

his sense—“Methinks the ground is even”—and to accept a palpable fiction: “Horrible

steep” (“Shakespeare” 176). Students must consider how the audience will handle this

unbelievable deceit. Greenblatt argues that “we welcome for the sake of pleasure what we

know to be untrue, but we withhold from the theater the...assent that we grant to everyday

reality. And we enact this withholding when, depending on the staging, either we refuse

to believe that Gloucester is on a cliff above Dover beach or we realize that what we

thought was a cliff (in the convention of theatrical representation) is in reality, flat

ground” (“Shakespeare” 176). What the audience sees when Gloucester falls affects their

interpretation of the scene. A non-existent ledge makes Gloucester appear incapable of

perceiving any sensory input while a short drop and roll down a ramp could suggest a

conscious suspension of disbelief on the blind man’s part. Furthermore, the audience

must also decide just how “real” the false ledge is (that is whether the ledge is entirely

make believe, a modest drop, or a steeper edge)—and that perception is guided by the

scene’s physical enactment. When students function as audience, they can see how “our

sense of who these characters are, what they stand for, and what their essential reality is

becomes increasingly disrupted as we watch them” (Legatt 38). The audience may have a

sense that Gloucester cannot clearly judge reality in the earliest scenes of the play; but, by

the time Gloucester progresses to the cliff scene, his physical sense of reality has been
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completely disrupted as his psychological blindness turns physical. For the audience,

then, seeing Gloucester’s lack of sense is an integral part of “believing” in the play.

The connection between the play as a media form to the theater as a Renaissance

institution can generate discussion about King Lear in the context of the English

Renaissance. Barish argues that the physical Elizabethan stage is “all about multiplicity”

as “representatives of every social level” mingle freely on the stage (3-4). As students

consider how to stage a performance or even part of a scene, it helps them to know that in

Shakespeare’s theater, the play would be performed in a particular kind of venue with

specific conventions. Ogden and Scouten explain how the fool and Cordelia may have

been played by the same actor—likely a boy, which increases the contrast between Lear

as an aging figure and his daughter as young (127).

Students benefit by learning the play as a performance piece—whether in

contemporary times or in the 1600s. Lusardi and Schlueter as well as Goldman draw

attention to tools that actors might use, such as the many props mentioned in the script.

Goldman points out the importance of recognizing how hard it is to be Lear on stage:

“King Lear opens and 5 minutes later bursts into the rage of his life—continued episodes

of rage...how can an actor sustain that?” (75) These examinations are useful, particularly

if students can participate in a lengthy reading or actual production. (However, lengthy

class readings and full-scale dramas may be impractical options in a survey literature

course.) When students study the play as a performance piece, they can experience how

actors’ performances inform the play in conjunction with the script itself.

b. the classroom practice

In my World Literature class, a final activity involves staging part of the play.

Students divide into teams of 5 or 6, assign roles, and edit passages of text for
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performance. Using the minimal objects of a standard classroom (chairs, chalk,

backpacks, etc.), students design a set, block the scene, direct the action, and ultimately

(“scripts” in hand) play out the excerpt for an audience of their peers. Although some of

this activity promotes giggles as well as the occasional irreverent digression, it pulls

students together as a group, encourages close reading of passages of the play, and invites

novice readers to make choices about Shakespeare’s meaning.

One group of students from my Spring 2002 class chose to enact the blinding of

Gloucester—a tricky scene even for experienced performers. They collaborated on a

script and elected a director. Students argued over several approaches to the blinding as

they tried to make explicit (that is, in the direct line of the audience’s sight) the grotesque

violence. Students settled on tying Gloucester to a chair with his back to center stage; at

the crucial moment, Regan pushes Gloucester’s chair over backward (pulling out the eye

as he falls) and shortly after Cornwall stomps on Gloucester’s head, gouging out the

remaining eye. The audience sees the entire thing, although Gloucester now lies on the

ground (as low as he can be) and appears upside down.

In part, this activity works well because of my class’ relatively small size; this

small size and the emphasis on performance encourage students to interact, argue, and

form relationships. In a larger classroom, this kind of community building can happen

online. While in a seminar class, students could film their performance, enabling groups

from a large class to perform for a wide audience. Student scenes could be uploaded,

solving the logistical problem of dedicating class time to watching performances.

Collaboration on script editing and blocking could take place online, so students could

work on the performance on their own time.

Thus, the Web site makes messy projects easier by giving students a creative

space to collaborate online. The site overcomes some of the obstacles of the large
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classroom by encouraging students to form a community, similar to the small

performance groups that my students formed. With the Web site, students have a tool that

facilitates script revision and blocking and reinforces community-building.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have considered a range of meanings and stated my own

interpretive preferences. Such considerations are important when embarking on a

pedagogical project, both in terms of conveyances and destination. But we must also have

room for students to navigate as well. In the next chapter, I will discuss the importance of

forming communities for students to engage in effective learning, and I will show how

the Web site makes the formation of these communities easier, so that students will get

the most out of their time with King Lear.
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Chapter 2: “Reason Not the Need”—The Web and Communities in the
Classroom

As I stood at the front of my World Literature classroom, I was aware that several

things separated me from my students39. Both of my parents went to college; my father

has a professional degree. I recognized that at a university, my culture dominates my

students’ cultures, an occurrence particularly evident with first generation and immigrant

students. The “language of literature” is a language that I have been speaking for decades.

The students in my class spoke a range of “first” languages from Igbo to Spanish to

Vietnamese, but (thankfully for me) all spoke English as well. A generation ago, these

students would not have been sitting where they were—oddly grouped given their

enormously varied backgrounds. I knew some things about King Lear, and I knew what I

wanted them to learn. How could I lay the groundwork for students to function as a

community—in particular, a community of practice? How could I create a place that

valued their diverse experiences, yet enabled me to share my specialized knowledge and

provide signposts for their exploration of King Lear? In many ways, the Web site grew

out of my need to solve these problems—to hear as many student voices as possible

while providing guidance through the rougher patches of analysis and interpretation of

the play.

From this need, I have examined ways to foster community formation and to

describe these communities. A classroom, like any other community, rarely stagnates. I

believe that the Web enables large communities organized hierarchically (like a survey

literature course) to foster smaller, more connected communities. Geographically,
                                                  
39 As explained earlier, the students in my World Literature section belonged to Connexxus and Longhorn

Scholars, special minority retention programs at The University of Texas at Austin.
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students sitting in the front of a large hall will never meet students at the back; however,

online those physical barriers are removed and students can mingle according to their

own interests, expertise, and desire. By laying the groundwork for communities of

practice and by recognizing the accoutrements of interpretive communities, the Web site

should improve an individual’s classroom experience.

1. Communities in the Classroom

What happens in a literature classroom is a product of evolution—the amassing of

small pedagogical changes over time. Some evolution is social, such as the way that

students and teachers interact; some is technological, such as the introduction of the

ballpoint pen, the photocopier, and the Internet; and some is intellectual, such as the

developments of literary theory. Coming from different ends of the critical spectrum,

Etienne Wenger and Stanley Fish both borrow from the sociological and ecological fields

when they discuss communities. The community of the classroom evolves in response to

new theoretical and technological developments. What kind of class structure is

developing? How do electronic resources affect pedagogy? For my purposes, I see the

World Wide Web and the King Lear site as something that can invigorate teachers and

students and catalyze the development of a classroom community of practice.

One simple way to define a successful classroom is as a community of practice,

which knowledge-management theorists describe loosely as “groups that learn.”40

                                                  
40 The Knowledge Garden Web site provides several definitions including: “Groups that learn,

communities of practice, have special characteristics. They emerge of their own accord: three, four, 20,

maybe 30 people find themselves drawn to one another by a force that’s both social and professional. They

collaborate directly, use one another as sounding boards, teach each other…” (Stewart, “The Invisible Key

to Success”) and “[A] diverse group of people in real work over a significant period of time during which
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Wenger identifies a community of practice as having “shared histories of learning,” and

he defines learning as the ability to negotiate meaning (Communities, 86, 226). In such a

community, standards and habits of communication, engagement with traditional ideas

and innovations, and social relationships are shared skills. The Web facilitates the

formation of communities as evidenced by the social uses of the Internet (newsgroups,

chat rooms, etc.) The Web emerges as a creative resource for communities—one in

which the status of teacher and student is somewhat equalized, and all can contribute to

the creation and discovery of knowledge. In this chapter, I will explain how Fish’s

interpretive community in the standard lecture section complements Wenger’s

community of practice when Fish’s notions of shared language become the community

standard for interpretation and knowledge-building.

King Lear, traditionally embraced by instructors as a long-standing member of the

Renaissance canon, provides ripe possibilities for building knowledge about many

aspects of the Renaissance. An understanding about the Renaissance must include an

appreciation of image as well as word, theater as well as print, and contemporary times as

well as early modern culture and history. From the dynamics of performance and theater

to issues about textuality and authorial intent, King Lear offers instructors a heady

mixture of ideas from which to draw. Much that is relevant to the whole of Renaissance

studies is present in the play. Because it fluidly links visuals and texts so students can

quickly view the interconnectedness of ideas and contexts, Web technology merges

effectively with traditional concerns about teaching King Lear. My Web site gives

students multiple avenues to acquire information: they can view parts of the play in

                                                                                                                                                      
they build things, solve problems, learn and invent” (Bauer, Customer Inspired Innovation: Creating the

Future).
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performance and witness how actors bring text to life; they can manipulate different

versions of King Lear; and they can share their knowledge with a nod toward

Renaissance fashion via the construction of commonplace books. This gives students a

vested interest in creating knowledge about the period.41

a. the problem—limitations of traditional survey courses

Instructors often struggle with the special challenges of a survey literature course.

Since so much must be covered in so little time, many rely on a traditional lecture format

for the class. Logistics frequently curb innovative teaching techniques; for example, the

prohibitive cost of separate volumes compared to an anthology keeps instructors tied to a

traditional canon in a traditional text. With upwards of 300 students to manage,

instructors lean heavily on using materials presented in the past rather than implementing

new ideas. Since the course itself has such a long history, a seasoned instructor can dust

off his notes from years gone by and present the same lectures today as he did ten or

fifteen years ago. Pragmatically speaking, radical changes to classroom pedagogy are

slow in coming, and survey literature courses remain a staple in most universities. Yet, I

feel strongly that classroom communities are changing in response to the needs of both

instructors and students.

Despite, or perhaps because of, its canonical status, the traditional survey course

has significant drawbacks. The size of the lecture sections, the span of texts covered, and

the fact that the class is compulsory immediately distance students from the material.

What do survey literature courses typically look like? The common format includes a

large lecture section—perhaps 300 students—and a schedule of major works. Innovative
                                                  
41 Wenger encourages educators to facilitate communities of practice by creating dimensions for learning,

which I believe the Web site does quite effectively (Communities, 231-232).
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instructors may incorporate slides or other visuals to augment their lectures. Certainly,

taking in a modern version of a Shakespeare play might constitute an additional course

requirement or venue for extra credit. However, these instructive devices require only

passive learning from students, and they do not encourage the sharing of knowledge that

takes place within communities. Further, the survey courses—by their size and

scope—predictably function as traditional classrooms in which a professor with authority

speaks at a large audience of lesser-informed students. In fact, student-driven discussion

and exploration simply must be compromised during lecture due to the logistics of

managing such a large group. Two-way communication—between students and

instructors—is necessary for the formation of a community of practice.  “Communities of

practice fulfill a number of functions with respect to the creation, accumulation, and

diffusion of knowledge in an organization…They are nodes for the exchange and

interpretation of information. Because members have a shared understanding, they know

what is relevant to communicate and how to present information in useful ways”

(Wenger, Learning). Small seminars that accompany the lecture sections encourage

students to engage with the material in a more conversational setting. At the University of

Texas, these seminars take place for one hour each week in classrooms of approximately

20 students. Thus, public and active engagement with the Renaissance is drastically

limited to, perhaps, no more than two 45-50 minute sessions in which an individual

student may have the chance to speak only a few times. Such a classroom fails to

facilitate the kind of community that students need. Both students and instructors suffer

in this disconnected environment.

While there are some notable exceptions, the contents of such courses appear in

the canon supplied by major anthologies. For British literature, the canonical anthology

is, of course, produced by Norton. Indeed, at the University of Texas, instructors teaching
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English 316K: Masterworks of British Literature are overwhelmingly inclined to use

either the comprehensive Norton Anthology of English Literature or the Norton

Anthology of English Literature: Major Authors edition. In sixteen classes offered

between Fall of 1997 and Fall of 2000, thirteen professors chose a Norton Anthology.

Those who did not choose Norton elected not to use an anthology at all. Instead they

relied on course packets and single volumes of various works.

Covering King Lear in an anthology-centered, lecture class can leave both the

instructor and the student at a disadvantage. Students may easily miss the opportunity to

see how the play connects to the period. For example, merely mentioning the two

versions of the play pales in comparison with showing students the differences between

the Folio and Quarto, which can easily be done using Web tools. Students who actually

view the included and excluded passages, such as the mock trial, can try to interpret the

play “both ways.” They may begin to ask (and explore) why texts in the Renaissance

appear in different fashions. Such exploration promotes questions addressed in Chapter 1

such as, “Which is the right version of the play? Can both versions be authentic?” If

encouraged to see and think for themselves about the textual question, students may try

on the experience of different audiences to see how effectively an audience might

suspend belief, accept Lear as senile or insane (or both), or respond to a critique of court

proceedings. In addition, because computers allow users to quickly copy, cut, and paste

text, a Web version of the Quarto and Folio surpasses a print version or an over-head

projector version. A user can do more than look at the two versions to make observations;

she can manipulate the texts (or portions of the text) with ease and flexibility. Students

might examine how actors cope with the staging and physical performance of the scenes

in question. This emphasis on students’ own interpretation and problem-posing illustrates
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how critical pedagogy can function in the instruction of King Lear;42 links between

versions of the play clearly validate hypermedia as an instructional tool. Further, when

students raise questions and offer their own interpretations of literature, they begin to

build the kind of community that Wenger defines.

b. Wenger’s ideas described and applied

Instructors want content to stick with students; stickiness, then, offers one

measure of pedagogical success. A traditional classroom, with its hierarchical constructs,

often stymies the production of knowledge and student engagement with material; the

less the student engages, the less course content gets retained. Students get marginalized

when the lecturer draws most of the focus. Wenger asserts that the traditional classroom

format is “both too disconnected from the world and too uniform to support meaningful

forms of identification. It offers unusually little texture to negotiate identities: a teacher

sticking out and a flat group of students all learning the same thing at the same time”

(Wenger, Communities, 269). A successful classroom passes along information, skills,

and values that students will use in the future; further, the stickiness of knowledge and

skill is directly related to the vested interest of the student.43 As Wenger argues, practice

and mutual engagement build communities—communities that practice learning. A

community of practice defines itself along three dimensions:

                                                  
42 See Chapter 4, Section 1, Introducing Radical Pedagogy in a Traditional Classroom for further

discussion.

43 Outcome-based education as well as movements toward portfolio assessment and “hands-on, minds-on”

learning in K-12 pedagogy point to the importance of student-driven learning for successful education.

Furthermore, instructors need to increase opportunities for relationships with adults just by being adults,

while downplaying the institutional aspects of their roles as educators (Wenger, Communities, 277).
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• What it is about—its joint enterprise as understood and continually
renegotiated by its members

• How it functions—mutual engagement that bind members together into a
social entity

• What capability it has produced— the shared repertoire of communal
resources (routines, sensibilities, artifacts, vocabulary, styles, etc.) that
members have developed over time.

(Wenger, Learning)

Successful classrooms are a community of learners in which all members

(instructors and students) blur the lines between absorbing, producing, and disseminating

knowledge.

Such a concept of practice includes both the explicit and the tacit. It includes what
is said and what is left unsaid; what is represented and what is assumed. It
includes the language, tools, documents, images, symbols, well-defined roles,
specified criteria, codified procedures, regulations, and contracts that various
practices make explicit for a variety of purposes. But is also includes the implicit
relations, tacit conventions, subtle cues, untold rules of thumb, recognizable
intuitions, specific perceptions, well-tuned sensitivities, embodied understandings,
underlying assumptions, and shared world views.

(Wenger, Communities, 47)

Perhaps the “easiest” way to promote communities of practice is to eliminate the large

lecture course. As both a student and a teacher, I prefer smaller, more intimate and

discursive settings for learning. Yet, universities with large student bodies cannot be

expected to take on the expense of the small classes—at least not at the level of core

undergraduate classes that are required for all degree plans. Where, then, is a comfortable

middle ground? I believe that the Web site may enable large lecture courses to form

communities similar to those found on the Internet and confer on a large group of

students some of the advantages of smaller classes.
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Communities of practice are built out of shared experiences, and within the

community, students and instructors also create new (shared) experience. This experience

grows out of the academic and social background brought into the class by students and

the instructor. At the university level, some basic assumptions about prior knowledge can

be made. (Of course, some instructors may immediately recoil and counter this notion

using one or two cases of gross illiteracy or immaturity, but these are rare exceptions.)

University students generally have a sense of what different genres of literature are, they

can recognize names and works from the traditional canon, and they have at least

secondary-school expectations about the kind of discussions academics have about

literature and the kind of questions that often get raised in literature classrooms. With this

basis, a group of individuals can begin to make connections. People have unique areas of

expertise; the combination of their past experiences and strengths form the initial

springboard for learning. Once the community is connected, individuals begin sharing

ideas and the knowledge grows into something new, whether it is a fresh perspective or a

new observation about an old text. When a class reads and discusses a particular work,

such as King Lear, the class creates a shared, communal reading based on prior

experiences.

Wenger, applying his scholarship in corporate knowledge management, makes

several assertions about communities of practice that can be applied to higher education

classrooms. Like a classroom, communities of practice have a common goal or

purpose—to share knowledge. Semester-long classes present an obstacle toward

community formation—they have a fixed and relatively short amount of time to develop

communication and trust. However, some factors inherent in a university class can help

minimize or eliminate this obstacle. First, some students may already know one another.

Second, communication can be encouraged (even incorporated into the final grade for the
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course) by the way that the instructor arranges the class. Finally, the community’s

purpose (shared goals) fit naturally into the rather limited scope of a syllabus. The desire

to share information may also be enhanced by course requirements for group projects or

participation grades.

I believe that communities of practice serve as an ideal model for classrooms.

Such communities validate the purpose and meaning of the material covered in literature

classes as well as the importance of each student’s contribution to knowledge and

learning shared by the group. Wenger argues that people “negotiate meaning in order to

engage with the world. We don’t practice meaninglessness.” Furthermore, “an excessive

emphasis on formalism without corresponding levels of participation, or conversely a

neglect of explanations and formal structure, can easily result in an experience of

meaninglessness” (Wenger, Communities, 66-67). In other words, a class needs both a

guiding structure or framework and student participation in order for students to learn

something. People must grasp the rules and codes of conduct that define a community as

well as the formal information or subject matter.44 Lecturers can guide students in the

procedures, language, and tropes of course material; students and instructors then build a

community based on these “rules of practice or engagement.” An instructor can

encourage the formation of certain community rules. Since active learning and

communication (not passive absorption) are the keys to building a community of practice,

students should drive their own construction of knowledge rather than regurgitate

                                                  
44 “Participating in an activity that has been described is not just translating the description into embodied

experience, but renegotiating its meaning in a new context…Reification is not a mere articulation of

something that already exists...it is creating the conditions for new meanings” (Wenger, Communities, 68).
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information.45 “If learning is a part of or the underlying backbone of what you are doing,

you do not necessarily think of it as learning…What they learn is not a static subject

matter but the very process of being engaged in, and participating in developing, an

ongoing practice” (Wenger, Communities, 95). As students begin to define themselves as

members of the class, they will take a more active part in understanding course

knowledge, sharing their own ideas, and building on the ideas of other community

members.

In his work Dialogic Inquiry, Gordon Wells describes a four-part model of

learning that neatly integrates with Wenger’s description of communities of practice. The

model contains the following, sometimes overlapping elements: experience, information,

knowledge building, and understanding (83-84). As students experience the culture of the

classroom and the related culture of the Web site, they begin to “make meaning” out of

the things they see, hear, and think about the play. Once the play has been experienced,

“whether it can subsequently be remembered depends on the extent to which it can be

infused with the receiver’s experiential meaning and deliberately integrated into his or

her model of the world” (G. Wells 84). The Web site offers several means for students to

integrate the experience of King Lear into their current models of the world. For example,

the Transformative Writing activities invite students to examine their own lives in light of

the struggles highlighted by the play. The next aspect of G. Wells’ knowledge model

involves constructing or transforming understanding into a group activity (knowledge

                                                  
45 Wenger explains the importance of taking action to learn something: “...educational processes based

(like apprenticeship) on actual participation are effective in fostering learning not just because they are

better pedagogical ideas, but more fundamentally because they are ‘epistemologically correct,’ so to speak”

(Wenger, Communities, 101).
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building). The commonplace books provide a solid foundation for students to connect as

community members; in effect, students construct the site as a community endeavor. In

addition, the site provides group activities, such as blocking and staging a scene, which

promote group work.

G. Wells’ final part in his model of knowing involves “holistic and intuitive”

understanding (85). Understanding enables people to “make sense of new

experience…which guides effective and responsible action” (85). G. Wells’ socio-

cultural approach to learning, specifically inquiry-based learning46 that emphasizes

activity, underscores Wenger’s ideas about communities. The Web site promotes a

dynamic inquiry—from the extensive articles to the wide array of writing and small

group activities. While some of these activities might be completed individually, the

presence of the larger Web community—served by shared commonplace books—creates

a social environment for learning. “Thus an important function of the focus on inquiry is

to provide a way of overcoming the separation, in practice as well as in theory, between

‘school’ knowledge (conceived of as acquired, but often inert, information) and ‘action-

knowledge’…that is to say, the understanding that is constructed in action and is able to

inform future action in situations beyond as well as in the classroom” (G.Wells 122).

c. making knowledge: engagement, imagination, and alignment

Wenger argues that learning itself takes place as students (and their communities)

form identity. In this case, identity formation includes the student’s identification with the

                                                  
46 “…[F]ocus on inquiry emphasizes the essential continuity of education” (G. Wells 122). In other words,

Wells insists that students transfer what they learn from inside the classroom to other classrooms and the

world at large.
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group as a part of his developing sense of his unique, irreducible self.47 “What makes

information knowledge—what makes it empowering—is the way in which it can be

integrated into an identity of participation” (Communities, 220). It is not a revolutionary

idea that the students who participate in discussion, who do the reading, and who work

hard at their assignments are the students who learn the most. Instructors must struggle to

reach most students, not just the select and self-motivated class stars.

…learners must be able to invest themselves in communities of practice in the
process of approaching a subject matter. ...What they learn is what allows them to
contribute to the enterprise of the community and to engage with others around
that enterprise. In fact, this is how most learning takes place outside of school,
where it is true not only of adults, but also of children: we are engaged in the
pursuit of a socially meaningful enterprise, and our learning is in the [context] of
that engagement...What is crucial about this kind of engagement as an educational
experience is that identity and learning serve each other.

(Wenger, Communities, 271)

By encouraging the formation of a community of practice (which by its non-

hierarchical nature cannot be assigned as a discussion section might be, but forms over

time as people build connections within a community), instructors can offer students the

chance to develop their own identities within the classroom. Wenger identifies three

                                                  
47 The communities to which individuals belong shape individual identity, and vice-versa. I understand

Wenger as defining identity formation as something that occurs individually, as students learn and change,

and communally, within the framework of the larger group. For example, if a student begins to identify

himself as an excellent community resource for information about the architecture of the early modern

theater, he can modify the community of practice’s identity based on the expertise he brings to the group.

When the community of practice validates the student’s contribution, the student’s individual identity is

then modified.
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fundamental components that contribute to the “learning architecture” in a successful,

educational community of practice:

Learning is a matter of engagement: it depends on opportunities to contribute
actively to the practices of communities that we value and that value us, to
integrate their enterprise into our understanding of the world, and to make
creative use of their respective repertoire…

Learning is a matter of imagination: it depends on processes of orientation,
reflection, and exploration to place our identities and practices in a broader
context...

Learning is a matter of alignment: it depends on our connection to frameworks
of convergence, coordination, and conflict resolution that determine the social
effectiveness of our actions...

(Wenger, “Executive Summary”)

Engagement draws in members, providing them with a space, tools, and tasks as shown

in the Activities, Contemporary Adaptation, and Media sections of the Web site.

Imagination provides community members with opportunities to orient or reflect and

explore as in the Assisted Read-Through; In-depth Examinations of the Text; and Notes,

Articles, and Ideas about the English Renaissance sections of the Web site. Finally,

Wenger identifies alignment as a key component of learning; the service learning projects

in the Community section, Links page, and shared commonplace books gives members a

means to converge and transmit knowledge (Communities, 236-239). In Chapter 4, I

correlate how different parts of the site encourage engagement, imagination, and

alignment.

Learning needs to be a “socially meaningful enterprise” in order for education to

become transformative and mutual (Wenger, Communities, 271). Fish, in his proposal

that communities drive textual interpretation, claims that students acquire formal

distinctions in literature “by virtue of their position in a structure of experience. The
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structure with which the stylisticians are concerned is a structure of observable formal

patterns, and while such patterns do exist they are themselves part of a larger pattern the

description of which is necessary for a determination of their value” (91).48 Thus,

students reaffirm their status as community members as they build knowledge and

expertise about King Lear or any other work.

As in all communities of practice, a classroom encourages both alignment with

existing knowledge as well as imaginative or new applications of knowledge. It should be

safe place to explore new or dramatic ideas because of the expertise and acceptance of

the ideas of members. “A well-functioning community of practice is a good context to

explore radically new insights without becoming fools or stuck in some dead end”

(Wenger, Communities, 214). Teachers and students work together in this enterprise of

engagement, imagination, and alignment. As Wenger explains, “A community of practice

is different from a team in that the shared learning and interest of its members are what

keep it together. It is defined by knowledge rather than by task, and exists because

participation has value to its members. A community of practice’s life cycle is

determined by the value it provides to its members, not by an institutional schedule”

(Wenger, Learning). When instructors design or begin to construct the environment of

                                                  
48 Fish clarifies this statement with the following example. “Thus, for example, while it is certainly

possible…to specify the properties of the languages spoken by the tribes in The Inheritors, the significance

of those properties is a function of their reception and negotiation by a reader who comes upon them

already oriented in the direction of specific concerns and possessed of (or by) certain expectations. These

concerns and expectations themselves arise in the course of a consecutive activity engaged in by a finite

consciousness; and it is my contention that a characterization of that activity must precede, and by

preceding control, the characterization of the formal features which become part of its structure” (91).
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their classrooms, they can encourage the formation of a community of practice by

providing “facilities of mutuality (like spaces, communication technologies); joint tasks,

and boundary encounters (including peripherally, entry points, etc.)” (Wenger,

Communities, 237). Instructors also have community-building resources on hand.

Students can be told that “teachers, parents, and other educators constitute learning

resources, not only through their pedagogical or institutional roles, but also through their

own membership in relevant communities of practice…” (Wenger, Communities, 276).

The fact that a student is welcomed by members of established

communities49—specifically the academic communities that support the kind of reading

done in literature class—validates the student’s identity as a meaningful contributor to the

community.

2. Interpretive Communities

A classroom community, in particular an English classroom, often relies on a

canon, a body of scholars and scholarship, or an authority of interpretation in its study

and discussion of literature. Connections between the community of practice—with its

students, instructor, and any peripheral members (perhaps research assistants or

knowledgeable and interested scholars)—and interpretation drive the content on the

syllabus and the methods by which information and knowledge are produced, shared, and

disseminated. Fish argues that the classroom, situated within the academy, makes a

collective decision about a text; the community and its shared definitions and basic

scholarly principles guide interpretation of literature. “[T]he act of recognizing literature

is not constrained by something in the text, nor does it issue from an independent and
                                                  
49 When a class forms a community of practice, the instructor functions as a kind of community connector

based on the instructor’s participation in the professional world of scholars.
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arbitrary will; rather, it proceeds from a collective decision as to what will count as

literature, a decision that will be in force only so long as a community of readers or

believers continues to abide by it” (Fish 11).  For a classroom to function, both students

and the instructor must abide by certain ideas (memes) about literature, appropriate

interaction between community members, and the goals of a class. Learning takes place

when class members augment and adapt their knowledge and interpretation of a text by

exposing themselves to the ideas of the community. “...and after a while they begin to see

the value of considering effects and begin to be able to think of language as an experience

rather than as a repository of extractable meaning. After that, it is a matter of exercising

their sensitivities on a series of graduated texts...And as they experience more and more

varieties of effect and subject them to analysis, they also learn how to recognize and

discount what is idiosyncratic in their own response...its greatest success is not the

organizing of materials…but the transforming of minds” (Fish 67). A successful class

constructs an informed reader; likewise, a successful community member—whether

instructor or student—is adaptable.

In essence, Fish argues that a particular text, such as King Lear, retains “true”

interpretation only with regard to the community that agrees upon some basic precepts of

the text. The community agrees, for example, that the text is a play, that particular lines

are to be read with sarcasm or humor or horror or dread, and that the characters and their

actions are representative of particular relationships and ideas about kingdoms, families,

aging, and war. The play itself does not take on the nuances and status of “play” until the

community agrees that it deserves a specific type of attention and analysis; by agreeing to

treat the play in a specific fashion, the community receives it as a work of literature of a

specific nature and value. “In other words, it is not that literature exhibits certain formal

properties that compel a certain kind of attention; rather, paying a certain kind of
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attention (as defined by what literature is understood to be) results in the emergence into

noticeability of the propreties we know in advance to be literary” (Fish 10-11). This

interaction among members of a community ensures the propagation and survival of

particular interpretations as well as particular works. It is not the intrinsic value of a play

like King Lear, but rather the elements of community value that make the play an

engaging pursuit in the classroom community of practice.

a. community perspectives drive meaning

Fish complements Wenger in describing both the composition and function of

communities. Communities adopt specific readings of texts—no single, “natural”

interpretation exists as readings are “extensions of community perspectives” (Fish 16).

Fish opposes the idea that a concrete interpretation lies embedded or encoded in a text

and that thing can be “taken in at a single glance.” Texts are not self-sufficient. The

reader’s activities have meaning (Fish 158).50 In a community in which some members

form the knowledgeable core and others occupy the periphery, an individual’s response

to a text will develop as the individual interacts within the community. Thus, the more

entrenched in the practice of the classroom, the more a reader will respond to a text in

                                                  
50 Fish uses the example of a list of faculty names presented for poetic analysis to a class on 17th century

poetry. The class found ample evidence of symbolism and poetic devices in the list. “….analyses generated

by the assumption that meaning is embedded in the artifact…will always point in as many directions as

there are interpreters; that is, not only will it prove something, it will prove anything.” While this example

seems extreme—even comic—Fish’s notion that context affects interpretation has been echoed on different

scholarly fronts. Malcolm Gladwell, for example, argues that environment can have a profound effect on

the ways that ideas or trends tip.
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accord with the community’s interpretation of the text. And, naturally, all members of the

community contribute to the interpretation.

Literary studies do shift emphasis over time and in response to context and

changes within and outside the classroom. World events, variances in canon, and

technology influence interpretation. Fish concurs with Wenger that communities drive

meaning.

Literature, I argue, is the product of a way of reading, of a community agreement
about what will count as literature, which leads the members of the community to
pay a certain kind of attention and thereby to create literature. Since that way of
reading or paying attention is not eternally fixed but will vary with cultures and
times, the nature of the literary institution and its relation to other institutions
whose configurations are similarly made will be continually changing.

(97-98)

For example, in the World Literature class that I taught in the Fall of 2001,

students responded differently from those in the following semester to readings such as

The Iliad, “Pericles’ Funeral Oration,” and Achebe’s Things Fall Apart. When students

came to class on September 12, 2001, much discussion revolved around the World Trade

Center and Pentagon attacks; yet we also discussed the visual imagery and realism of

violence in literary works. We talked about the sublime, the apparent senselessness of

massive loss of life, patriotism, and the inadequacy of plain language to describe such

events. Over time, students revisited our readings from The Iliad, and reflected on how

hard it is to “really” describe a battle scene. Having just faced unprecedented violence on

American soil, they responded to writings about war with great sympathy to victims and

victims’ families, and they appeared much more sensitive to violence than students in the

following semester. In the community of my classroom, students repeatedly reassured

and empathized with one classmate who grew up in New York City and who was

personally touched by loss. Two students enlisted in the military in the week following
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September 11th. For the first time in my teaching career, students had experienced an act

of war, and this gave them a different perspective on writings that described warfare.

While it may not have altered the canon, it did alter the interpretation of canonical texts

about war and violence.

b. changing interpretations—learning in a community

Fish describes interpretive communities as communities that share interpretive

reading strategies. The title of his book, Is There a Text in this Class?, serves as the prime

example of shared understandings of terms and interpretation (Fish 321). Context counts

in a community. Stability of interpretation is not guaranteed as communities change,

adapting to new technologies and ideas. Interpretive communities can extend well beyond

the boundaries of a community of practice; for example, Shakespearean scholars form a

large, often fractious interpretive community with agreed-upon techniques, theories, and

modes of approaching a text. Debate can and does exist among members of the same

interpretive community. Fish’s theory moves away from emphasis on innate qualities of a

text and toward interpretations constructed by readers within communities. This position

is examined in The Ends of Theory (Herron, Huson, Puduloff, and Strozier), which

considers issues such as technological impacts on interpretation as well as theories of

deconstruction and postmodernism.

Electronic media make apparent the shift from the New Critical notion of the text
as object, reified by ontology, or, what is the same thing in twentieth-century
thought, a material object—the book—the shift from the reification of the text to
the text as an ephemeral texture of binary traces drawn from the archive…

(Strozier 292)

By insisting that texts are constructed within cultures—that they respond to the
same pressure as other structures within cultures—poststructuralism denies the
power of texts to reveal truths other than self-reflexive insights. By insisting on
the insufficiency of linguistic systems ultimately to control or to determine
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meaning, deconstruction turns attention from the single author toward multiple
readers and their multiplicity of interpretations.

(Huson 280-281)

Both of these commentaries acknowledge that the community (or culture)

influences interpretation. They also exemplify the way communities, such as the

community of literary theorists, debate understandings of terms and interpretations.

Disputes among interpretive communities form the basis for the larger group

called academia. Fish argues that members of interpretive communities bring

strategies—knowledge and skills to apply and augment knowledge—to a text and those

strategies drive how the community understands that text.51 When the primary goal and

activity of a community is to build a shared understanding about King Lear, or any other

text, communication among members promotes learning. Terms must be agreed upon and

understood, for instance; and, true to Fish’s assertions, such community-based or context-

based understanding happens as members of a community of practice go about their

task—learning.

We see that (1) communication does occur, despite the absence of an independent
and context-free system of meaning, that (2) those who participate in this
communication do so confidently rather than provisionally (they are not
relativists), and that (3) while their confidence has its source in a set of beliefs,
those beliefs are not individual-specific or idiosyncratic, but communal and
conventional (they are not solipsists).

(Fish 321)

                                                  
51 “Interpretive communities are made up of those who share interpretive strategies not for reading but for

writing texts, for constituting their properties. In other words these strategies exist prior to the act of

reading and therefore determine the shape of what is read rather than, as is usually assumed, the other way

around” (Fish 14).
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For Fish, the interpretive community structures the meaning behind the text; as

communities change, so then would the interpretation of the text.

3. Encouraging the Formation of a Classroom Community: The King
Lear Web Site

Since students in required literature courses come from all majors, a classroom

community will include individuals with a broad spectrum of interests. The site enables

conventional lecturers (whom students are likely to encounter) to supplement traditional,

teacher-based instruction and encourage community formation. I designed the Web site’s

structure so that users with varied interests can approach the material from their areas of

expertise. Students can explore the site from a number of starting points—activities based

on the text itself; information from the Notes, Articles, and Ideas about the English

Renaissance; items about Shakespeare and his source; or contemporary adaptations and

media. In this way, users can move freely between different approaches as their learning

and exploration dictates. As students read and search through one another’s

commonplace books, they can use the site to build community connections.

The Web site also allows community members to contribute their own expertise

and experiences and to share what they know. The boon to both instructors and students

lies within the medium itself. Landow explains, “As readers move through a web or

network of texts, they continually shift the center —and hence the focus or organizing

principle—of their investigation and experience. Hypertext, in other words, provides an

infinitely re-centerable system whose provisional point of focus depends upon the reader,

who becomes a truly active reader in yet another sense” (Hypertext). This “truly active

reader,” long-sought after in the traditional classroom, may bring a personal sense and

center to the course material.
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a. existing Web resources

Several sites geared to the study of literature predate the King Lear site and have

been valuable resources in designing features for the site. At the University of Texas at

Austin, one pioneering effort in wedding hypertext with English studies involved the

Women of the Romantic Period (WORP) site. In the WORP site, students navigate

through links that connect various women writers of the Romantic period to a

representative poem. Students can interact with the material by surveying and annotating

parts of the poem. This site has an effective layout and employs links and nodes to give

each user a personalized exploration of the subject matter. Daniel Anderson explains that

the aim of the WORP site is to “help students to enter into an academic discourse

community” by “exposing them to its issues and conventions” (467). This site is

extremely useful in its scope, and it shares some goals with the King Lear Web site. In

particular, Anderson gives evidence that the WORP forum contributors felt connected to

the literary academy (149). I believe the commonplace book serves a similar purpose. In

addition, Anderson collected data documenting that students felt their voices and

opinions were validated through the medium of the WORP site. Many benefits, such as

links and contributing or publishing to a live site, translate between these two projects.

However, the WORP project does not specifically serve the needs of the standard survey

literature class. The King Lear Web site requires less input from the instructor, who does

not need to establish forum questions or supply other information to the site; it contains

assessment and self-guided study materials. Moreover, it offers an innovative approach to

the teaching of King Lear that incorporates ideas about community dynamics, hypertext

theory and critical pedagogy.

Perhaps the most radical computer-based approach to Shakespeare education

came from Larry Friedlander and The Shakespeare Project, which was created in the late
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1980s. This project combined a videodisc display with HyperCard, a hypermedia

software program. “The most ambitious and original application was something called

“TheaterGame,” which helped students to learn blocking (the movements of characters

onstage) by animating little cartoon guys whose activities could be synchronized with the

dialogue” (Schroer). According to Friedlander, the program was successful and helped

theater students solve real problems. He explains how: “We seem to be succeeding.

Working with film or images, we can control the rate of learning, stop and go back to

look at another moment, compare one part of a work with another, make notes directly

onto the images, combine and alter images, and shuttle back and forth from one visual

record to another” (Friedlander 268). Literature students deserve a site similarly tailored

to the demands of their own course of study.

The W.W. Norton Company has brought its monumental presence to the World

Wide Web through a site called Norton Topics Online52 that correlates directly to the

anthology. The site offers a text-book style introduction to topics with splendid images,

supplies a handful of links to related sites, provides online text (which lacks hyperlinks),

and poses explorations for students to think about. The site is free and easily accessed

from Norton’s homepage. Its presence suggests a market-based acknowledgement of the

need for Web-focused instruction. However, the current site functions much less as a

dynamic exploration of literature and more as an online textbook. It does not invite

students to join a community of shared learning history; rather it provides a useful

reference for students to thumb through. By contrast, the interactive King Lear site allows

students to bring contemporary skills to the literary table. They can pose problems about

                                                  
52 This site can be found at <http://www.wwnorton.com/nael/>.
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the texts, explore answers, scrutinize the thoughts of their peers, and publicly share their

own knowledge and suppositions about the works.

The Internet offers an array of sites devoted to Renaissance texts. A

representational list follows.

King Lear Paintings http://www.cc.emory.edu/ENGLISH/classes/Shakespeare

_Illustrated/LearPaintings.html

Teaching Shakespeare http://www.csuohio.edu/shakespeare/

Modern History Sourcebook:

Queen Elizabeth 1 of England

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/elizabeth1.html

Shakespeare and the Renaissance http://daphne.palomar.edu/shakespeare/renaissance.htm

Renaissance Forum: An Electronic

Journal of Early-Modern Literary

and Historical Studies

http://www.hull.ac.uk/Hull/EL_Web/renforum/index.html

Shakespeare’s Globe Theater http://www.shakespeares-globe.org/

Table 1: Web sites devoted to the English Renaissance

While these sites do offer hypermedia connections, they serve as information

resources rather than learning environments. This makes them useful as places for

students to find raw data; however, the sites offer little guidance for the production of

knowledge or assessment. What is missing is the correlation between electronic media,

the play, and the special constraints of the survey literature course. A course designed

with the Web as a component will engage the average (perhaps even the reluctant)
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student, make her an active learner, and help her contribute to a dynamic body of

knowledge.

b. portals to study on the King Lear site

The King Lear Web site links the active reader to the classroom community and

the online community of people interested in the play. One way into the site is through

the Acts of King Lear. Through these pages, students can explore different aspects of the

play. Here, a student can find useful information whether she is reading the play for the

first time, reviewing for an exam, or preparing an essay. The Web site becomes a useful

read-along tool that a student can use to round out her understanding of a complicated

text. In addition, she can examine issues that are most relevant to her immediate concerns

about the play, such as analyzing one of Shakespeare’s themes for a seminar discussion

or developing paper topic for a mid-term project.

The Web site also provides a portal to the Renaissance as an area of study itself

through a section called Notes, Articles, and Ideas about the English Renaissance. These

links share a similar function with the lengthy prefaces in the anthologies. They offer

information about politics and history, family and culture, philosophy and science, and

the theater.53 Rather than functioning as a series of illustrated handouts or a glorified

textbook, this portal links narrative information, images, and samples of Renaissance

writing to help students conceptualize the “big picture.” The result is a lively and

                                                  
53 The selection of resources in this part of the Web site helps address a critical problem faced by

educators; in all academic fields, students who use the Internet for research and study run the risk of finding

lousy, inaccurate, and rogue information. Since Web sites are not subjected to the rigor or peer review or

critique, they often lack credibility. The items included on the King Lear Web site offer students reliable

scholarly information and links.
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substantial introduction that emphasizes the richness of the play and of the period. For

example, a student with an interest in sociology can find out about marriage in the

Renaissance; links include a brief explanation of men’s and women’s roles in marriage,

an excerpt from Coster’s Family and Kinship in England 1450—1800, and an excerpt

from Stone’s The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 1500-1800.54 A user could

continue to explore a particular vein of interest through the World Wide Web and the

site’s Links page, finding connections to relevant Renaissance texts and images. Finally,

the Web site offers activities specifically geared to engage students in examining the

Renaissance. I.C.E. (Integration, Connection, Extension) activities prompt integration of

ideas in this section, connection of these ideas to the play, and extension of the study into

different media, adaptations, and the community outside the classroom.

The third portal students may enter involves a unique aspect of the site, the virtual

commonplace book. Like its Renaissance counterpart, this feature provides two critical

tools for students. First, it functions somewhat like commonplace books did 400 years

ago. As students read primary texts and secondary material, they can cut and paste

passages or images of particular eloquence or interest. This process recalls the copying of

verses and prose in Renaissance commonplace books:

During the Renaissance and later, individual readers put together their own
commonplace anthologies by copying from other books into manuscripts patches
of text that appealed to them, organized by references of their own design. Most
entries record author and text, thus preserving the authority and prestige of the
original source while assisting the reader to memorize the information or verse he
or she finds important. Nonetheless, these "commonplace" books allow readers to
reconstitute printed literature according to their particular interests. By including
passages on special subjects or deleting displeasing texts or sections, readers

                                                  
54 As the site grows, I will add additional pages that feature images depicting marriage and family as well

as samples from diaries and the writings of others who lived during the Renaissance.
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assert the primacy of their personal taste over current literary culture. They
themselves become the "center" of the book: the locus of meaning from which the
collected texts differ.

(Benedict )

The commonplace book reinforces the connections between the period of the

Renaissance and a multimedia, hypermedia approach to instruction. Any commonplace

book has implicit “hypertext” links, which is to say that entries into Renaissance

commonplace books were meant to link to various text passages (often biblical) for the

compiler’s edification. Thus, students first learn about the structures and mechanisms of

the Renaissance manuscript versions. On the Web site students can see an example of

Renaissance commonplace-book entries and learn how others used these books to store

and organize knowledge. The site introduces issues regarding authorship and ownership

of work from both the Renaissance and contemporary perspectives.

As students navigate the site, they create their commonplace books, which then

become both a permanent, searchable part of the site and a record of their own learning.

Just as a community of Renaissance readers might examine and copy pages or passages

of one another’s commonplace books, so can students explore and copy (but not alter) the

commonplace books created by other users of site.55 Rubin reflects on the pedagogical

value of this strategy as she explains that, “Again and again, the idea of learners getting

involved in their learning, instead of passively receiving information from an instructor,

has been considered the essence of education. No doubt good teachers have always

                                                  
55 The commonplace books, as online Web pages, function as public documents. Thus, student entries are

susceptible to copying by other students. As with all Web pages, the potential for plagiarism exists and

must be combatted by the instructor’s stated course policies and students’ willingness to comply with the

rules.
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known that learning is enhanced when students get involved—to discover, manipulate, or

personalize information” (26). In this way, the compilation of a commonplace book and

its incorporation into a database of similar “books” provides a second critical tool that

enhances learning. Students knowingly add to the community of thought about various

Renaissance issues and texts; since their commonplace books are public displays, and

since they have complete control over the content, the pursuit of individual knowledge

coincides with a contribution to scholarship. The collection of classroom commonplace

books reflects the knowledge base of the whole community. Since the compendium of

knowledge is a group project, the act of creating an individual commonplace book would

be a communal act as well; as students in the classroom develop papers and projects, they

can rely on their own study and the expertise of others in their community for

information, data, and ideas. This validates the students’ reflections and may guide them

to useful links or resources for further study. Indeed, this process contributes to

scholarship in a way that straightforward classroom lectures cannot. Additionally,

students can internalize at least one aspect of the Renaissance by sharing the experience

of the commonplace book with a culture long past.

c. what the site does

The Web site encourages active, student-driven learning that results in the

production of knowledge about the Renaissance and King Lear. The site also encourages

the formation of communities of practice. My specific pedagogical goals for the design

and implementation of the Web site include the following:

1. Build on prior knowledge—The Web site enables students to explore familiar

topics about which they already have some knowledge. The site presents a wide

array of topics, so that students interested in other disciplines, such as history,
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science, sociology, and entertainment, can build on what they already know and

can perceive a connection between their field of study and English literature.

Students expand on what they found interesting in a reading or lecture, such as a

particular speech in the play or the architectural layout of the Globe. Many

students have already been introduced to Shakespeare, either through high school

English classes or film. Students can share their initial evaluation or impressions

of Shakespeare productions, language, and stories.56

2. Clarify misconceptions about literature in general  and the Renaissance in

particular—Students may initially believe that King Lear lacks relevance in

contemporary times or that they simply cannot understand its unfamiliar

language. The site shows how recent renditions of the play speak to modern

audiences. Further, the Web site increases accessibility to unfamiliar language and

concepts by offering many ways to understand the play, including images, written

explanations, film, reproductions of original manuscripts, and hyperlinks.

Through the site, students can challenge their own conceptions about the play and

the period itself.

3. Share information and create knowledge—By creating and browsing through

commonplace books, students can share what they think about the play with a

community of learners. For example, such sharing might include their own

interpretation of Cordelia’s response to Lear’s demands or a reflection on the

grotesque blinding of Gloucester. Students can also refer to one another’s

responses to the reading questions or writing activities. The Web site can accept

                                                  
56 For further discussion of specific assignments, see Chapter 4 of this dissertation. In particular the

Assisted Read-Through, Activities, In-depth Examinations of the Text, and I.C.E. will prove useful.
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the contributions of the entire community, so that students maintain a vested

interest in the contents of their commonplace books.

The Web site offers instructors an accessible means of introducing technology in

the classroom without compromising course content. Since most instructors and students

already understand how to browse a Web site, the technology itself should not frustrate or

exclude participants. The Web site can supplement the information provided in a

traditional lecture while shifting the emphasis from instructor-driven learning to student-

based learning. 57 For example, the interactive Web site encourages students to closely

consider the two texts. By considering both and investigating how a revision may have

come into being, students learn about play production and authorship in the Renaissance.

The Web site also provides historical context to help students understand the

relationships of the performers, audience, and writers as well as some of the mechanics of

producing and performing a Renaissance play.58

Students can also see multiple versions of Lear. “Once they see more than one

version of a script, students will also understand that production is interpretation”

(Coursen 44). Using video clips on the site, students can experience how different actors

interpret the same scene. Leggat argues that for an “audience the main lines of continuity

are provided by the actors” (36). I believe that the Web site can relay something of the

audience experience as well as point students toward thinking about the play as a

dynamic production.

                                                  
57 For a more detailed analysis of the site features, see Chapter 4 of this dissertation.

58 For example, in the Activities section, students print out a copy of the stage illustration and block the

main characters in the play. Doing this enables them to explore how directors affect the way the audience

interprets the play.
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4. Conclusion

Experiencing King Lear as a part of a community—as an audience

member, a script editor, an actor, or a director—gives students a common experience as

well as a common interpretation or frame of reference for the play. In my classroom,

where students enacted Gloucester’s blinding, the dynamic action of staging the excerpt

bound students to agree on an interpretation that they fleshed out together, sharing

authority, language, and purpose. As Fish asserts, they had to agree upon basic precepts

to give the play meaning. The Assisted Read-Through presents a clear example of the

formation of interpretation. Consider these four responses to the question: Which of the

Lear children is Edmund most like?

Group 1: Edmund is like Goneril and Regan, He is ruthless at (sic) that he tricks his own

father and brother....

Group 2: Edmund is like Goneril and Regan. Edmund wants the rights to his father’s

possessions, which rightfully belong to the first son.

Group 3: Edmund is most like Cordelia because they both seem to dislike their fathers

and also because they both say what is on their mind.

Group 4: Edmund is most like Cordelia because they both want something they can’t

have.

Over time, the class came to agree that Edmund seems most similar to Goneril

and Regan; some had to overcome the notion that both Cordelia and Edmund had to fight

for their inheritance. In no way does this change discount this initial interpretation; rather

the communal act of constructing meaning strengthened the class as a community as well

as enabled individuals to better understand the play.
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As Internet forums and chatrooms demonstrate, the Web is an ideal place

for disseminating and discovering ideas from many people in various physical places. By

placing answers to the Assisted Read-Through online, students can readily gain access to

one another’s thoughts on the play. Web technology enables the students’ ideas to be

disseminated, searched, linked to, and commented upon in a shared space. In the

following chapter, I will examine how the use of hypermedia helps communities form

and individuals connect their work to a wider body of knowledge.
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Chapter 3: Teaching with Hypermedia

A classroom without Web resources, such as my Masterworks of World Literature

class, struggles to provide breadth of information without overloading or boring and

disengaging learners. In my class, I encouraged students to read the introductory material,

but that required sifting through a dense preface that only held the interest of some. Since

I did not have time to show a complete performance of the play, students had to rely on

brief video clips shown during class. Clearly the presence of hyperlinks to similar

information makes the pursuit of knowledge easier and more accessible. Teaching with

hypermedia gives both the instructor and the student an advantage—accessibility. It also

calls to question some preconceived notions about texts and information.

“Point and click,” the bare bones of hypermedia, belies the complexity and

revolutionary power of this technology. Yet, simplicity gives hypermedia an edge in the

classroom—people can easily manipulate hypertext. Hypertext and hypermedia59 can

redirect the center of any given text; in fact, the center or focus of study shifts constantly

according to the needs, understanding, and interests of the learner. The use of hypermedia

in a classroom raises fundamental questions and challenges definitions: What’s in a page?

What are footnotes for? How do I read this? Who’s in charge?  A student engaging with

                                                  
59 The term “hypertext” is frequently used when the term “hypermedia” is meant. Hypertext refers to

textual links (usually present as blue type on a computer screen); hypermedia includes graphic, audio,

streaming video, or other materials. Clicking on a link takes the reader to a new, virtual location—either a

different place in a Web page or to a new URL or Web address. With cable and DSL-speed computer

connections the distance between links (often measured in parts of seconds) enables a reader to link rapidly

between a number of pages.
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an online version of a hyperlinked text has at her disposal a wealth of knowledge,

knowledge that was once reserved for scholars or experts. Thus, on several levels,

hypertext theory inverts traditional educational and pedagogical practices.60 However,

when the elite scholar no longer has privileged access to information and publication,

students and researchers lose the assurance that a critical or scholarly text has credibility.

What users gain is the strength of many voices; in response, filtering and assessing

credibility of sources becomes a critical skill for students. Instructors can help students by

providing guidelines for evaluating sources as well as evidence for the credibility, or lack

of credibility, of certain Web resources. “Hypertexts are…three-dimensional. Fuguelike,

they can carry on an argument at several levels simultaneously. And if we cannot read

them simultaneously, we can switch back and forth with great rapidity” (Lanham 21).

Plus, the mechanics are easy and the technology is non-specialized—anyone can learn to

“point and click”. Finally, the use of hypermedia can transform a traditional classroom

into a place that puts into practice the best of the tenets of poststructuralism.

1. Poststructuralism and Hypertext

Poststructuralism can help explain how hypertext affects our understanding and

study of literature; it prefers multiple conversations to dialogues or single-voiced

authorship. Similarly, one blatant difference between hypertext and print (akin to a

difference between poststructuralism and modernism) emerges as the lack of authorial

center and singular voice that a hypertext document proffers. A hypertext document, by

                                                  
60 Additionally, hypertext theorists problematize past scholarly emphasis on authorship and privileged

accessibility. Some, like Landow and Moulthrop, find hypertext fragmenting and revolutionary—in

essence, a new way to manage all texts. Others, like Miall, view hypertext as a useful but limited tool,

better designed for analysis of existing texts than the creation of new texts.
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its nature, lacks a center and a single author.61 Because a hypertext’s boundaries shift, the

focus of the text is not stable. Even a main page or a link to the architecture of a site is

pushed to the side as a reader chooses his own focus when reading begins.

Unlike in traditional editions, “hyper” editions need not organize their texts in
relation to a central document, or some ideal reconstruction generated from
different documents. An edition is “hyper” exactly because its structure is such
that it seeks to preserve the authority of all the units that comprise its
documentary arrays.

(McGann, “The Rationale of Hypertext”)

This shift in textual structure complements poststructuralism, which embraces the

practice of deconstruction (Derrida), the contrast between readerly/writerly texts

(Barthes), and multiple perspectives such as feminism and cultural studies allow. Landow

offers a useful summary of current scholarship on the shifted focus of hypertext:

All four [Derrida, Nelson, Barthes, and Van Dam], like many others who write on
hypertext and literary theory, argue that we must abandon conceptual systems
founded upon ideas of center, margin, hierarchy, and linearity and replace them
by ones of multilinearity, nodes, links, and networks. Almost all parties to this
paradigm shift, which marks a revolution in human thought, see electronic writing
as a direct response to the strengths and weaknesses of the printed book. This
response has profound implications for literature, education, and politics.”
(“Bootstrapping”)

These “profound implications” can free students from the doldrums of passive learning.

One means of understanding a poststructuralist view of text is to contrast it with

the highly structured notion of the tree of knowledge; Deleuze and Guattari offer the

model of the rhizome, which “connects any point to any other point” and is an

                                                  
61 Because hypertext allows readers to make links and presents information in a web-like framework, it

creates a document that has many points of entry as compared to a linear text. By following links, a reader

can move out of one Web site and into an entirely different site authored by someone new.
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“acentered, nonhierarchical, nonsignifying system” (21). A tree, for example, has an

obvious central trunk comparable to a central text; the rhizome has a nonhierarchical

structure and better represents the structure of hypertext, which is replete with nodes and

links that form a web.62 When a student uses hypertext, she builds the web—the act of

learning that shapes the space where learning takes place.

a. hypertext and the professor/student paradigm

In keeping with poststructuralism’s skepticism about the single author, novice

readers, just like scholars, can manage information about a text in many ways; they are

less constrained to follow a path directed by an expert because hypertext encourages

users to forge their own paths.63 Hypertext gives students a tool to immediately publish a

response to a text in a public venue—the Web. Students can create a novel, personally

relevant discourse via their path through hypertext. Hypertext, to use Barthes’

terminology, is writerly text, for “hypertext fulfills the goal of literary work (of literature

as work) [which] is to make the reader no longer a consumer, but a producer of the text

                                                  
62 A lively Internet community revolves around Deleuze and Guattari’s models. A useful overview with

links to primary and secondary source materials appears at: Deleuze and Guattari on the Web, published by

Alan Taylor of the University of Texas at Arlington, <http://www.uta.edu/english/apt/d&g/d&gweb.html>.

63 Certainly, some sites feature BACK and NEXT buttons that impose a linearity on a hypertext; however,

these sites may not take full advantage of the medium. A comparison can be made to early cinema—the

first movie makers simply filmed plays and presented these on a large screen. While these recordings of

plays were made with film, they did not take full advantage of that medium’s assets. Similarly, a print or

codex version of a text can be uploaded and pages can be connected with BACK and NEXT buttons or

arrows. However, these are not the kinds of hypertext sites that take full advantage of the medium, and I do

not believe that they are as relevant to discussions of poststructuralism as richer, more rhizomatic sites.
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(Landow, “Hypertext”).64 How does this differ from the current system of endnotes or

footnotes? First, the database of information is limited only by the expanse of the

Internet; accessibility and speed matter. Secondly, students can contribute to a hypertext

site and publish their ideas, annotations, questions, etc. These contributions give novice

readers a platform previously reserved for accomplished scholars. When students write

for publication, their investment in the quality of work rises.

Hypertext alters the power dynamic traditionally experienced by instructors and

students. “Power and powerlessness are in one sense transitory—the result of being

positioned in one way or another, of being positioned or positioning oneself in terms of

one category or another, in terms of one discourse or another, as one who can and should

act/speak/write powerfully, or as one who cannot or should not” (Davies 107). In a

traditional lecture-based classroom, the teacher/student dynamic clearly demonstrates the

same binary relationship as empowered/powerless. A student who experiences literature

as a cog in a huge collective, obligated to sit below the podium on which the all-knowing

lecturer speaks, finds himself positioned for powerlessness. Unless the student has a

penchant for breaking social norms or seeks to topple the prevailing structure, he will sit

passively. A hypertext Web site, however, draws attention away from the instructor and

allows students in the faceless “audience” of the auditorium to have voice. Bonham and

Seifert argue that student-driven learning using hypertext disrupts the traditional teacher-

                                                  
64 Obviously, this aspect of the Internet has both an upside and a downside. Determining authority and

integrity of information was much easier before mass Web publishing. Students who are new to Internet

research must be coached in evaluating source material. However, this “new” problem does not negate the

benefits of mass publishing. The ability to comment in a public space on even footing with others engaged

with the same material offers novices benefits such as enhanced purpose, esteem, and voice.
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student dynamic. “The more students became involved in the [hypertext] exercise the

more they felt empowered with respect to the subject matter of the course and took

responsibility for deriving meaning from the information they had obtained” (57).

Poststructuralism recognizes the accepted binaries of many relationships and

groups, including teacher/student. “In particular, binary logic constitutes the world in

hierarchical ways through its privileging of one term or category within the binary and

depriving the opposite them of meaning in its own right. The privileged term defines the

meaning of the subordinate or dependent term as other to itself” explains Davies (107).

Obviously, a teacher needs “subjects” to teach—that is, people who are supposed to listen

and learn. Yet, theories of poststructuralism seek to displace that power dynamic.65

“...[W]e must first focus on the teacher-student relationship and the issue of power . . .

We must acknowledge that our role as teacher is a position of power over others” (hooks

52). When teachers relinquish some of their authority and power in the classroom,

students can become active and empowered. They can engage with the course material

and course structure differently than when they are expected only to listen and repeat the

teacher’s positions. In addition, “Students must also learn how to teach” (Stensaas). An

empowered student, in other words, must work hard at teaching others as she learns

things herself. Bell hooks further explains “One simple way to alter the way one’s

‘power’ as a teacher is experienced in the classroom is to elect not to assume the posture

of all-knowing professors” (52). By relinquishing the aura of perfect expertise, instructors

become more approachable and the classroom becomes more democratic than autocratic.

                                                  
65 “Deconstruction is a strategy for displacing the hierarchy, for revealing the dependence of the privileged

or ascendant term on its “other” for its own meaning; deconstruction moves to disrupt binary logic and its

hierarchical, oppositional constitutive force” (Davies 107).
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b. living in the real world: large lecture courses

Instructors in large lecture courses have the difficult task of evaluating a large

number of students’ higher order thinking skills. Logistics coerce the lecturer into

favoring objective regurgitation of data; yet hypertext points teachers and students away

from this model of instruction. During a lecture, it is disruptive for students to speak and

to share in exploration or discovery of new information. Thus, hypertext assumes the

“task” of deconstruction, “to rethink conceptual and non-conceptual foundations of the

Western tradition from the ground up” (McQuillan 8). Hypertext encourages lecturers to

move away from the banking model66 of education, known for preserving the traditional

classroom hierarchy.

Realistically, large-lecture courses remain deeply ensconced in university culture.

Using hypertext as part of the class structure provides one strategy for student

empowerment because it enables the class to move beyond the confines of the auditorium

(with its stage and orchestra-level chairs) to a “rhizomatic” field in which the speaker

from, say, the seventeenth row, can be heard and valued. While some lecturers might not

welcome other speakers, many, I think, relish student engagement with the material

presented by the instructor. In turn, the experiences and academic background of students

may help an instructor learn more herself—whether she learns more about a specific text

or about the way a particular population of students understands or approaches the text.

                                                  
66 Paolo Freire described the banking model of education as one in which students sat like empty vessels

waiting to be filled with knowledge directly from the instructor’s “bank”.  In other words, students are

expected to regurgitate what the instructor says without engaging with the material. Most pedagogues and

good teachers (often one and the same), lambaste the banking model.
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“The real roles of the professor in an information-rich world will be not to provide

the information but to advise, guide, and encourage students wading through the deep

waters of the information flood” (O’Donnell 156). Practically speaking, how can

instructors adapt to hypertext and help students navigate? Rather than assigning

sequential readings, teachers can guide students through a few links or suggest directions

for reading and learning67; in this way, while making use of the instructor’s expertise, a

student can find his own path to construct knowledge. For example, an instructor can ask

students to complete the Transformative Writing activities in order to foster discussion

about Lear in his roles as patriarch and king. These assignments can count as attendance

markers, paper grades, or participation grades; they could be marked—if at all—only for

completion, which would keep the instructor’s workload manageable. Students could

incorporate these assignments into commonplace books for the community to share. Or,

an instructor could direct students to the Quarto and Folio versions of the play and invite

them to make comparisons and analyses. Students could also be directed to the Notes,

Articles, and Ideas section of the site where they can read samples of source material or

writings from Shakespeare’s contemporaries or complete I.C.E. activities.68 A specific

task, as in more traditional pedagogies, can make the hypertext experience most

successful for the student.

c. hypertext and contrast with linear narrative

In a course that incorporates the Internet, the role of the instructor, increasingly,

lies in helping students make sense of the information. As Landow explains, the lack of
                                                  
67 Much hypertext is built up as a sequence, like a labyrinth. However, unlike a labyrinth, there is no single

“correct” or successful path.

68 Further applications of the Web site appear in Chapter 4.
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center and a text’s resultant flexibility can make some things difficult for reader and

writer, but “it also means that anyone who uses hypertext makes his or her own interests

the de facto organizing principle (or center) for the investigation at the moment”

(“Hypertext”). The body of knowledge—cultural, historical, and critical—that surrounds

a text and the personalization of that text forces the individual to a pre-eminent and

powerful station, yet the station demands that a student work hard at learning. As Landow

says, “Electronic hypertext... makes individual references easy to follow and the entire

field of interconnections obvious and easy to navigate. Changing the ease with which one

can orient oneself within such a context and pursue individual references radically

changes both the experience of reading and ultimately the nature of that which is read.”

O’Donnell concurs and claims that “hyperlinks between data allow you to do what codex

does, just much, much faster” (62) 69 and that hypermedia and the World Wide Web give

“institutions a flexibility unheard of with print” (151). The speed, flexibility, and

personalization give students more power, and the additional power gives each student

more responsibility. Racing through material or losing focus and compromising depth of

understanding present serious risks for a class based in hypertext. Thus an instructor has

an obligation to guide and mediate; again, hypertext does not replace the scholar—it

merely gives both students and instructors a versatile tool to explore and create texts.

Despite its rhizomatic structure, hypertext should not be about the end of the

linear narrative; instead, hypertext offers breadth and options. I believe that the best route

to studying King Lear involves both a linear reading of the text and an exploration of the

text using hypermedia. A grounded sense of a text’s narrative enables a richer hypertext

experience. For example, in any study of King Lear, students might link together

                                                  
69 The term codex refers to a bound book. Codex texts replaced scrolls in ancient times.
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information about bastards and inheritance with Edmund’s query “Wherefore should I/

Stand on the plague of custom and permit/ The curiosity of nations to deprive me?”

(1.2.2–4) In a book version, such connections could be made in an appendix or with a

footnote. Using hypertext, students might find links to entire scholarly articles, to other

students’ musings on Edmund’s lines, to an overview of English Renaissance culture, or

to other passages that deal with bastardry; these links allow a student to learn more

because of the availability and presence of connections on the site.70 As Lanham

explains, hypertext surpasses print in its ability to present a piece of literature or an idea

within the context of other texts, ideas, places, or structures. “We talk a lot about

“subtexts” and such, but what if several are actually there in residence?” (21). In other

words, using hypermedia, the “subtext” of the play can usurp the primary text and take

center stage. As the center shifts in hypermedia, the links to subtext or subplot may

emerge from the periphery and take over the primary focus.

This vastness of hypertext offers students a great resource, yet it can lead to a lack

of direction—even a lack of meaning. “What this principle means in practice is that the

reader is not locked into any kind of particular organization or hierarchy” (Landow 11-

13). In a sense this represents—in miniature—the problem of living in and among the

postmodern. “Again, electronic text literalizes a theoretical conundrum. Doesn’t this

further disempower, unpack, the force of linear, printed prose?…And if the embedded

texts consist of our own commentary on the text, our own and others’, or somebody

                                                  
70 I suppose a truly devoted student might leap up from his reading of the play, pull a piece of criticism

from the shelves of the library, and begin to study the content of a footnote; however, I think it much more

likely that the average reader would stop at the footnote. Someone using hypertext to study King Lear is

more likely to pursue new and related avenues, which benefits the reader.
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else’s, or long quotations from the authorities whom we are presently treating, mustn’t

we avail ourselves of the nomenclature of musical arrangement and find terms adequate

to this fugal, but at the same totally literary, occasion?” (Lanham 21). The importance of

the instructor’s role as a guide and as a voice in his own right can help the student

navigate this tricky circumstance.

I agree that the fugal nature of hypertext can divert or even subvert students’

learning. For this reason, I suggest that the King Lear site accompany a linear, print

reading of the play. Many of the activities also serve as sequential guides for students; for

example, the Assisted Read-Through Questions progress in a roughly linear fashion

through the play—yet, students are encouraged to reread short passages, refer back to

previous scenes or comments, make predictions about character development or future

scenes or acts, and perform other analyses that do not permit a unilaterally linear reading

of the play.

Traditional texts, such as those that include extensive footnotes or endnotes or

bibliographies, can lead a reader into many “nodes” of discovery. Certainly, internal

documentation and footnotes are kindred to hypertext since they draw attention away

from a primary text and towards additional information. However, one critical difference

between hypermedia and time-worn footnotes, appendices, and illustrations is that the

students direct the flow of information. “A hypertext version of a note differs from that in

a printed book in several ways. First, it links directly to the reference symbol and does

not reside in some sequentially numbered list at the rear of the main text. Second, once

opened and either superimposed upon the main text or placed along side it, it appears as

an independent, if connected, document in its own right and not as some sort of
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subsidiary, supporting, possibly parasitic text” (Landow, “Hypertext”). 71 As Slatin

explains,

Each textual node in a hypertext document is composed of sentences and
paragraphs that have to cohere just as they would in a conventional essay, and
indeed each node has to function as a small, intelligible, and internally coherent
essay in its own right: the author cannot say for certain what other nodes the
reader may already have encountered on the way to this one, nor which of the
available options the reader will select in moving on.

Footnotes, illustrations or other augmentations to print exist as supporting materials to a

primary text. The print industry would not publish a text made up entirely of footnotes;

this traditional idea of needing a separate ancillary or secondary texts collapses when

hypertext replaces print. An obvious counterargument is that “If it’s an assignment on

King Lear then King Lear is central”; however, the way that students learn changes when

the text changes rapidly from the play itself to something else, such as a commentary on

the play, an enactment of a scene, or historical background. When hypertext brings an

ancillary page to focus, it displaces the traditional primary text. Sometimes hyperlinks

lead to a “pop-up window” that visually leaps in front of the original page. Other times, a

link can lead to an entirely new site with its own font, look, message, and meaning. When

you read a codex version, the text is in the middle and everything else isn’t. The physical

                                                  
71 “Although you cannot change my text, you can write a response and then link it to my document. You

thus have read the readerly text in several ways not possible with a book: you have chosen your reading

path, and since you, like all readers, will choose individualized paths, the hypertext version of this book

would probably take a very different form, perhaps suggesting the values of alternate routes and probably

devoting less room in the main text to quoted passages” (Landow, “Hypertext”). For further comment, see

the following site <http://65.107.211.206/cpace/ht/jhup/htreading.html>.
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movement of traditionally ancillary writings/pictures to the physical middle of the screen

de-centers the play.

Should a play, or any other literary work, be read initially as a linear narrative?

Yes, given that most plays, including King Lear, progress in a linear fashion. But, I have

two caveats in favor of a hypertext-mediated study of a play. First, I believe that the

current generation of students experiences literature in a fashion markedly less linear than

I do or than those currently involved in literary criticism. Electronic games, music videos,

advertising, and a great deal of popular entertainment disrupt linearity. Instead, young

people process catalogs of images and sounds, thus directing their own “narrative”

experience with remote control or mouse in hand. Rap music offers a perfect example as

the lyrics, which present a sequence of rhymes that make a statement or tell a story, are

overlaid by cuts from vinyl LPs and electronic riffs on music machines.72 While such

forms of entertainment might seem disquieting to the academy, to put it mildly, the

experience of students in the late 1990s and 2000s makes them quite adept at handling a

patchwork of stories rather than a linear story. Secondly, I believe that poststructuralism

encourages readers and writers to explore alternatives. Allowing for multiple approaches

and discourse enables some (a minority, I think) to disregard linearity; by the time most

                                                  
72 Eminem’s song, “Stan” from The Marshall Mathers LP tells the story of a crazed, homicidal fan; the

character Stan reveals an obscene idolization of a rock star through a linear sequence of letters. Cuts of

Dido’s song, “Thank You” from the album No Angel are superimposed before and behind the lyrics that

Eminem sings. Listeners patch together these two songs; the effect is that Dido’s song, often considered a

sweet love song, takes on the overtones of a pathological, one-sided love and Eminem’s violent tale casts

the villain in a more sympathetic light. To view the lyrics as the artist conceived them, visit

<http://www.eminem-planet.com/lyrics/mmlp/03.html>.
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people appear in a college literature class, they have displayed and become at ease with

certain intelligences73—namely, verbal and logical. However, some might not get the

most out of the text by reading it linearly; the point is to enable students to find their own

reading as they embark on understanding.

d. what students do when they read and write hypertext

The relationship between author and reader differs dramatically when the text in

question is a hypertext. The reader drives the flow of information by following path(s)

among the nodes. Morgan suggests that intertextuality, “as a structural analysis of texts in

relation to the larger system of signifying practices or uses of signs in culture,” shifts

attention from the traditional autonomy or authority of author and work to a new

relationship described as “text/discourse/culture” (1-2). In so doing, “intertextuality

replaces the evolutionary model of literary history with a structural or synchronic model

of literature as a sign system. The most salient effect of this strategic change is to free the

literary text from psychological, sociological, and historical determinisms, opening it up

to an apparently infinite play of relationships” (Morgan 1-2).74 Hypertext, in other words,

                                                  
73 Gardner’s Theories of Multiple Intelligences debunks standard measurements of intelligence, in

particular the IQ standard, because such measures reflect only linguistic and mathematical abilities.

Increasingly, pedagogical theorists recognize that intelligence is not limited to verbal and quantitative

aptitudes; Gardner adds spatial, musical, kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intra-personal intelligences to his

measurement of human intellect (43).

.

74 Derrida provides a precursor to Morgan’s point. Landow explains Derrida’s perspective that “the

development of practical methods of information retrieval extends the possibilities of the ‘message’ vastly,

to the point where it is no longer the ‘written’ translation of a language, the transporting of a signified
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“provides an infinitely re-centerable system whose provisional point of focus depends

upon the reader, who becomes a truly active reader in yet another sense” (Landow,

“Hypertext”). It demands information management rather than inundation, and it fosters

connections between works.

When a student chooses links and creates an order or sequence to examine

information, narrative and chronological linearity are disrupted. This trend, perhaps

spearheaded by the ancient epic writers who began in the middle and then worked both

backwards and forwards from a tale’s climax, has a compelling presence in popular

media. Films such as Pulp Fiction, Memento, and Thirteen Conversations about One

Thing present elements of narrative out of traditional sequence. Television programs such

as 24 show multiple occurrences within the same timeframe, blending narrative

components in a nonlinear, nearly piecemeal fashion. When this sensibility comes to a

class equipped with hypertext, students learn differently. Rather than a scientific,

inductive, or deductive approach to a text, students experience something akin to

immersion learning. This makes each learning experience unique in much the same way

that a traveler’s experience is both unique and authentic if she is dropped into the center

of a city. To carry the analogy further, the instructor provides the maps and

signposts—perhaps even the task—but navigation remains at the discretion of the

individual. Each traveler, like each student, finds a unique, independent, and personally

driven route.

                                                                                                                                                      
which could remain spoken in its integrity’…Derrida, more than any other major theorist, understands that

electronic computing and other changes in media have eroded the power of the linear model and the book

as related culturally dominant paradigms” (“Hypertext”).
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McEneaney has made one analysis of how students learn while using hypertext;

he connects hypertext to the transactional theory of learning. “At the core of transactional

theory (Rosenblatt, 1978, 1994) is the notion that meaning is produced in a transaction

between a reader and a text” (2). He explains that a hypertext document contains three

structures: the virtual structure, which includes all possible nodes and links; the episodic

structure, which is the path of links followed by an individual; and the emergent

structure, which “sums all episodic structures generated by individuals within a group”

(McEneaney 2-7). McEneaney reports that students gain skills when managing or

directing the flow of knowledge—as each individual creates an episodic structure.

Transactional theory can reveal how some people choose more productive paths through

hypertext (10). By studying episodic and emergent structures, he found that some users

followed arrows and interface cues that encouraged a linear approach to a hypertext;

these users did not manage information efficiently for their own purposes and did not

actively search or engage with the site. Other users created a hierarchical structure that

led to more effective reading in which users adopted a “more strategic, metacognitive

approach to the text” (5). These users pursued the most logical path to reach their aims.

McEneaney suggests that there exists “a fundamental dispositional characteristic that may

lead some to more active engagement, while others are content to rely on more generic

strategies to the way the text is presented” (6).

I believe that exposure to hypertext sites and practices can help students become

better hypertext learners. Thus, students who actively explore hypertext engage in

critical, scientific thinking. Each “point and click” functions as an immediate means of

finding an answer to a question or a broadening of interest in an area. “Hypertexts allow

one to navigate through large masses of documents and to connect these documents, or

parts of the documents, in complex ways” (Bass). The forging of these complex
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connections, which support a transactional theory of learning, reflect the instructor’s

historic desire to foster critical and comparative thinking in the classroom.

According to Slatin, a hypertext’s “argument emerges at the level of the entire

document, comprehending both the text that appears in the nodes and the electronic links

that define the transitions from one stasis point to another and mark the author’s

awareness of alternative arguments and counterarguments—the awareness of multiplicity

that is such an important sign of intellectual richness.” This notion poses a marked

rupture from academic reasoning in which chronology is king. Hypertext meshes readily

with such tried-and-true pedagogical techniques as “compare and contrast” or “trace the

theme through the text.” In fact, using hypertext gives students the kinesthetic equivalent

of these traditional assignments.

e. learning efficiency

As students begin to assimilate nodes, connections between ideas form. When

students process the images, texts, video, and audio content gleaned (and chosen) from

the web of hypertext, they must engage in critical thinking in order to process these ideas

and form opinions or build knowledge of their own. “Bodies of linked texts and images

can develop beginning students’ habits of linking ideas and contexts...encourag[ing]

sophisticated interdisciplinary thought” (Landow, Bootstrapping, 196). Much as an

infant, based solely on cultural submersion, begins to assimilate specific sounds to

meaning and ultimately acquires language75, students assimilate hypertexts into a more

complex meaning. Briefly, studies conducted on the efficiency of learning and hypertext

report the following:
                                                  
75 This is one thesis suggested by Gopnik who wrote the popular science book, The Scientist in the Crib:

What Early Learning Tells Us About the Mind.
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Theoretically, computerized learning experiences should impact students’
motivational levels by increasing the value of their educational outcomes and
their expectations about achieving these outcomes. In a lecture-style class the
instructor typically decides what topics will be covered and in what depth. In
contrast, in classes that take advantage of computer-based learning tools students
gain more control over their learning experiences. When a particular topic
interests them, they can delve more deeply into the subject. If they feel challenged
by a particular concept or topic, they can re-run programs and move through them
slowly. Students who need additional pedagogical support can carry out
exhaustive reviews of their text, multiple drills, and self-quizzes using computer-
based study guides. Students who are unsure if they are learning the material
thoroughly can seek feedback by taking practice quizzes. Students can also
control when they will learn. Provided students can gain access to the
“information highway,” they can learn at any time and at any place where a
computer can be located: dorm rooms, private residences, or the library at 11:00
PM all become classrooms when teaching is asynchronous.

(Center for Teaching Excellence) 76

In addition, studies that evaluate learning efficiency and hypermedia or computer-

mediated learning cite evidence that computer-based learning programs have moderate

but significant “positive effects for students” (Kulik and Kulik “Abstract”).77

Frequently, studies of learning efficiency and hypermedia come from scholars in

cognitive science and computer studies. No one claims that hypermedia totally surpasses

other educational tools in terms of how much a student learns about material. However,

research does indicate that hypermedia has some significant assets as an educational

platform. For example, in a study that compared AP test scores of those who used

hypertext educational aids and those who used non-hypertext aids, results suggest that
                                                  
76 See this complete report at <http://www.vcu.edu/hasweb/psy/psy795/tec.html>.

77 “Similar results have been reported about the use of computer technology in schools (e.g. Software

Publishers Association 1995) and universities (e.g. Kazmerski and Blasko 1999, Steyn, du Toit et al.

1999)” (Huk, Lipper, Steinke, and Floto 1).
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hypertext does improve student performance (Shapiro 1). “Again, although such results

speak positively for the effect of hypertext in educational settings, the question of exactly

what was learned…by students to augment Advanced Placement exam is unanswered”

(Shapiro 9). Shapiro cites additional studies performed that reported higher effectiveness

for hypertext learners and suggested that “underlying factors such as differences in

system design, different substantive material in hypertext documents, and the design of

the experiments might be the cause of these differences” (Shapiro 8). However, more

research needs to be done in order to conclusively describe how and under what

conditions hypertext offers learning enhancement.

Shapiro explains that “Analyses revealed that learning from hypertext bears many

similarities to learning from text…” (1). In her study, which contrasted a linear computer

“book” with a highly structured hypertext platform (in which the pages were clearly

arranged and linked to suggest main topics and side topics) and a less-structured system

(similar to the King Lear Web site); she found that “(t)he less structured system seems to

have promoted more active processing and a deeper level of learning” (1). Students who

use hypertext must pay attention to the path of links that they follow; this results in a

deeper engagement with the material. “Putting the learner in a position to actively make

the content of a text understandable and cohesive has been shown to improve learning

outcome in many studies of text-based learning” (Shapiro 25).78

                                                  
78 Additional support can be found in Khalifa and Lam’s article “Web-based learning: effects on learning

process and outcome.” The abstract explains that when “learning material is in hypertext format” it

provides “the learner with more exploration and interactivity capabilities. The results of an empirical study

show that the [hypertext] environment is superior…in terms of both the learning process and the learning

outcome.”
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In contrast, other studies reported different results. “Fricke (Fricke 1991) found

only slightly or no differences. Merchant, Kreie et al (2001) investigated in their study a

multimedia computer based training (CBT) which turned out to be less effective as

compared to other instructional methods. Generalizable statements about e-learning tools

compared to traditional learning styles seems to be difficult due to the variance in

software tools and traditional learning styles” (Huk, Lipper, Steinke, and Floto 1). In

sum, some researchers see increases in student motivation and accessibility to

information. Software issues and site or system design can reduce the efficiency of

learning with hypertext.

Some skeptics of the pedagogical applications of hypertext believe that the

changes hypertext brings to the classroom are less than revolutionary and do not offer

students substantial advantages. Before intelligent linking can occur, the student must

understand basic texts—a lively hypertextual discussion of King Lear necessitates a

working knowledge of the play itself. As I said before, a linear reading should

accompany the hypertext site. Miall explains that pre-hypertextual (or print) culture will

not disappear entirely. Primary or codex texts occupy a sound niche. Codex versions,

highly portable and lacking the physical limitations of a computer, give students an

anchor from which hypertext exploration may begin. “Hypertext may represent a brave

new future for textuality. On the other hand hypertext appears to be limited by its

information processing origins. This limitation makes some common postmodern claims

about hypertext questionable: its proponents tend to caricature previous practices of print

literature in order to seize the cultural high ground, while the processes of reading are

discounted and the mechanism of hypertext is promoted over its content” (Miall,

“Hypertextual,” 157). In particular, hypertext can disrupt the linearity necessary for

understanding most fiction. However, I believe that the role of hypertext is to enhance the
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best of linear reading—to provide students with the means to master critical thinking

about a primary text and to deemphasize the privileged position of a single, authoritative

text in a literature classroom. Hypertext, I argue, emerges as an enormously useful tool

for engaging with a text and thinking critically about it. It does not supplant the text;

rather, it expands it.

2. Learner-driven Acquisition of Knowledge

Learners want to learn. The most in-depth and lingering knowledge comes from a

person who wants or needs to learn. Much existing scholarship in the field of pedagogy

and media studies emphasizes how learner-driven acquisition of knowledge works best.

Bantz acknowledges that the best programs “make available to students a body of tools

and information to be explored or queried at will” (35). Hypermedia allows student-

directed learning, which then reduces the course’s reliance on the inarguable authority of

the instructor. It also makes the lessons of literature stickier; that is, students retain

information and enhance critical thinking skills more efficiently and effectively when the

students themselves direct the learning. Critical pedagogues, such as Freire, Giroux, and

McLaren, view student-driven instruction as both liberating and the most effective

cognitive means for acquiring knowledge. As Shirk concludes, true learning “involves

not only the study of sequences, but also browsing and fact-finding, and even fact-

creation” (84). Thus, “real learning” or “true learning” is inherently active and productive

rather than passive and ruminative.

Hypermedia offers instructors a user-friendly tool that leads to the phenomenon of

active learning. During active learning, students process information, create projects, or

engage with material rather than absorbing or passively receiving information. Instructors

who elicit active learning “are likely to bring about substantially greater learning success
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than those who do not” (Brooks 12).79 Any learning tool that excites and makes demands

upon the student can foster active learning. The tactic of engagement reflects even

classical, Socratic learning. “Again and again, the idea of learners getting involved in

their learning, instead of passively receiving information from an instructor, has been

considered the essence of education. No doubt good teachers have always known that

learning is enhanced when students get involved—to discover, manipulate, or personalize

information” (Rubin 26).

a. promoting active learning and the online environment

The traditional survey course virtually prohibits the production of knowledge

(beyond the standard essay), and student collaboration is often stigmatized as cheating.

Paradoxically, many scholars and teachers recognize the pedagogical advantage of

creating knowledge, particularly through collaboration. Nikels asserts that “true learning

involves not only the study of sequences, but also browsing and fact-finding and even

fact-creation” (84). In her defense of active learning, Rubin cites “recent empirical

studies” that show “student-centered methods to be superior to teacher-dominated

practices” and that “collaborative learning and peer teaching are particularly

encouraging” (26). Thus, many scholars see that hypertext provides at least one means of

getting students to work together toward a common goal of understanding existing

                                                  
79 Brooks continues: “Curriculum materials that force students to respond, to make choices, to perform, to

organize, to think deeply about the material, and so forth, have better outcomes, generally, than ones in

which they just read or listen. The former behaviors often are labeled under the heading of active learning,

and much research indicates that active learning is more effective than passive learning…” (14). While this

assertion seems a moot point, in reality most lecture-based courses do not require such activities from

students, with the possible exception of an essay or two or perhaps a thoughtful question on an exam.
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information and generating unique or new ideas about a subject.  Landow explains that

hypertext:

...inevitably demands additional collaborative work from the
student—collaborative between students and teacher and between student and
student—because the student-writer (or rather, reader-writer) always writes in the
electronic or virtual presence of other documents by other students and faculty
and hence is always writing collaboratively with them in a way not possible in the
world of print technology.

(“Bootstrapping” 198-199)

Collaboration and media (including hypermedia) catalyze meaningful learning;

that is, they combat the isolated “bookishness” of traditional classroom instruction. When

students find their courses meaningful, in the sense that course material or skills learned

in the course readily translate into skills for life, they care more about the subject matter.

Knowledge that affords a practical advantage of some kind is the kind of knowledge that

active learners pursue. In general students can handle complex and abstract ideas better if

they can see how those ideas translate into an outcome with a clear relevance to the

nonacademic world.80 Thus, a play ought to be read out loud; a student in a writing class

ought to learn word-processing software; and, the ideas of literature ought to be analyzed

so that a learner can construct something useful out of those ideas.

One element of hypermedia that plays into learner-driven knowledge acquisition

and the making of meaning is the environment in which hypermedia is found. Because

hypermedia lies within the realm of the Internet, the laws of online communities prevail.

Lines between reader and writer, or authorship and audience, blur when the expectation

                                                  
80 Many K-12 educators have praised “outcome based education” as a pedagogical initiative that makes

learning relevant for students. An explanation and critique of outcome-based education by Gwennis

McNeir can be found at “Outcome-Based Education.” ERIC Digest, No. 85.
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of the text environment is that readers respond by writing new content. As Ted Nelson

explained over thirty years ago81, “the intersection of the online world and multimedia

computing are redefining the notion of sources of media content. But perhaps the greatest

amount of content will be created by what is traditionally thought of as the media

audience. In an online community everyone is a content provider as well as an audience

member.” Just as students who speak up in a seminar class typically have a stronger

investment in course content than those who listen passively to lecture or class dialogue,

online audiences that tap into content and contribute to content have much greater drive

to understand, learn, and create knowledge. Slatin affirms this in his study of students

who used hypermedia and an online community in a classroom: “students engaged in

computer-mediated communication actively created knowledge rather than simply

receiving it” (Slatin).82

Slatin’s application of hypertext theory in the classroom demonstrates praxis. He

explains, “The electronic classroom forces a new set of relations between instructors and

students, among students, and between all members of the group and the body of material

whose meaning, it now becomes apparent, we are all there to construct.” Thus, the

educational environment becomes less hierarchical and more level. Slatin continues,

                                                  
81 Ted Nelson coined the terms hypertext and hypermedia in the 1960s; his technological innovation, called

Xanadu, was a predecessor to the World Wide Web. Nelson remains an outspoken critic of the Web’s

implementation of hypertext.  This quotation was cited in McGann’s “The Rationale of Hypertext.”

82 For example, students who used the WORP site added links and annotations to the poem. In addition,

they used forum messages to explore interpretations of the poem and to share ideas. Slatin noted that

students retained information much better; for example, students referred to works studied at the beginning

of the semester (using the WORP site) with greater frequency than in previous classes.
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“Knowledge ceases to be an artifact (or to be embodied in artifacts) and becomes instead

a process; it is dynamic rather than static, not to be confused with mere information.” By

creating hypertext documents to supplement a body of knowledge, such as the Web site,

students act. This activity makes students more efficient and effective learners.

When students collectively contribute in an online community, they gain a sense

that what they have to say about King Lear has value, or at least increases in value.

Computer applications can spark the interest and inspire individuals to want to learn more

and to share their own ideas, hypotheses, and questions. If, as O’Donnell suggests,

“Education is a discipline of seeing, seeing past resemblances to difference, recognizing

otherness of even the familiar...” (123), then a technological tool should aid students in

this discipline of seeing. O’Donnell raises the challenge to “create teaching tools

interactive enough and rich enough to let students…work with them at their own pace”

(153). The movement of instructors from the painfully kitschy “sage on the stage” to

“guide on the side” reflects the technological and sociological changes that have

infiltrated the classroom.

b. centering on the contemporary student

College students can (and do) come from diverse age, economic, ethnic, and

social groups to an extent that reaches far beyond, for example, the 1950s student

population. This diversity has repercussions in instructional effectiveness as teachers

must be more flexible in order to meet students’ needs. Such changes may not come

easily to many instructors. It is much more difficult to promote active learning among a

diverse student body than it is to lecture. As Bass explains, “Everywhere I give

workshops, faculty complain that their students cannot think critically or reflectively, yet,

when looking at technology-enhanced, student-centered approaches, these same
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educators are reluctant to ‘give something up’—whether that something is authority,

time, coverage or material, or control. If we want students to learn better or differently,

then we have to teach differently, and that may require reconstruction of many structures

and habits. I think this is especially true of teaching the elusive objective of critical and

reflective thinking” (“Engines of Inquiry”). Some sacrifices must be made on the part of

the instructor for students to have a chance to experience active learning.

In addition, technology has changed so that successful students as well as workers

and citizens must manage texts in many formats: print, audial, electronic, and visual.

Thus, the archetypal 1950s classroom—in which one person who has precious knowledge

shares such knowledge in a one-sided homily of sorts—waxes archaic when students

have easy access to the Internet. Wenger calls for a shift in instructional strategies to

accommodate these changes. “We should have 1) activities requiring mutual engagement,

both among students and other people involved 2) challenges and responsibilities that call

upon the knowledge ability of students yet encourage them to explore new territories 3)

enough continuity for participants to develop shared practices and a long-term

commitment to their enterprise and each other” (Wenger 272). No matter what the

classroom environment or tools, students must be accountable for demonstrating their

knowledge. In no way do hypermedia applications soften or weaken the demands on the

intellects and work ethics of students.

Hypermedia complements educational theories of multiple intelligences,83

because successful hypermedia users can draw from an array of talents, not just verbal

and math abilities. By accepting the notion that students bring more than verbal and math

skills to the classroom, instructors can share and construct knowledge with students by

                                                  
83 See Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences—Theory in Practice.
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engaging different kinds of intelligence. Assuming that students will follow a single path

to learning seems absurd and presumptuous given that some students will use verbal and

analytical skills to create knowledge while others will use spatial, kinesthetic, or even

interpersonal skills to reach a similar end. In order to put this theory into practice,

Gardner suggests that hypermedia will “expose the individual to a sufficiently complex

situation that can stimulate several intelligences” (31) and an instructor can then assess

the student’s response to the complex situation84. By having the chance to exercise

multiple intelligences in the pursuit of learning, students can build on their intellectual

strengths, but they can also practice skills that may need development. The chance to

exercise weaker or less-used skills, such as kinesthetic and spatial intelligences, can help

a student gain proficiency in areas traditionally ignored or minimized by pedagogies that

emphasize verbal and analytical learning. The hypermedia environment, for example,

may draw upon spatial and artistic skills, which then “provide secondary routes to

comprehension” (Gardner 31). This complexity makes the subject matter both interesting

and accessible to many. Rather than presenting a seamless hierarchy of ideas or sequence

of events, hypermedia presents a loose affiliation of ends that the active learner coalesces

into knowledge.

3. Pitfalls and Problems with Hypermedia

At this writing, you cannot take a computer into the bathtub; likely, electronic

versions of text will never replace codex versions because books are a kind of technology

that offers different benefits—such as low price, portability, and recyclability. Similarly,

                                                  
84 Gardner calls for “new forms of assessment” that will be “‘intelligence fair’” and developmentally

appropriate (72). Such assessment is in keeping with project learning and self reflections, such as that

developed by the On-Line Learning Record.
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linear texts will never replace hyperlinked texts, either. Hypermedia, despite its benefits

and innovations, also has drawbacks that can decrease its efficacy in pedagogical

situations. The web-like and integrated nature of hypertext can lead to confusion should

students fail to navigate links and make connections. The onus of making meaning falls

on the shoulders of the novice, which can lead to a waste of time or cognitive distress

rather than the production of knowledge. Thus, hypermedia requires the guiding presence

of a skilled practitioner (an instructor or scholar) to help students manage connections. 85

a. chaotic site design

An electronic text designed for linear progression does not accomplish the same

pedagogical goals as a hyperlinked text; merely the presence of a text in an electronic

environment does not secure the diverse, student-directed flow of knowledge.86

Navigating links is not simply a matter of whim or purposeful direction; hyperlinks can

be designed to suggest pathways or point in particular directions. The design and

placement on the Web page of color, images, back buttons, and the like influence how

users navigate the site. As Shirk explains, “the discourse structures inherent in the content

of hypertext influences design options in terms of selecting content...creating

links...offering users signposting and navigational techniques  in moving through the

content, and providing assistance to users in manipulating information and accomplishing

                                                  
85 In “The Values of the Humanities and the Values of Computing,” Bantz further argues that most faculty

cannot make the shift toward new learning environments because institutions fail to reward innovative

computer-based teaching. Thus, little software and few electronic resources are available since many

scholars perceive that the production of these products does not return institutional rewards (35). Effective

learning using hypermedia has several hurdles—including reluctant instructors and administrators.

86 This point corresponds to McEneaney’s findings described earlier.
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the tasks which have led them to study...” (87). Certainly, site design can encourage

linearity, particularly in scrolling PDF file or in sites that are structured hierarchically.87

Shirk suggests that the less cohesive a text, the wider the variety of links and the greater

the possibility for nonlinear learning. However, texts with an array of options for

organizing information and links “can be anarchic rather than meaningful.” But Hopkins

explains that learning does not necessarily stem from order and predictability, rather from

disorder: “There is little evidence that smoothness, predictability, forced attention, and

order are conducive of learning” (14-15).  Commercial guides to useful Web design

should inform educational content designers. Relevant issues include accessibility for

vision- and motor-impaired users; interface and text presentation; and structure of the

links.

b. control issues

Along with variety, hypermedia and electronic texts offer students and instructors

flexibility: “...one of the educational strengths of hypermedia: they remain adaptable, and

they permit student feedback” (Landow, “Bootstrapping”). Student commentary can be

read and incorporated into discussion or development of ideas. New links can be created

as students follow different courses of learning. The latest information, innovation, or

critical disclosure can be added at the time of its emergence.  Furthermore, just as

learning shapes the structure of the brain, navigating and subsequently editing a Web site

changes the architecture and structure of the site. If the site happens to be text based, such

as a site devoted to King Lear, the paths of users can spin the site into new directions.
                                                  
87 Such hierarchical texts might include those organized by date, page number, lesson number, or skill

level. Shirk concurs that “highly cohesive text structures” including manuals and tutorials will lead to linear

learning (87).
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The pull of hypermedia can be difficult to resist.88 Moulthrop explains that “A critical

project set up inside a hypertextual network (and we must think now of the World Wide

Web) becomes an intimate and integral part of the work on which it operates” (55).

Once a text belongs to the hypertext community, the author or critic loses

control—to a certain degree—of the size and direction of the initial content. While this

can be a glorious enterprise for learners, it can also be disconcerting or chaotic for

instructors. Some critics, such as Moulthrop, view hypertext as a kind of assault on

traditional texts; the hyperlinks and multiplicity appear undisciplined, distracting, and

unmanageable. I do not think hypertext’s intrinsic nature is as radical or potentially

destructive as some believe.  Instead, I think readers tend to acknowledge linear readings

even within the guise of hypertext. Any one hyperlink path or trail is linear—it is merely

tailored in its linearity to a particular reader. Even a sidetracked reader is still on a path,

although the path may be unlike anyone else’s. In my experience, giving students a

specific or targeted question to address helps them navigate through hypertext in the

same way that a specific or targeted assignment or paper topic helps students do library

research or organize essays; thus, instructor guidance can reduce the chaos students might

encounter or produce while using hypertext.

One of the drawbacks to hypermedia, however, coincides with the pitfalls of

making a computer the textual technology. Researchers such as Miall study the way that

users read computer screens; they have determined that “a computer screen is not an

appropriate interface for the primary act of reading” (Miall, “Rethinking,” 52). The size

of a computer font, the angle of the screen, the background of an electronic text, and the

                                                  
88 “Assuming that one does not simply unplug the machine, resisting hypertext is no simple matter”

(Moulthrop 55).
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possible divided attention of the reader all make computer -based texts problematic.

Reading a print text differs from reading a screen text. The addition of images, links,

buttons, audio, and movement can enhance an electronic text; however, these bells and

whistles may ultimately compromise the students’ focus on the primary text.

“Enhancements to the medium of presentation...are unlikely to have a significant impact

on the reading process—they may indeed work the other way, trivializing the process by

distracting the reader” (Miall, “Rethinking,” 52). While hypermedia’s immediacy and

flexibility is one of its greatest assets, linking can be overdone.

I do believe that a substantial difference exists between students who have grown

up with hypermedia as part of their vehicles for entertainment and advertising and the

instructors/scholars who have come to terms with hypermedia after years of practicing in

the world of print. Young adult and teen-aged students can finesse their way around the

many kinds of links—from pop-up windows to streaming video and audio links to

connections to related sites—with a fluidity that comes from familiarity. Processing

multiple links or bits of image and information is critical in many entertainment genres

more popular and often second nature to those born after 1980. Gaming, clubbing/raving,

and even film and television programs spawned after the launch of MTV have raised a

generation of viewers and users who deftly navigate through sound-bytes and flashes of

images. When the connections are electronic, making meaning out of hypermedia links

may well be easier for this group than for the instructors who guide the class and the

distractions to which Miall points may be less of a problem.

4. Conclusion

In this chapter, I have addressed what hypertext can offer instructors and students

in a literature course; I have also contended with some of the drawbacks and limitations
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of hypertext. The Web site that I have made offers the benefits of hypertext and uses

multimedia to foster active, student-driven learning. The site augments traditional lecture

instruction by encouraging students to make discoveries and contribute to a body of

knowledge about the text. The Web site contains venues to suit many learning styles,

including visual, linguistic, logical/mathematical, and spatial. Students with strong inter-

and intra-personal intelligences can capitalize on the ongoing, community project of the

commonplace books (Gardner). In the next chapter, a detailed look at the parts of the site

and the purposes they serve illustrates how students can develop a more complex

linguistic and visual understanding of the texts and times, use cognitive artifacts to aid in

managing technology, create a sense of community, and define a purpose for study.
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Chapter 4: Prototype for King Lear, Act I

“What we do in the classroom is politics.” Such is the forceful message of critical

pedagogy. By choosing King Lear, I elect to work within the traditional canon and with a

text that presents substantial difficulties for instructors. In one sense, King Lear is an

impossible text to teach. Lear begins the play enraged and progresses into an unearthly

madness. He is some sixty years older than most of the students reading the play. The

fantastical cliff scene and the mock trial challenge even those with an easy suspension of

disbelief. The Renaissance itself seems markedly foreign to contemporary students;

instructors feel compelled to provide mountains of data in order to give students the

information they need to understand what they read. Thus, a traditional instructor relies

heavily on lengthy, detailed lectures packed with her own knowledge. As suggested

earlier, this approach, while understandable from the instructor’s perspective, fails to

promote active learning. I believe that over-emphasizing the facts of the Renaissance

bogs students down; too much anthology and traditional lecture time is spent dictating

names and dates.

As Paolo Freire articulates in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, radical pedagogy seeks

student-empowered learning for the benefit of society at large. Radical pedagogues

criticize instructor-based or authoritative learning typically found in survey literature

courses. In particular, critical pedagogy resists the notion of passive learning and attacks

traditional classroom culture as hierarchical, elitist, and oppressive.89 The mere presence

                                                  
89 Clearly Wenger and Freire reside on the same page, since Wenger envisions learning environments as

places of engagement that require social relationships and in which  students taken charge of their own

learning.
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of a survey literature course testifies to academia’s validation of two conventional ideas:

first, that a handful of writers can represent or reflect a literary heritage (whether British,

American, feminist, or post-colonial) and that reading works in a survey course is

educationally meaningful for students. I do not wish to challenge or defend these

premises at this time. Rather, in this chapter, I explore how the Web site I have developed

can help instructors and students achieve some of the principal ideas of radical pedagogy

while building on scholarship about King Lear and the fundamentals of hypertext.

1. Introducing Radical Pedagogy in a Traditional Classroom

In Border Crossings, Giroux summarizes the traits of radical education, the

offspring of critical pedagogy: “radical education is interdisciplinary in nature, it

questions the fundamental categories of all disciplines, and it has a public mission of

making society more democratic.” (10) The play meshes well with these criteria. While

students may struggle to relate to the aging king, they can identify with the siblings who

squabble for favored status. Lear plaintively cries, “O reason not the need!” (2.2.257),

articulating the timeless plea of parents (sometimes framed as “Because I said so.”).

Generally, students can draw on their own filial experiences to understand Lear’s outrage

and his children’s resistance. When Edmund boldly commands “Now gods stand up for

bastards!” (1.2.22), students can investigate traditional beliefs, including their personal

values, about legitimacy in society. Finally, the play ends with a reflective message for

the young left alive.

...The weight of this sad time we must obey
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.
The oldest hath borne most; we that are young
Shall never see so much nor live so long (5.3.297)
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This privileges the experience of the elder over the young, but only after we see how

power relationships between parent and child are inverted as the parent ages. Students

can focus attention on their own lives and the ways in which they respond to power

inequities caused by ageism. In essence, the lines compel the reader or audience to speak

out about love and disobedience, care and torture, and sanity and order. This speaking

out, which reinforces values implicit in a democracy, is an integral part of Giroux’s

interpretation of radical education.

a. goals and products of radical and traditional classrooms

According to Freire, knowledge is a product that results from dialogue. This

contradicts the typical survey literature course format, which usually lacks dialogue. The

standard lecture course privileges only the voice of authority and a dictatorial (benevolent

or not) structure silences students’ voices. For Freire, the primary product of education is

liberation.90 In most survey courses, the products usually include one or two exams and

one or two essays. Students produce these in response to reading primary works and

listening to the lecturer’s narrative. In a traditional classroom, the instructor evaluates

these products by looking for the bits of knowledge she feels best reflect the reading or

the lecture; a certain amount of regurgitation is requisite—although many fine teachers

encourage students to think complexly about the ideas presented. The products, the

papers or exams, have little application or validation outside the class. The result is

reflection of the instructor’s ideas rather than the education of the students.

I believe that the traditional survey-literature classroom often fails to meet its

stated academic goals. A representative course description follows:
                                                  
90 Wenger, I believe, sees the primary aim of learning as negotiating meaning to forge identity. This is not

incongruous with Freire’s argument.
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“This course will provide an overview of British literature; mainly poetry–from
the Middle Ages to the present. During the semester we will examine the
historical and intellectual contexts of works on the reading list, discuss changes in
various genres over time, and examine the ways in which particular themes and
ideas are treated in different periods. The course is also intended to offer
experience in reading literary works closely and writing about them clearly.”

However, in practice, the class will involve the instructor’s examination of the

works on the reading list and a narrative of his view about the “changes in various genres

over time.” While it is possible that this specific class may be more dialogic than most

others, may have a particularly sensitive instructor who is determined to elicit student

input, and may be taught without the traditional hierarchical format, the likelihood is that

the class is a traditional survey literature course in which the instructor lectures and the

students listen.

Freire, McLaren, Giroux and others decry the passivity of knowledge in such a

class. Freire describes such a classroom as operating on the banking model: “Worse yet,

it turns them [students] into ‘containers,’ into ‘receptacles’ to be ‘filled’ by the teacher.

The more completely he fills the receptacles, the better a teacher he is. The more meekly

the receptacles permit themselves to be filled, the better students they are” (58). Real

knowledge, he counters, “emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the

restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry men pursue in the world, with the world,

and with each other” (58). Of course, Freire’s work was based on a very different

educational model than the large-survey literature course. However, higher education can

be examined under a similar light. Abercromie suggests that “The problem for educators

is how to transmit to the pupil the essential body of knowledge and skills in such a way

that he can use them not only repetitively, parrot-fashion when that is required, for it

often is, but also in a flexible, inventive way, as the basis for innovation when that is

desirable” (42-43). Most instructors, I believe, would balk at the idea that they expect
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students merely to “parrot” back their lectures. Sincere instructors want to convey

appreciation and respect for the works that they teach; these, along with the advancement

of reading and writing skills, may be the real goals in survey literature classes. With this

in mind, instructors of Renaissance literature can better attain their goals by making the

texts as accessible as possible so that students are encouraged to explore on their own. A

student can then bring his outside investigations back to the classroom, either through in-

class or seminar discussions, assigned papers or exams, or through the commonplace

book entries he records on the site itself.

b. a shift toward student-directed inquiry

Instructors must actively look for opportunities to engage in dialogue with

students. Therefore, students should contribute information, specifically information that

they find meaningful. In a radical classroom, Freire suggests, “Teachers and students

(leadership and people), co-intent on reality, are both Subjects, not only in the task of

unveiling that reality, and thereby coming to know it critically, but in the task of re-

creating that knowledge. As they attain this knowledge of reality through common

reflection and action, they discover themselves as its permanent recreators” (56). Thus,

students must, in some form, contribute and direct their own study to shed light on the

texts for both themselves and their community at large.  McLaren expands on Giroux’s

thoughts in Life in Schools: An Introduction to Critical Pedagogy in the Foundations of

Education: “…knowledge must be made meaningful to students before it can be made

critical...Students cannot learn ‘usefully’ unless teachers develop an understanding of the

various ways in which student perceptions and identities are constituted.” Drawing on

Gardner’s analysis of human intelligence, it becomes clear that providing multiple axes
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into the period of the Renaissance or King Lear allows students to capitalize on their own

strengths and interests. The course then becomes less narrative and more dialogical.91

Obviously, a shift toward student-directed inquiry is a crucial step in bringing

critical pedagogy into reality. Freire insists that students and teachers “learn from each

other” through dialogue (60). Mature knowledge acquisition requires the production of

knowledge on the student’s part. “For the dialogical, problem-posing teacher-student, the

program content of education is neither a gift nor an imposition—bits of information to

be deposited in the students—but rather the organized, systematized, and developed ‘re-

presentation’ to individuals of the things about which they want to know more” (82).

c. a place for technology and media

Technology and media can be either oppressive or liberating in a classroom.

When technology is too expensive or works for too small a community, it becomes an

inaccessible tool of the privileged. However, university communities are fast embracing

technology as a common, non-privileged tool, and the Internet is familiar ground for most

students. In fact, the most technologically privileged students usually have technology

mastery that far surpasses their instructors. Video games and the World Wide Web have

brought fundamental computer familiarity (if not literacy) to undergraduates. Somewhat

surprisingly, these media often ally with theories of critical pedagogy.  “[C]ritical

pedagogy is about the shift in power from teacher authority to student empowered. The

Web does this perfectly, empowering the teacher only as the guide/suggestor and the

                                                  
91 Wenger’s components for facilitating learning describe these axes as places of engagement and

alignment in which students take part in tasks, such as the Assisted Read-Through, Transformative Writing,

and I.C.E. activities, and then share their results with others through the commonplace book (Communities,

263-265).
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student as architect of the site and therefore her own learning” (Green 191). Green further

argues the media culture provides a “decisive reference point” for education (191). The

creative impetus of media facilitates students’ greater engagement. Moreover, using

media allows students to capitalize on an outside interest—entertainment—and use its

tools and techniques for education.

2. What’s Inside the Site?

The prototype features the first act of King Lear using Wells’ Quarto and Folio

editions as base texts. Variants to the composite presented in the Norton’s Anthology are

noted. Supporting content, such as the kind ordinarily found in introductions and

footnotes, appear as hypertext links. This content frequently generates great debate

among scholars; delving into that debate in its entirety is beyond the scope of this project.

For that reason, I have emphasized a few key issues and themes, such as the differences

between the variants and the play in performance. Although that does initially limit the

content, I feel comfortable that more may be added later or modified as the body of

scholarly work continually redefines the study of King Lear and the early modern world.

Indeed the flexibility of Web content, and its ability to be updated and altered as new

information arrives, will allow me to keep the supplemental material current. In addition,

I have been mindful of Wenger’s aims for constructing a learning environment that

fosters the creation of a community of practice.

a. the homepage: an overview of the site

The homepage of the site features one of Ford Madox Brown’s paintings.92 I have

chosen Cordelia’s Portion, because the painting invites students to evaluate Lear’s age

                                                  
92 Here is the link to the homepage: <http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/index.html>.
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and character, Regan’s and Goneril’s motives, and Cordelia’s decision to say nothing.

The main page provides links to scene summaries and a character list, which offer users a

quick refresher or reminder as they delve into the text. In keeping with Wenger’s design

ideas for learning environments, I have included components to facilitate engagement,

imagination, and alignment. The homepage connects students to several general topics,

which should reach students with different interests and areas of expertise.

Figure 1, Web Pages 1 and 2: King Lear Home Page
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Students interested in exploring variants can browse the Versions section of the Web site;

it includes links to images of the Quarto and Folio pages from the CETI93 site. In

addition, variant transcripts from the same scene are presented for comparison.

b. I.C.E.—activities to foster active learning

Material similar to the kind found in introductions and footnotes has been

presented as hypertext links in the Notes, Articles, and Ideas about the English

                                                  
93 The University of Pennsylvania sponsors the Center for Electronic Text and Image (CETI) and includes

full text images of the Quarto and Folio versions of King Lear. These can be found at the following URLs

<http://oldsite.library.upenn.edu/etext/furness/lear1623/297.html> and

<http://oldsite.library.upenn.edu/etext/furness/lear1619/049.html>.
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Renaissance section. The supporting content does not substitute for a thorough

introduction. Rather, it provides hypertext connections to summary information; Web

links to relevant sites of educational integrity; and excerpted, supplemental texts.

Thematic sections include Shakespeare’s Biography, Politics and History, Family and

Culture, Philosophy and Science, and The Theater. Each of the topics has enough depth

and breadth to sustain its own Web site; in the future, this section of the King Lear site

could be greatly expanded to include a more extensive history of the time as well as more

in-depth presentation of these complex matters. I believe that the thematic sections serve

as imaginative springboards in which students have time to wander or explore tangents.

By inviting students to try out topics—as hyperlinks do—the Web site fosters the

creation of a community of practice. Places for imaginative play can drive learning,

especially as Wenger defines it. The excerpted texts include selections from early modern

writers, such as Burton and Bacon, as well as contemporary scholars such as Stone.  I

would like to add several more excerpts from early modern writers, particularly women

authors as well as the more renowned writers of the time; however, time and space do not

currently permit me to fully develop this feature in great depth.

A section called I.C.E.94 provides activities that enable students to apply these

broad topics to the play; in fact, I chose the current selections because I feel that they

relate well to topics covered in the play.

                                                  
94I.C.E. is an acronym for Integration, Connection, and Extension. Here is the link to the page on the site

<http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/ice_activities.html>.
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Figure 2, Web Page 3: I.C.E. Main Page

Pedagogically, the I.C.E. activities encourage students to read widely and apply

things that they learn about the Renaissance to King Lear. These activities make liberal

use of hyperlinks and encourage students to navigate through many different topics. An

example of the Integration Activities appear in the two Web pages that follow.95

                                                  
95 Here is the link to the Integration Activities page:

<http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/integration1.html>.
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Figure 3, Web Pages 4 and 5: Integration Activities
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An instructor could assign a specific activity, or students could explore the activities on

their own.

c. the commonplace book

The commonplace book can be accessed from almost any page in the site.  At

present I am using Movable Type’s weblog software, available through the Computer

Writing and Research Lab, in place of software specifically tailored to the site. Movable

Type runs independently of the King Lear Web site. Instructions how to download and

use the software are linked to the main page of the site. Then, when students view the

icon, they can link directly to their online commonplace book.96

                                                  
96 Here is the link to the commonplace book page: <http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/%7Elym/lymblog/>.
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Figure 4, Web Page 6: Sample Commonplace Book Page

The commonplace book functions as an electronic journal. Depending upon software and

network applications, commonplace books for the classroom should be accessible and

searchable to all. This feature, unlike a reading journal or classroom notes, offers students

the chance to organize and arrange quotations, images, and original ideas while engaged

with the site. In keeping with the aims of critical pedagogy, the commonplace book

“empowers students to assume responsibility for creating conducive learning

environments in conjunction with teachers” (Florence 77) as students develop a hypertext

learning resource. A commonplace book could be printed, for example, or kept on the

desktop for regular reference; the personal nature of the commonplace book reinforces
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the importance of the individual student’s contribution to the ideas and meaning ascribed

by the class.97

d. additional features

Students interested in learning more about the origin of the story can examine the

page called Sources.  The Sources section of the Web site offers students an online

introduction to possible sources Shakespeare used when he composed King Lear.

Excerpts from The True Chronicle Historie of King Leir and a link to the full text of that

source can be compared with passages from three other versions of the

story—Monmouth’s Historia Anglica, Higgins’ The Mirror for Magistrates, and

Spenser’s The Faerie Queen.98

In the Contemporary Adaptations section, students can gather information about

contemporary versions of the play. This space features Jane Smiley’s A Thousand Acres,

an accessible American novel and film in which the basic story of King Lear is

superimposed onto Midwest farmland. Told from the perspective of the eldest sister, the

novel and film present the sisters in a more sympathetic light as they struggle to care for

their increasingly difficult father and grapple with a history of sexual abuse. The second

film comes from critically acclaimed director Akira Kurosawa. Ran places the story of

Lear in ancient Japan, and the sisters are replaced by three errant sons. Kurosawa makes a

breathtaking and unnerving display of the spectacle and violence of civil war.

                                                  
97 See Chapter 2, Section 3, “portals to study on the King Lear Web site” for a more detailed description of

the pedagogical role of the online commonplace book.

98 These sources were chosen from Geoffrey Bullough’s Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

Volume VII.
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In the Media section of the site, students can view film stills and short clips. The

first two stills show Ian Holmes’ rather robust Lear in contrast with Olivier’s more

decrepit and fragile king. The film clips show parallel scenes from Olivier’s filmed

version for the BBC (1982) and Peter Brooks version (1970). By showing the

interpretations of the same script by two different directors and actors, students can

readily compare how the staging of a play affects the tone, characterization, and overall

impact of a story. This encourages students to consider the role of performer and director

in the interpretation of King Lear. As the site develops, I would add more film clips; in

the meantime, a link to Princeton University’s scene bank is in place. The Media section

also contains select images of King Lear; these can help students visualize how artists

conceive complex characters. Students can copy and paste the images into their

commonplace books in order to organize their ideas and supplement their understanding

about the play.

In an effort to facilitate alignment by promoting connections to the world outside

the literature classroom, the home page also offers a link to Community Service. This can

be adapted into a service learning project, or students can build on the suggestions to

perform community service apart from the classroom. Service learning, fairly well-

established in K-12 education, has begun to make an impact on college-level pedagogy.

While the practice of service learning requires a substantial overhaul to traditional course

content, moderate or limited activities can help familiarize instructors and students with

the principles of service learning. A space to facilitate alignment, as Wenger suggests,

encourages students to think and act broadly in response to what they have learned. The

Community section of the Web site invites students to get involved with seniors in their

community. In this sense, they can challenge preconceived ideas and prejudices about the

elderly as experienced in their own lives and in Shakespeare’s dramatic representation of
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Lear. While this activity digresses from the typical framework for the study of literature,

it does provide a cross-curricular approach to the play. I would assign this activity as a

precursor to a group project or term paper for the course. As students grapple with Lear’s

complexity, repugnancy, and vulnerability, they can use their experience with the elderly

to enlighten their interpretations. Students can deepen their personal responses to aging

and its disabilities while engaging with the community outside the classroom.

The next major section of the site is specific for each act. In time, complete links

for all five acts will be a part of the site; for now, I have developed the materials for Act

1.  The following section of this chapter details the activities and components of the Act 1

section. Students can browse the activities, or instructors could require the completion of

specific items. When relevant, I have included examples of student work from my World

Literature class.

3. Putting the Site into Practice: Act 1

The page called Act 1 Central has a simple menu of links.99 The first link, Scene

Synopsis, allows students to quickly summarize the plot or content of each scene in the

Act. Students can leave this page in the background for easy reference, or scan it for a

quick refresher. The remaining pages demand engagement and critical thinking.

                                                  
99 Here is the link to the Act I Central page:

<http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/act1.central.html>.
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Figure 5, Web Page 7: Act I Central Main Page

a. Assisted Read-Through

The Assisted Read-Through consists of a series of guided, open-ended questions

that students can answer independently or in small groups. These questions encourage

students to read closely, make predictions, determine critical issues, and examine the

relevance of the text to their own experiences.  The read-through fosters engagement; as

students complete the lengthy task, they must converse, solve problems, document their

thinking, and interact with the text in detail. Students need a version of the play on hand

as they compose answers to the questions. These answers could be recorded in the

commonplace book or another electronic media or in a traditional notebook.  In practice,

most students copied the questions into a word-processing file and entered their answers
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electronically. The responses were then printed and shared with the class; the project was

assessed as part of the class participation grade.

Students reported that completing the questions was labor intensive but

worthwhile; in class discussion that followed this activity, students demonstrated a solid

grasp of plot, characterization, and issues raised by the play. Here are some sample

answers students posed to the questions. (The questions are an early version of the

Assisted Read-Through questions on the site.) Students were asked to work in pairs or

threes, and they were given part of a class period to complete the activity. Some student

teams took a divide-and-conquer approach in which they did not collaborate on each

answer. Other groups handed in a single response. Students typically divided up the

questions, becoming experts on the beginning, middle, or end of the Act. As you review

their responses, bear in mind that all of these students are first-generation college

students, largely from ethnic minorities and lower-economic groups; all but one are

bilingual. In addition to English, languages spoken by the students included Spanish,

Vietnamese, and Arabic. The groups had a mix of genders. Student answers are presented

verbatim—I have preserved the original spelling and grammar of their responses.

Question A100

Carefully read the first 27 lines of the play. Based on these lines, record two
things that you know about each of the following characters.

King Lear

Gloucester

                                                  

Group 1: K. Shiue, M. Hernandez; Group 2: L. Cash, M. Khan, V. Hernandez; Group 3: Y. Martinez, C. De

Leon; Group 4: R, Bustamante, P. Vela
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Edmund

Group 1

1a) King Lear: seems to be a very foolish old man. His imagination is lead by his
two daughters exaggerated love for him. He is a very powerful man who is
willing to share his kingdom but lacks common sense.

b) Gloucester: seems like a very cunning individual. I believe he is
complimenting Kent, and also introducing him to his son Edmund. He seems like
he serves the king very well.

c) Edmund: seems like he is a very deceiving individual. In the lines where he is
talking to Kent he gives the audience a funny vibe to him by saying, “Sir, I shall
study deserving.” Edmund seems like he is going to be the murderer!

Group 2

a) 1. respected 2. In control

b) 1. father of Edmund 2. Vindictive

c) 1. bastard son 2. Callow

Group 3

a) King Lear-Deceitful; His story changes

b) Gloucester-Bossy; Informative

c) Edmund-Follower; Doesn’t really know what is going on

Group 4

a) King Lear: He rewards those who he finds worthy. He is the subject of
conversation in the first 27 lines therefore he must be powerful.

b) Gloucester: He is very cold hearted because he refuses to acknowledge his
sons, and talks of them as bastards. He is also a gossip.

c) Edmund: He is very intimidated by and submissive to his father. He has power
because he is the husband of one of King Lear’s daughters. (sic)

The responses indicate students’ thoughtful and careful reading of a short section

of text. These early interpretations suggest that students view the patriarchs as powerful,
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fearsome, and somewhat hostile. Gloucester, in particular, seems “cunning,” “vindictive,”

“cold-hearted” and “bossy.” Only Group 1 sees Lear somewhat sympathetically as

foolish or lacking good reason. At this point, students know that one of these three

characters will prove to be a murderer. They seem hesitant to criticize Edmund, who

some view as “intimidated by and submissive to his father” or a “follower.” Group 1,

who likely had previous exposure to the play, recognize Edmund as “deceiving” and with

a “funny vibe.” Question A can help instructors contend with a problem often faced when

teaching King Lear to students in their late teens and early twenties. At this point, most

students have struggled for control with parents; the student’s initial sympathies ally with

the younger characters. It takes a pronounced turn of heart to recoil from Edmund and the

sisters to view the patriarchs as wounded, fallen, or in need of care. When students return

to this question with full knowledge of the play, they express more pity for Gloucester

and Lear, whose authority is at its apex at opening of Act 1, and more disdain for

Edmund, who seems more sinister and deceptive in this opening scene.101

Question B

Edmund gives a rousing speech in scene 2, in which he proclaims: Now gods,
stand up for bastards! As the illegitimate son of Gloucester, Edmund shows a
different side to family life. Which of the Lear children is Edmund most like?
What is it he wants that he does not have? Is he a villain or a good guy? Look at
the lines around line 5:

Why bastard? Wherefore base?

When my dimensions are as well compact

My mind as generous, and my shape as true

                                                  
101 As students negotiate (and renegotiate) the answer to this question, they experience alignment; they

begin to view the play from a perspective unlike their own—the perspective of the aging parent.
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As honest madam’s issue?

What argument is Edmund making? Do you agree? If you do, is Edmund the hero
then?

Group 1

Edmund seems to be most like either Goneril or Reagan. He is ruthless at that he
tricks his own father and own brother in believing that they are to kill each other.
He makes the excuse that just because he is the bastard son of his father, it is best
for him to do so and kill his father and his brother. Edmund of course is going to
show a different side to his family than that of Lear’s daughters does for him. He
is the bastard son so by law, he probably cannot legitimately have part of the
family fortunes. So, not only will he have to plot to get his revenge that he is the
bastard son, but he has to also plot to get part or all of that fortune. Unlike Lear’s
daughters, they are legitimate and they don’t have to fight to get the prize. As
long as they tell Lear what he wants to hear, they will have no problems in getting
their share. Edmund is a villain. The lines around line 5 says that he says that he is
lowly and a bastard. His father loves him just as much, so thus this is just a
problem that he has with himself. The argument that he makes that he is as
“generous” and his “shape as true,” is false because if he were really to think so,
then he wouldn’t  be jealous and scheming a way to deceive his father and
brother.

Group 2

Edmund is like Goneril and Regan. Edmund wants the rights to his father’s
possessions, which rightfully belong to the first son. By law, Edgar will inherit
everything. He [Edmund] seems to be a villain at the moment. He is arguing that
society has treated him unfairly by no fault of his own. He is an intelligent man
but is only seen as a bastard through the eyes of society. I agree that society
should judge Edmund for the man that he is and not the mistake that his parents
made.

Group 3

Edmund is most like Cordelia because they both seem to dislike their fathers and
also because they both say what is on their mind. They are confident and
independent. Edmund wants Gloucester’s land. Edmund is a villain because he is
willing to do anything to get what he wants. Around Line 5, Edmund is saying he
is not a bastard and is in fact a well compact (composed) person who is supplied
with intelligence and honesty.
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Group 4

Edmund is most like Cordelia because they both want something they can’t have.
What Edmund wants is respect and love from his father. He doesn’t want to be
treated as a “bastard” because he feels he is just like everyone else. Any child
deserves to be loved and for Edmund to be angry is completely justifiable.
However, his bitterness may lead him to commit evil deeds, making him a villain.

Faced with Edmund’s plan for serious villainy, students show some empathy for

Edmund’s status as a misfit in the world of King Lear. Group 1 sees Edmund as feeling

sorry for himself: “His father loves him just as much, so thus this is just a problem that he

has with himself. The argument that he makes that he is as ‘generous’ and his ‘shape as

true,’ is false because if he were really to think so, then he wouldn’t  be jealous and

scheming a way to deceive his father and brother.” Since most students have lived for

some time in a blended family, the competition for status among step- and half- siblings

is a familiar battleground. Students seem to grasp that Edmund lacks legitimate power,

yet they do not believe this lack gives Edmund reign to behave violently. As Group 4

suggests, “Any child deserves to be loved and for Edmund to be angry is completely

justifiable. However, his bitterness may lead him to commit evil deeds, making him a

villain.” Group 3 agrees that “Edmund is a villain because he is willing to do anything to

get what he wants.” While two of the groups saw Edmund’s villainy as similar to

Goneril’s and Regan’s, Groups 3 and 4 saw parallels between Edmund and Cordelia.

Group 3 focuses on similarities in personality: “Edmund is most like Cordelia because

they both seem to dislike their fathers and also because they both say what is on their

mind. They are confident and independent.” Group 4 focuses on similar desires:

“Edmund is most like Cordelia because they both want something they can’t have.”  The

key moral difference, students seem to grasp, is that Cordelia does nothing (is unwilling

to compromise) to obtain what she wants. When students return to this question after

reading the end of Act V, they are not surprised that Edmund is the direct cause of
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Cordelia’s death. Rather, students grasp that Shakespeare has characterized the “good”

outcast child, Cordelia, and the “bad” outcast child, Edmund; both outcasts die despite

Cordelia’s higher moral behavior—neither inherits the land.

Question C

In the middle of scene 4, Lear remarks to the fool: Why, no, boy; nothing can be
made of nothing (line 116). Both Cordelia and the Fool are linked with this theme
of saying or doing nothing. How else are these two characters the same?  What do
these lines foreshadow? (If you don’t know how the play ends, then guess.)

Group 1

I think that the fool knows what is going to happen in the end. Basically, the
notion that nothing can be made of nothing says that there was no intention of
making things in the beginning, what makes one think that there will be anything
in the outcome? Like, if you wanted to bake cookies and you have no dough, how
can you have cookies in the end? The theme of nothing is foreshadowing that in
the end, nothing comes of it because everyone is dead. There’s no one to really
divide the kingdom up to. There’s no one to rule the kingdom because everyone
has killed either themselves or each other.

Group 2

They are both told the King the truth of how they felt and what they thought even
though it was not what the King wanted to hear. I am guessing that everyone is
left with nothing to show for but a lot of mistakes.

Group 3

Cordelia and the Fool are not scared to say what they are thinking. Everyone, but
them, seems to fear King Lear and act like they are expected. Instead, Cordelia
and the Fool demonstrate how brave they are to stand up to a person with such
great power. The theme of nothing foreshadows that King Lear will end up with
nothing in the future.

Group 4

The fool and Cordelia both see Goneril’s and Regan’s devious ways. Both the
fool and Cordelia get punished for saying nothing or saying the truth. This theme
is a sort of foreshadowing because in the end when King Lear may need his two
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daughters the most, they will not be there for him. There will be nothing of their
love.

Even early in the play, students are able to understand the similarities between the

Fool and Lear’s favorite child. Groups 2 and 3 focus on integrity and honesty: “Cordelia

and the Fool are not scared to say what they are thinking” and “They are both told the

King the truth of how they felt and what they thought even though it was not what the

King wanted to hear.” Students had more difficulty building a complex understanding of

the term nothing. Most understood that Lear would be left with nothing in the end and the

term “nothing” relates to land, power, and daughters. Group 1 offers a unique

analysis—that Lear is a metaphorical baker who has no dough and cannot make anything.

“Basically, the notion that nothing can be made of nothing says that there was no

intention of making things in the beginning, what makes one think that there will be

anything in the outcome?” This group also sees the Fool as aware of the coming end.

Groups 2, 3, and 4 emphasize that Lear will end up with nothing; or as Group 2

succinctly put is “nothing to show for but a lot of mistakes.” All students responded to

the term nothing within a materialist context—Lear has no land and the people die.

Broadening that understanding to include Lear’s abstract losses is clearly one way an

instructor can guide students further along this analytical path.

Student responses to the Assisted Read-Through allow them to move to more

complex work with the play. When students in these same classes were asked to stage the

scene in which Gloucester is blinded, they built on their ability to read scenes closely for

details to help interpret action and characterization. Staging the scene requires both

imagination and exploration as described by Wenger. For example, students felt that

since the scene was about losing sight and so many characters mentioned vision and

sight, it was imperative to be able to see Gloucester lose his eyes. It was worth a great
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deal of argument and revision to come up with a blocking pattern that left the audience

looking in Gloucester’s face as the violence is enacted. I attribute this level of

understanding and consideration to the practice of carefully answering questions about

the text.

b. In-Depth Examinations of the Text

Activities in the In-depth Examinations of the Text section require students to

write about the play. An instructor could simply assign students to complete one of these

activities as she might assign a short paper. Or, students can write informally on the in-

depth examinations and use this writing as a springboard into a more traditional paper.

Clearly, paper topics can foster engagement, especially if students have the freedom to

choose their own direction and the paper assignments are somewhat flexible. The

activities, Using the Text to Explore a Topic and Quotations give students a solid basis

for developing standard essays. The first activity provides an example of writing about a

topic related to King Lear. It demonstrates how to use quotations from the play in order

to make an argument about some element of the play:

One approach to understanding literature is to trace what happens to one idea,
character, image, or pattern throughout a section or a length of a text. You can use
the commonplace book to record passages or commentaries that relate to one key
component of the text.

An Example of Using the Text to Explore a Topic

The following passage examines the relationship between Cordelia and King Lear
in Act 1. Quotes and evidence from the play support the central claim of this
argument. These paragraphs offer one way of examining key issues raised in the
text. Use this example as a springboard for further exploration or argument.

At the beginning of the Act, Goneril and Regan make a public display of love for
Lear, but Cordelia refuses. A person’s basic identity frequently stems from his or
her position in the family. Because Cordelia will not indulge Lear’s contest, she
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loses her inheritance. Yet, Cordelia defines herself as the true, pure
daughter—”So young, my lord, and true” (1.1.103)

Cordelia acknowledges the conflict between her father and her future husband
when she explains, “I love your majesty/ According to my bond; no more nor
less.” (1.187-88). She continues to resist the king’s threats to “mar your fortunes”
by reminding Lear that her husband shall have “Half my love with him, half my
care and duty.” (1.1.89; 1.1.97) Finally, Cordelia expresses her fear that her father
will never relinquish his relationship with her: “Sure, I shall never marry like my
sisters,/ To love my father all.” (1.1.98-99) Lear, rather than assuring Cordelia
that she should love a husband and a father, instead says, “But goes thy heart with
this?” This response makes Lear sound more like a jilted lover than a father, and
Cordelia—although claiming to say nothing—effectively rejects this incestuous
relationship.

The second activity encourages students to develop an argument by creating a

menu or sample list of related quotations. The activity provides students with a broad

range of topics and a single quotation that corresponds to the topic. Students then collect

additional quotations that relate to the topic. Once students have assembled several

quotations, they can analyze the topic as it appears in the act.

Quotations

Using the text for Act I, record all quotations that refer to a specific character,
issue, or term. Sample topics and quotations from Scene 1 follow. Many more
examples can be found throughout the Act; beneath these instructions are
suggestions to begin an investigation.

Identify the circumstances of each quotation. Make inferences and draw
conclusions about the play based on your analysis of the quotations. The result
should be 1-2 pages in length. You might develop this analysis into a larger essay
by examining the key term or issue throughout the play.

Senses: Do you smell a fault? (1.1.14)

Age: …’tis fast our intent/To shake all cares and business from out age/
Conferring them on younger strengths while we/Unburdened crawl toward death.
(1.1.39-41)

Language: What shall Cordelia speak? Love and be silent. (1.1.62)
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Family relationships: I love your majesty according to my bond, no more nor less.
(1.1.91-92)

Eyes/Sight: See better, Lear, and let me still remain/ The true blank of thine eye
(1.1.158-159)

Unnaturalness or Strangeness: Sure, her offence must be of such unnatural degree
that monsters it…(1.1.217-219)

Birth: Hadst not been born than not t’have pleased me better. (1.1.233-234)

Bastardry: His breeding, sir, hath been at my charge. I have so often blushed to
acknowledge him that now I am brazed to’t (1.1.7-9)

Darkness and Light: Meantime we shall express our darker purpose. (1.1.36)

I find this kind of writing is much more student-driven than standard theme questions in

which students are given a topic and told to find quotations to support that topic. By

blending inductive and deductive logical strategies, students exercise critical thinking

skills.

The Characters activity builds on the traditional motif of examining how one

character changes through the course of the play.

Characters

Choose one character and document when he or she enters, exits, speaks, or takes
an action. You can evaluate a single character’s speeches out of context and
record patterns of expression, repeated use of words or images, or other notable
features.

I suggest close textual analysis of the character’s speech in order to encourage students to

expand on changes in plot or action and to examine characterization more closely.

c. analysis of variant texts

The Quarto and Conflated Variants pages encourage students to look at the effect

of textual variants on meaning, characterization, and overall presentation of the play. This

activity enables students who may be using different printed versions of the play (usually
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a Folio or Conflated) to view the unique features of each variant. By orienting the play in

the world of textual studies, an instructor can help students make connections outside of

the classroom (an opportunity for alignment). It also raises questions about canonical

ideas of authorship and encourages students to view writing, even venerated works such

as Shakespeare, as fluid, dynamic pieces. Act 1 Variant Example, Kent’s Banishment,

includes three brief textual passages in which Lear banishes Kent.102

Figure 6, Web Pages 8 and 9: Act I Variant Example and Exercise

                                                  
102 Here is the link to the Act I Variant Example and Exercise page:

<http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/act1.exvariant.html>.
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Figure 7, Web Page 10: Variant Example and Exercise

Since the action is straightforward—Kent must pack and leave—students can

readily discover how small alterations in word choice and word order can yield a

different outcome. The discrepancy between 4 (Q) days to pack and prepare and 5 (F, C)

days to prepare is one obvious difference—Lear is harsher and more hurrying in the

Quarto variant. Students can debate the difference between dis-eases (Q), disasters (F),

and diseases (C); they may even venture into deconstruction of the term disease. As

students follow Lear’s stipulation, they can see that Kent is threatened with death on the

sixth day (Q), the seventh day (F), and the tenth day (C) if he should return to Lear’s

land. The comparative leniency in the conflated version signals how small textual

differences can have wide results. Also, the respective line numbers clearly demonstrate
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the conflated version is already 12 lines longer than the Quarto. To help students make

these connections, a series of questions and an analysis activity follows the examples of

the textual variant.

d. Activities

The Activities section of the Web site differs from the Assisted Read-Through

and In-Depth Examinations of Text because it requires students to do more than write.

This section engages students in the physical theater and in kinesthetic learning. 103  It

introduces stage terms, such as blocking; also, it gives students an opportunity to

visualize and practice the play even if they are constrained to sit in a large lecture section

of a class. In addition, the interactivity of this section expands the use of media beyond

watching the play in performance or on television or in film. The link to templates of

stages can help students visualize and practice how to set the blocking or arrange the set.

Students are invited to view a sample of a scene from two different film versions

of King Lear. In the future, I intend to include a video of a student performance as well,

so that students can see how their own interpretations and enactments appear. The link to

additional film versions of King Lear enables driven students to easily find full-length

versions of the play.

When students actively edit a scene, they accomplish two things. First, they

become extremely invested in the quality of the lines relevant to a specific authorial or

presentational goal. They express sympathy for the directors who have to “cram” the

number of lines and dramatic actions of the play into a given time—perhaps 2 hours.

Secondly, students experience firsthand the fluid and sometimes tenuous nature of
                                                  
103 A place for engagement and imagination, these activities facilitate and reinforce the creation of

communities of practice.
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authorship. I asked students in my class to perform a similar activity in which they cut

lines from the Scene 13 of the Quarto and compared their cuts with Act 3, scene 6 of the

Folio. Several elected to shorten speeches, thereby speeding the action along. However,

no one felt they could cut the mock trial scene; this sparked discussion about how to

revise a text while keeping the basic elements of the text intact. While some students

disagreed with the Folio editors’ decision to cut the mock trial (even knowing that

Shakespeare is considered to be the primary reviser), most students felt that the cut scene

was much improved. Several students were extremely pleased when “their” cuts and edits

closely matched the revisions made in the Folio. This activity gave students ownership of

the play in a unique fashion.104

e. Transformative Writing

Since one goal of this project is to give traditional instructors easy-to-use and

easy-to-digest tools for putting more student-centered pedagogies into practice, I have

tried to make almost all of the activities receptive to student-driven inquiry and

ownership. The Transformative Writing activities have been designed with the explicit

aims of stimulating critical pedagogy in the classroom.105 It is my hope that these seeds of

inquiry may lead students into understanding and development far beyond the range of

ideas that I am limited to imagining. The personal nature of the questions is geared

toward eliminating student alienation from the text—personalizing and making valid the

text as the student sees fit.

                                                  
104 See Addendum II for sample of students’ revision of the scene.

105 Here is the link to the Transformative Writing page:

<http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/act1.emwriting.html>.
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Figure 8, Web Pages 11 and 12: Transformative Writing
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Making students more active participants in their learning process and promoting

a shared responsibility between instructor and student makes the study of literature more

engaging and more liberating for students. This section enables students to further their

own study and to forge their own paths into discovery about King Lear.106

                                                  
106 Florence records that both Freire and hooks note that a “critically based education desocializes students

from traditional relationships and norms of being and knowing by: (a) encouraging students to be self-

directing; (b) linking social contexts to the academics and honoring scholarship both within and outside the

academy; (c) seeking to transform interrelations between students, teacher, school, and society; and (d)

incorporating students’ critical thought with the formal subject matter to avoid the focus on more

techniques for gaining literacy or gaining professional skills” (Florence 82). In addition these activities can

guide students along new trajectories and help them develop identity in response to the play (Wenger 272).
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Assignment 1, Family History Chart, has been adapted from Joan Wink’s family

graph activity (134).107 This activity, along with Assignment 4, Personal Experiences

With Issues Raised by the Text, invite students to draw from their own history as they

consider how age and generation affect such basic family dynamics as physical

expressions of love and emotion; verbal expressions of love and emotion; manners; duty;

privilege; sharing knowledge; inheritance; silence; and discipline. These activities build

on a reader’s natural inclination to personalize the events of King Lear—that is to view

the play through a reader’s own life experience. Doubtless, the life experiences of a

disenfranchised, twenty-year-old stepson affect his view of the relationship between

Edmund and Edgar. Likewise, the play raises questions about relationships among family

members and differences among generations. Students who complete the chart can use

the play as a starting point for self-reflection; these reflections, in turn, can inform and

deepen the students’ understanding of the complex dynamics faced by Cordelia, Lear,

and the others. While the chart functions as an independent activity, the discussion of

personal experiences described in Assignment 4 requires students to share their

understandings with a community of learners.

Assignment 2, Reflective Writing on Brief Passages, capitalizes on the strengths

of email or shared commonplace books108. These require writing targeted to a specific

public—the community of learners involved in the study of the same topic. According to

Wenger’s description of a learning environment, these conversations are part of student

                                                  
107 In Wink’s activity, designed for a graduate class, students use a similar chart to demonstrate how their

lives have changed. “All you have to do is ask the participants to fill in the chart…with their own history”

(Wink 134). The result helps students document their unique oral histories.

108 An electronic forum would work here as well.
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engagement, imagination, and alignment. Informal online and email writing differs from

typical essay writing; it tends to use informal vernacular, “emoticons,”109 and the unique

language of text messaging. The linguistics of email invite, I believe, a freedom of

expression often limited by formal writing assignments. “For students in literature

classes, email and its variants…can provide a means to write colloquially to us and to

each other as they explore ideas with their classmates in a casual, unthreatening medium”

(Reiss 19). Further, students who know that their responses will be read by a group tend

to invest more in the kind of information transmitted. By reflecting on other students’

thoughts, individuals actively engage with the ideas of the whole community—not just

the ideas presented by the instructor. This activity validates the students’ voice in keeping

with the engaged or transgressive pedagogies of Freire, hooks, and others.

Posing Problems, the third assignment, challenges students to pay attention to the

problems of the characters silenced by the society and situations presented in King Lear.

Practice in problem posing helps students learn to clearly identify and articulate

problems. Wink summarizes the three steps of problem posing as naming, reflecting

critically, and acting (135). According to Wink, the principles of problem posing ask that

“Teachers and Learners: trust each other; believe that their involvement will matter;

understand resistance institutional barriers to change; are aware of their own power and

knowledge” (138). By practicing problem posing with regard to King Lear, students can

explore issues of feminism, classicism, and ageism. Further, in keeping with

Shakespeare’s use of nothing and Cordelia’s silence, this activity encourages students to

think about voice. In analyzing problems faced by characters in the play, students can, I

                                                  
109 Emoticons are expressive visual icons, such as , that can indicate feelings. This happy face can be

made by typing a colon, hyphen, and open parentheses :-).
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hope, make connections to real world problems and can explore means of educating

themselves and others or affecting change.

4. Assessment

The traditional survey course typically assesses students using conventional

means—a midterm exam, an essay, and a final exam. Such exams can be student-driven

and can generate knowledge; however, these exams often emphasize recall. Students

complete “identify” questions that require them to reflect back what the instructor has

deemed important about certain passages in lecture. My past experience writing authentic

assessment questions for the California State Science tests and other K-12 venues has

strengthened my ability to write exams that lead to students learning rather than

regurgitating. Student-driven assessment, such as self-assessment rubrics and portfolios,

can be adapted to the Web site; for example, students can draw from their commonplace

books for portfolios. However, the logistics of large lecture-courses prohibit many kinds

of assessment; carefully reviewing 300 portfolios has less appeal than grading the same

number of electronic, machine-read answer sheets or even 3-5 page essays. For that

reason, many of the activities in this Web site should not be conventionally assessed or

considered a large part of a student’s grade.

Usually, students give their time and attention to the parts of the course that

“count.” I encourage instructors to illustrate the connection between gaining depth and

breadth of knowledge about the play and performing well on tests. (To that end, I have

explained, “If you simply do these activities, you probably do not need to cram for the

test.”) Perhaps course requirements can be amended to give students credit for

completion of work within the Web site. With that in mind, I present some suggestions

for assessing student performance on the activities included in the Web site. In addition, I
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have suggested a Web-based research essay for students to develop into their own

projects.

a. suggested rubrics

Ideally, students and instructors collaborate to establish assessment criteria.

Grading rubrics are a convenient means to apply criteria to student work; rubrics can be

completed by the student, instructor, or teaching assistant. For class work and homework,

I emphasize completion, depth, and willingness/ability to share information with the

class. I do not recommend that activities such as the Assisted Read-Through be graded on

anything more than completion; students should not be penalized for giving “wrong”

answers. Rather, I encourage students to build on the information that they have gathered.

Cross-outs, deletions and paste-ins, and revised responses to the questions are indicative

of student engagement with the text.

The In-depth Examinations of the Text can be assessed in a more traditional

fashion since these are largely writing activities. An example of a grading rubric for the

Quotations activity follows; however, I believe that the best rubrics are created by the

class.

Table 2: Sample Rubric for In-depth Examinations of the Text: Quotations

Grading Criteria Score/Possible
Points

Comments

Clear statement of character, issue, or
term being investigated. X/10 points

Quantity of quotations is adequate to
support the investigation. X/15 points

Quotations are relevant to the topic
being investigated. X/15 points

Citations are complete and correct.
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X/10 points

Analysis of quotations is logical and
makes a persuasive argument about
the play.

X/25 points

Composition is clear, concise, and free
from grammatical and typographical
errors.

X/25 points

A similar rubric can be adapted to the In-depth Examinations of Text: Characters.

To aid students with self-assessment and completion of the activity, the following chart

can be assigned. The chart can be assessed for completion and depth.

Table 3

Character Name:
Act, Scene, Line Entrances/

Exits
Summary of
speech or dialogue

Features of speech/action

In the Activities section—which includes producing a scene, comparing scenes,

and editing a scene—students should work in groups. Performances can be assessed for

completion and group effort. Again, a rubric that includes student input is best. In

addition, many of these activities I would not count as a letter grade; rather, I incorporate

active engagement and participation into the course-long participation grade. If you

choose to have students self-assess for participation, they can draw from these activities

to support their evaluation. These tasks, particularly editing a scene, are difficult and

require students to rely on higher-order thinking skills. Failure to succeed in cutting the

scene “enough” does not translate into poor student achievement. As students discuss the
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process of working with text in a theatrical setting, even if their efforts are not entirely

successful, they learn a great deal about the minutiae and broad issues that arise when

staging or presenting a play. They build skills that include an increasing depth of

knowledge about the play’s actions, characters, and issues; collaboration; and analysis

and evaluation.

Activities in the Transformative Writing section can be assessed with some

instructor guidance, as long as it is in keeping with the goals of critical pedagogy, “to

name, to reflect critically, to act” (Wink 120). While I am skeptical that a large lecture

course might have the time to assess activities in this section, I believe that students may

carry out these activities and assess themselves (or ignore issues of assessment if such

work does not factor in the student’s final grade).

b. papers and projects

The Web site can connect with a number of student-driven papers or projects.

Some examples include:

• Assign one of the In-depth Examinations of Text questions as a short paper.

• Allow students to approach the play from their specific academic disciplines.

Topics in the Notes, Articles, and Ideas about the English Renaissance include

links to science and philosophy, history, theater, and sociology as well as the

I.C.E. activities. After browsing these explanations, excerpts, and activities,

students can use their expertise with different disciplines to suggest appropriate

research topics related to King Lear.

• Based on entries in their commonplace books, students can create a Web page that

analyzes or presents a series of ideas about a theme, character, or the text of the
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play itself. Such a page might connect to the site at large and become a link to the

Notes, Articles, and Ideas about the English Renaissance.

The following is an adaptation of a sample research project assigned in a small

survey literature course; it has been tailored to the King Lear Web Site. One reason that I

chose to assign this research project as opposed to a standard, traditional essay has to do

with plagiarism. 123 Helpme.com has 127 papers on King Lear; 1MillionPapers.com has

over 80; and King-Lear-Essays.com has more than 50. 110 With the plethora of essays

available, students often succumb to the temptation of plagiarism. With this research

paper, students create an annotated bibliography and base their essay on a question that

they design and on articles that they read. I require photocopies or printouts of the

resources to make my grading easier.

Assignment: In this research project, you will focus on an in-depth study of King
Lear. Your project will include: the creation of a short, annotated bibliography,
research of secondary material about the text, the development of a research
question, analysis of the text, and a response to the research question.

Purpose: This assignment should give you depth of understanding about the play.
It will also give you practice in using research materials and procedures.

Requirements: All parts of this study must be word-processed, double-spaced,
and in 12-point type. Please use a standard font. Margins should be 1-inch all the

                                                  
110 King Lear papers can be downloaded from the following URL’s

http://www.123helpme.com/search.asp?text=lear; http://search.1millionpapers.com:9000/cgi-

bin/query?mss=1millionpapers&q=king%20lear; http://www.king-lear-essays.com. These are just a few of

the sites that appear when  I ran a Google search for “college essays on King Lear”.
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way around the page. Include your last name and first initial on each page as well
as page numbers. Do not use a title page or your social security number.

Detailed Description of the Assignment:

Choose a topic related to King Lear. Review the Web site for possible ideas.

Do research. Secondary resources are resources written about a text. For
example, secondary resources about King Lear might give a feminist view of the
play or they might take a look at the play as it gets performed by different actors
or they might argue about differences between the print versions. The topic that
you choose to learn about should be addressed in some secondary resources,
sometimes called criticism, written about it. You will need at least two of these
resources, and they will be part of your annotated bibliography.

Begin your research by looking in computer database or on UT’s library search
tool. Lexis-Nexis and resources like Academic Search Premiere are helpful. If
you have never researched using a database of journals, now is the time to learn.
Copy or print out these resources. Read them. Figure out what they mean. Decide
if you agree or not. You will use these resources to come up with a research
question. Some of the things that critics write about include: gender, class, race,
religion, family, power, and philosophy.

Create an annotated bibliography. An annotated bibliography is basically a
Works Cited page with notes. You will need a minimum of 3 separate entries in
your bibliography. One of these entries will be the text itself. Other entries could
be articles, books, Web sites, etc. Many of the links on the Links page and
throughout the site can guide you to secondary resources. To make an annotated
bibliography, you include the author and title of the work, the publication
information, and the page numbers. Then add a paragraph or two that summarizes
the work and how it might apply to the project.

Develop a research question. By now, you have read a great deal about the
topic. What kinds of issues do the critics talk about? What questions do you have?
Think of many different questions—perhaps six or seven—that relate to the text.
Write them down. Share them with classmates or post them in your commonplace
book. Once you have several questions, choose one or two that you could try to
answer with some help from the secondary resources that you have read. Go back
and read the text again with the question in mind. Take notes while you read and
decide if the research question can be answered.
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Analyze the text. Choose several passages from the text that help you answer the
research question. Some passages may give different perspectives or answers to
the question.

Respond to the research question. Write out the research question in thesis form
and explain what you have found out through research and studying the text.
Draw a conclusion.

Plagiarism: I am well aware that you can purchase literature papers off the
Internet or from other resources. This assignment does not require the kind of
creative thinking that I demand on exams and short writing assignments. The skill
that I want you to build is finding out what other thoughtful people say about a
work and then using that to learn something about a text. Do not waste time trying
to pass off someone else’s ideas as your own; just cite those ideas. You get credit
for choosing other people’s ideas provided you cite properly.

What to Turn In

Annotated bibliography, 3 entries

Photocopies or printouts of secondary resources

Research question

Response to research question (3-4 pages)

Grading Criteria: The following will be assessed:

Contains all items listed under “What to Turn In”

Selection of appropriate and reasonable understanding of two secondary resources

Quality of the research question

Use of the quotations from King Lear to support the discussion or answer to the
research question

Use of the secondary resources to support the discussion or answer to the research
question
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Proper citations of King Lear and the secondary sources

Clear, concise writing style with accurate grammar

My students succeeded with this project; many were shocked at the number of

“professional” scholars who wrote about literature. Simply reading the articles helped

students’ comprehension of literature. Several expressed pride in their ability to perform

this kind of research; many had doubted their competency early in the project, but wound

up writing strong research questions.

5. A Sample Schedule

For this schedule, assume that the site is complete for all five Acts of the play.

The sample course is a sophomore-level survey literature class.

Day 1: Students read Act I of the play and complete the Assisted Read-Through

prior to class. During class, we view the Quarto and Folio versions of the texts on the

Web site and talk about textual concerns.  Students either take notes in their online

commonplace books or work in small groups to analyze differences between the versions.

Day 2 Students read Acts II and III. They complete one of the Transformative

Writing activities. I ask students to tell me what they think this play is about and what

ideas or themes they think are most important. Based on their responses, students explore

one related area of the Web site. In small discussion or computer forum groups, students

share what they have discovered by browsing the site and by reading with specific ideas

and themes in mind. My role is to help clear up confusion about plot and language. Also,

I look over discussion sites and browse commonplace books to get a sense of what

students find most compelling about the play.

Day 3: Students read Acts IV and V. In class, either on the Web or on video, we

watch parts of the play in performance and talk about the way that actors and directors
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enliven or alter the text. Students are given a group project from the Activities or In-depth

Examinations of the text section of the site to begin for the next class period.

Days 4–6: During and outside of class, students focus on their projects or short

papers. The goal of this assignment is to get students engaged in one or more aspects of

the play. For example, I might give a small group of students the option of staging a short

scene, such as the blinding of Gloucester or the awakening of Lear. Students could use

the Web site to find out how the play was staged in Elizabethan times  and how

professional performers have since enacted the scenes. Other projects might include a

Web page that draws together elements of the play with historical information about the

Renaissance or a brief essay in which students contend with a problem or question that

they have raised in class.

Finally, I evaluate student projects and commonplace books. In these, I

will look for the following: comprehension of plot and character development; some

connection to the historical period of the Renaissance; and the ability to interpret a short

passage of the play theatrically or thematically.

6. Conclusion

Critical pedagogues suggest that the traditional classroom is hierarchical, fails to

produce knowledge, and privileges the instructor’s interests and intellect over the

students. The Web site collapses some of the power inequities, generates knowledge, and

privileges the student’s learning. Web-based technology functions both as an equalizing

and dialogical tool. Students might well search an instructor’s or teaching assistant’s

commonplace book (and vice versa), adapt information that they have gathered

themselves into new knowledge, or investigate areas of information beyond the lecturer’s

own expertise. This approach to teaching King Lear invites students to make their own
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informed observations about the play, such as how effectively a particular actor interprets

a speech in a video clip. Through entries in their commonplace books, students can

demonstrate the knowledge that they gather; since all commonplace books are equally

valid site resources, the instructor and student are on equal footing. Finally, the site

enables the instructor to guide a student to pursue study in unfamiliar areas. While the

pace of a survey literature course will limit the time instructors and students have to

interact, the presence of the Web site as a learning tool is a step in the right direction. It

cannot—nor should it—displace the instructor; rather, it should be used by both in the

common pursuit of study.

Future development for this project begins, of course, with the development of

course materials for the remaining four acts of the play. In addition, I would like to

redesign the site in order to improve the colors, layout, and font selections. New journal

software, which could better fit the function of the commonplace book, is a key point of

revision for the site. I believe a print component of the teaching materials could be both

useful and marketable. In addition, I would like the opportunity to gather data on student

use of the site. Such data would allow me to document and analyze the creation or

development of communities of practice. Undoubtedly, students’ projects would

embolden my exploration of critical pedagogy. By its very nature, student-driven learning

requires student use; with the addition of classroom application, I can amend the sites to

best fit the criteria of critical pedagogy.

Addendum III provides the user name and password information to access the

site. At this moment, the site seems stagnant; for the site to reach its apex, it must have

students driving the links and creating some of the content. However, the architecture

exists as my application of critical pedagogy, theories of hypertext, and design sensitive
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to communities of practice. The site reflects what my students have taught me about how

to learn about and how to teach Shakespeare’s impossible play.
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Appendix I: Current Literary Scholarship on King Lear

Since the inception of this project, scholarship on King Lear has continued to

emphasize many of the subjects broached in this dissertation. I surveyed eighteen

scholarly articles published between 2000 and 2003. Interesting developments outside the

parameters of this essay include Holbrook’s evaluation of King Lear and its relationship

to Marxist criticism; Joost’s close textual analysis of the punctuation used in

contemporary editions of the Quarto version of the play; McCoy’s suggestion that

Edgar’s outward honor masks an inherent snittiness, and Robert’s argument that actors

must critique the traditional ways in which performers have enacted roles. I find these

articles thought-provoking; however, they fall outside the content I address when I teach

the play.

Several articles recently published do shed light on the play as I teach it. Upper-

division, honors, or graduate students who choose to use the Web site or to advance the

pedagogical suggestions laid out in this dissertation would benefit from the following

studies. Many of the articles summarized here reflect New Historicist and

feminist/psychoanalytical theories. While I do not seat myself permanently in any

particular theoretical camp, the trend, it seems, in publication warrants continued

consideration of these theoretical approaches.

One scholar develops a reading of the play that I had not considered nor read

much about, but which lends itself to absorption into the Web site. Brayton extends the

metaphor of the map, brandished in Act I, to the play at large; he comparatively

investigates the historical treatment of possession (as in witchcraft and demonic or

satanic possession) along with the figurative and literal dispossession of Lear throughout

the play. The article sees the map as major metaphor—mapping Lear’s dissection of the
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kingdom, his madness, his family, and his life. This interlocution of prop and theory

(historical criticism and close reading combined) seems eminently teachable—and visual

in such a fashion that I would consider adding a map and analysis of terrain to the Web

site. Brayton extrapolates the pressing problem that England faced with James’s view of

landlordship to King Lear. He claims that Act I dramatizes the repercussions of a king

who acts as a landlord and believes (as King James did) that the lord ruled the inhabitants

body and soul. “Shakespeare situates his theatrical investigation of landlordship,

possession (as both a political and a hermeneutic challenge to early modern kingship),

and dispossession in a political context fraught with concerns over the status of hidden

motives” (399). Brayton points out that the main male characters have place-names, from

Gloucester to Albany to the France and Burgundy. Names in the play show that territory

and identity are linked in terms of the “Aristocratic transaction of power” (402). The

women do not have place names. In order to explain the women’s non-place names,

Brayton asserts that Lear uses the map as a “ritualistic exchange of property for filial

love” (400). Arguably, the “test of love is a cartographic ritual: it represents kingship in a

visual scenario by displaying the monarch’s mastery over the kingdom and his family”

(400). Jacobean political theory defines kinship as the possession of the kingdom and of

the subjects who inhabit it (402). When Lear divides the kingdom, he tries to ensure

continuing sovereignty by giving away pieces of himself—the map—to each child (and

saving the best for the favorite child.) For the girls “(t)heir positionality is a complex one

that the ritual in act one is designed to resolve; for them, possession of property is

identical to being exchanged between father and husband, ultimately to being possessed

by a husband. Lear’s ritual situates the female body at the site of anxieties about the

transmission of property, as the uncertain emblem of filiopietism and the token of

patriarchal exchange”(Brayton 402).
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Brayton regards Cordelia’s “nothing” as a maplike marker for empty

spaces (411). This pairs well with historicist readings about demonism, and Brayton cites

Greenblatt on exorcism. When Lear loses his mind, he obsesses about women’s wills and

bodies; thus Brayton views Cordelia as an outspoken resistor. In keeping with this

feminist approach, Brayton later supports the notion that Goneril and Regan function as

witches (415). Interestingly, Lear brings the demons on himself as Cordelia must leave

for the monsters to come out. “What is at stake in my reading of King Lear in terms of

the cultural poetic of possession, then, is not merely a demonstration that the play

borrows from the language of witchcraft, or that it figures possession as the condition of

kinship in a spectacular display of map-reading. What King Lear does with possession is

much more radical: it turns the political apparatus of discovery on the very agency that it

serves—sovereign power” (422). Lear becomes that victim—the disposed—based on his

use of the possessive map.111

Ken Jackson, like Brayton, practices New Historicism in an analysis of Edgar’s

transformation into Tom o’ Bedlam. Jackson explains that the actual hospital Bedlam in

London strove to elicit charity by displaying patients’ authentic suffering and insanity in

a fashion markedly different from that of London’s beggars who—conscious of the need

to beg—possess at least a modicum of reason. Jackson examines Edgar’s posing as a

beggar, so that the theater of actors playing madmen stands in contrast to the madhouse

displaying madmen for entertainment and solicitation purposes.

This reading of the play would work best with an expanded section of the Notes,

Articles, and Ideas section of the Web site in which acting and madness are presented in

greater depth. I would like to develop more Web resources about the actors craft to

                                                  
111 Brayton argues that “dispossession produces and reproduces his authority” (422).
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supplement existing pages about the theater. I think the parallels among real-world

madness, Edgar’s feigned madness (the  sane performer acting as the sane character who

is pretending to be mad), and Lear’s madness (the sane performer acting as a mad

character) are suited to a Web exploration in which these three related yet distinct entities

could be compared side by side.

Finally, advanced students can further explore the pacing and staging of the play

based on Asher’s study of lateness in King Lear. Recurring lateness affects narration,

character development, and timing. Asher describes the characters as “powerless to be

anything but late” (209).112 Asher closely examines the text, looking for patterns. He

notes that “first the deed, then the naming of the deed; first the sexual knowing then later,

much later in [Edmund’s] case, the acknowledging…” governs the plot of the play (210).

For example, in the map scene, “Lear claims he will do in this scene what he has already

done…Lear divides his kingdom first and then later says he will divide it, just as

Gloucester conceives a child first and then, much later, conceives of it” (210-211).

Notions of lateness parallel aging in the play. Applying the theme of lateness to Lear’s

character at the end of the final act, Asher finds that Lear is “not only too late to save

Cordelia and himself, and not only late in the play and late in life, but late in a

conspicuously distended life—in a life, we could say, that is itself late” (214).113 Students

investigating aging, madness, and the role of Lear as both King and monarch can add to

                                                  
112 Asher looks at missed appointments and delayed recognitions from Kent’s cloaking to Edgar’s

deception of his father to Edmund’s cruel and lethal failure to stop Cordelia’s hangman.

113 Asher asserts that lateness is the circumstance that marks Lear as a distinctive, dramatic character. He

remarks that Shakespeare made Lear even older than early versions, such as King Leir, did, which

emphasizes Lear as pathologically late.
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their analysis the idea that Lear lags in all areas and his lateness causes his demise—a

death that comes painfully late in life. Students involved in staging the scene can benefit

from Asher’s comparison of a blind and desperate Gloucester on the precipice of a great

and false fall and Lear at the precipice of a great fall from power at the play’s beginning.

“…[T]here is, in fact, a curious parallel in the visual geometries of the two scenes—the

fact that both men are surveying imaginary landscapes from above” (218).114 The

dissertation already guides students to consider similarities between the opening love-test

scene and the death tableau at the play’s end; this additional schematic and dramatic

parallel presents the audience with an even clearer sense of spatial overlap. In a play that

contrasts vast spaces, such as the heath, with fragile bodies, blocking and spacing serve a

critical purpose for interpretation.

Perhaps the broadest aggregation of current scholarship on the play appears in the

Shakespeare Survey: An Annual Survey of Shakespeare Studies and Production, which

devoted an entire volume in 2002 to studies of King Lear. The publication contains 15

articles about the play, ranging from feminist to poststructuralist to New Historicist.

Kernan Ryan summarizes the scholarly movement of the last two decades: “But from the

1980s onward the issue was no longer whether King Lear counseled affirmation or

despair, the way of the cross or the wisdom of oblivion. What mattered was whether the

play sustained or subverted oppressive structures of power and perception in its world

and our own” (2). In keeping with the various critical –ism’s, the articles in this volume

span a breadth of theoretical positions. Several complement and expand issues addressed

                                                  
114 Gloucester also gives a gift of his purse to the beggar, his son, just as Lear in the opening parcels out

land to his children (Asher 218).
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in this dissertation, such as the source of Shakespeare’s play, the role of women and the

psychology of kingship and kinship, and the performer’s enactment of the King.

Richard Knowles offers an analysis of source material relevant to the Web site in

the article “How Shakespeare Knew King Leir.” This article takes on a variety of

assertions about Shakespeare’s use and knowledge of the True Chronicle Historie of King

Leir prior to the writing of King Lear. Knowles analyzes the range of opinions from

minimal knowledge of the earlier play to quasi-plagiarism. He argues that “Shakespeare’s

knowledge of the old play was neither causal nor remote, but recent and detailed” (14).

This opens the doors to a thorough critique of the two plays in which a student-scholar

might catalog the similarities and differences in order to analyze how the older Leir

affects the presentation and performance of Shakespeare’s Lear. Knowles identifies

several common themes as well as common actions between the two plays. He

acknowledges that Shakespeare “never follows Leir line by line” but he does note several

“verbal correspondences” (12). Knowles concludes his argument by suggesting that the

printed version of King Leir, which appeared in 1605, must have been the version that

influenced Shakespeare’s writing; this narrows the time in which Shakespeare could have

written the play so that its writing occurred “in the extremely busy time between summer

1605 and its first recorded performance, on 26 December 1606, at court” (35). Scholars

may find this dating colors Shakespeare as both remarkably prolific and quick, since he

likely wrote All’s Well That Ends Well and Macbeth in that same timeframe.

Richard Proudfoot delves into an analysis of modern appropriations of King Lear,

by asking the simple question, “How do we know that we are reading an

‘appropriation?’” He discusses Turgenev’s 1870 short story “A Lear of the Steppes” and

Bottomley’s 1915 play “King Lear’s Wife,” which sought to explain how the Lear

household came to house such hard-hearted bitches (140). He analyzes Smiley’s A
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Thousand Acres as does the Web site. Students interested in learning more about King

Lear’s influence on 19th, 20th, and contemporary literature can use Proudfoot as an

accessible introduction to this kind of scholarship. Proudfoot concludes with a call for

further research: “Stage productions and adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays are

established areas of research and investigation. As is increasingly apparent derivative

fictions can also offer historical commentary on the text from which they derive” (152).

R.A. Foakes continues this brush with Lear derivatives in his exhaustive analysis of

Beckett’s play, Endgame. He compares Beckett’s nihilism in which the great joke of the

play is that nothing is finished and nothing has meaning with Shakespeare’s

“metaphysical implications” and truly tragic decline in King Lear (158). Additional

discussion of adaptations of King Lear include Alter’s article “Jacob Gordin’s Mirele

Efros: King Lear as a Jewish Mother,” Richard Foulkes’ “‘How Fine a Play Was Mrs.

Lear’: The Case for Gordon Bottomley’s King Lear’s Wife,” and Peter Womack’s

“Secularizing King Lear: Shakespeare, Tate, and the Sacred.”

Janet Bottoms’ “‘Look on her, Look’: The Apotheosis of Cordelia” examines the

play’s problematic presentation to women of the 19th century. If critics, such as Lamb,

claim that the audience ought to identify with Lear himself, with whom, then, should

female readers and viewers identify? Bottoms traces the moralization of Cordelia’s role,

despite her terse and chilly renunciation of her father’s love contest. “By bringing

Cordelia’s scenes into closer conjunction it also created a need to find some consistency

between them—something which would reconcile the girls who could speak with ‘a

coldness, a curtness not quite suitable from a child to a parent’, with the icon of ‘feminine
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softness and grace...the representative of all that is lovely and virtuous,’”115 Bottoms

details how 19th-century writers struggled to excuse Cordelia from her terseness and,

instead, emphasized her suffering, personal sacrifices, and devotion to Lear at the end.

Finally, she concludes by addressing the return of sharper, twentieth-century criticism to

Cordelia: “Perhaps the character of Cordelia is too radically discontinuous, too much an

absence rather than a presence, given too few words to serve as an adequate

counterweight to Lear’s more vocal anguish. The way in which the Victorians filled in

the gaps no longer satisfies or convinces…” (113). Students who wish to examine

Cordelia, Goneril, and Regan from a feminist standpoint can use Bottoms’ historical

analysis of the way in which Cordelia has traditionally been received to inform their

interpretation of the Lear family dynamics. In addition, such knowledge aids the director

producing the play or the student-scholar enacting a scene. Students can develop their

own argument concerning just how sympathetic Cordelia’s characterization ought to be.

                                                  
115 Bottom’s cites these quotations from ‘On the Character of the Religious Belief and Feeling which

pervade the Tragedy of King Lear’, in J.R. Seeley et al., Three Essays on Shakespeare’s King Lear

(London, 1851).
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Appendix II: Sample Student Responses to Editing Activity

Figure 9, King Lear (Q), Scene 14, edited by Shiue and Martinez
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Figure 10, King Lear (Q), Scene 14 cont., edited by Shiue and Martinez
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Figure 11, King Lear (Q), Scene 14, edited by Bustamante and Vela
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Figure 12, King Lear(Q), Scene 14 cont., edited by Bustamante and Vela
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Appendix III: King Lear Web Site Pages

The following pages appear on the King Lear Web Site. The site can be accessed

at <http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~lym/dissertation/KingLear/index.html> or on the CD.

The username is “lym” (do not type quotations) and the password is “cordelia” (do not

type quotations). Some of the links connect to sites outside of the pages I have created;

maintenance of these links is beyond the scope of this desseration.
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